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PREFACE 

"The African women report: Participation of women in the economic sector" is an attempt 
at a consolidated synthesis of the current information in this area. It is therefore the outcome of a critical 
literature review of a selected number of the current publications that have addressed the issue of Allican 
women's economic activities directly or indirectly. 

Currently, there is little literature on the economic sector that has devoted its attention exclusively 
on women from a gender perspective. What has become evident from the review is that OOile women's 
participation in economic activities has been addressed, it has been done partially, and often, as only one of 
other issues. A comprehensive approach to the question of the depth and breadth of what women in 
relation to men do formally and informally, both in the public and in the private arena, that have relevance 
to the economic sector in Allica has not yet been embarked upon. This report therefore attempts to .fill 
this gap. 

The sources used most heavily include: ILO/JASPA, African Employment Report 1990; 
Mosse, I.C., Half the World, Haifa Chance, Oxfam 1993; United Nations, 1994 World Survey on the 
Role of Women in Development: Women in a Chaning Global Economy; UNIDO, Development 
Report 1994 and 1995; UNIDO, Participation of Women in Manufacturing: Patterns, 
Determinants and Future Trends, (Final Report) 1995; UNDP, Human DeVelopment Report 1994 
and 1995; United Nations, The World's Women 1995 : Trends and Statistics; and FAO, Women, 
Agriculture and Rural Development: A Synthesis Report of the African Region 1995. 

In the aftermath of the Fourth World Conference on Women, Allica is all poised for !he 
implementation of the Global and African Platforms for Action for the advancement of women. This 
Report is therefore intended for all development actors who want information that may be helpful in their 
quest for equitable development through the promotion of women in the economic sector. 



EXECLl'IVE SUMMARY 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Report is the first of a biennial series that will review topical issues of interest to Afiican 
women from a gender perspective. They are intended to provide a syntbesis of information that should be 
of relevance in the implementation of the Global and the African Platforms for Action for the 
advancement of women. 

The choice of focus on the participation of women in the economic sector is based on the 
overwbehning evidence throughout the preparatory process of the regional and global conferences on 
women held in 1994 and 1995 respectively, that poverty was the number one concern of the Afiican 
women. The critical area of concern " women, poverty, insufficient food security and lack of economic 
empowerment" was listed first in the African Platform for Action. In the Global Platform for Action, 
the issue appeared also as a critical area of concern and was articulated as " inequality in women's access 
to and participation in the definition of economic structures and policies and in the productive process 
itself'. 

As Africa's economic crisis set in the 1980s and the problems of debt, structural adjustment, war 
and conflict and natural disasters trapped more than one third of Africa's people in abject poverty, women 
took a disproportionate share. Fernini7Btion of poverty is thus not only manifested in the growing numbers 
offemale-headed households, today estimated at 35% in Afiica, but also in the large numbers of refugee 
and displaced women and their children who make up at least 80% the total number. 

The irony of the women's state of poverty is that despite their limited access to land, modem 
production technology, skills and other resources of production, they still produce 60-80% of Africa's 
food supply in addition to their fiuniJy and community maintenance responsibilities. They also constirute 
only 37% of formal labour according to 1990-1991 figures, most of them in lower level positions while 
the bulk of the rest are in the informal sector, mostly in the urban areas. Most of women's contn"bution into 
the gross domestic product (GDP) therefore remains invisible and therefore unaccounted for. 

The invisibility of women's economic contn"bution is also related to the fuct that they are under
represented in the decision-making arena of the economic and socio-political sectors. This report seeks to 
demonstrate that access to both productive and the decision-making processes are necessary conditions 
for the recognition of women's critical contn"bution to the economic welfure of society. 

Discussion in this Report assumes the gender perspective. In so doing, it directs focus on 
relations between women and men. Distinction is therefore made between women's and men's productive 
and reproductive roles and how they interact between thern in social and economic structures. In using the 
gender perspective, the issue of power relations as demonstrated by the inequitable distn"bution of such 
economic properties as time, incomes, property ownership legal and social entitlements as well as the 
numerical presence of women in power structures come to the surface. The fulse differentiation between 
economic production and social reproduction which has resulted in the marginaliz2tioll of women despite 
their indispensable contribution to production is brought out. 
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The Report is divided into four parts. Part II sets the framework in which participation in the 
economic sector is enacted, examines women in the formal, agricultural and informal sectors as well as 
their non-monetized roles. Part m focuses on the participation of women in economic decision-making 
and Part N discusses the constraints to women's economic activities. Part V draws the conclusion and 
offers some recommendations. 

IL PARTICIPATION IN THE ECONOMIC SECTOR 

A. Framework for Participation 

As the world underwent turbulent economic changes in the last decade following the global 
recession of the 1980s, Africa went deeper into debt subsequent to the decline in the price of commodities 
and the rise in interest rate of earlier loans. Debts were rescheduled and more money borrowed to pay 
interest. But the only ready lender was the International Monetary Fund (IMP) who also imposed 
conditions for the loans. Structural Adjustment Programmes ( SAPs) had to be instituted to mitigate the 
effects of the world recession and generate enough resources for debt payment. 

As Africa set out to restructure as per IMF conditionalities, it instituted cuts in size and salaries in 
the public sector in favour of the private sector. Poverty rose higher in the 1980s and 1990s than it was in 
the 1960s and 1970s. The environment deteriorated as large population groups entered into the margin of 
absolute poverty. 

Women have suffered disproportionately and in a variety of ways from SAP policies. As 
governments reduce public expenditure and thus shift from paid to unpaid economy, women's 
reproductive role becomes heavier. Government is the largest employer of women and when it is reduced 
in size it is women more that men who lose their jobs and find themselves with few alternatives. 

Structural adjustment policies are also characterized by advocacy for an external oriented 
economy. Cash crop fanning is therefore promoted as a strategy to generate hard currency and ease the 
debt burden OOile women are marginalized from extension services and new technologies. 

While most of the world responded to global recession and the economics of market forces by 
organizing itself into large trading blocks, the nations of Africa seemed to be moving to unprecedented 
fragmentation and destabilization as internal and external conflict become rife in the continent. One of the 
contnouting factors is the economy of affection which acts as the social and economic insurance for the 
poor along cIan, ethnic and tribal lines. As such, it has also nurtured ethnicism which in turn has threatened 
the solidarity and unity of the state and the viability of national economies. In its extrerne fonn, excessive 
conflict and internal strife have prevailed and have red into the justification for increased military spending 
in many African countries. Between 1990 and 1991, at least 12 countries spent more than 50 per cent of 
the combined health and education budget on defence. 

One of the consequences of the persistent conflict is the huge numbers of refugees, most of whom 
are women and children. Recent statistics in Africa indicated that in 17 countries, the ratio of female to 
male refugees ranges from 71 % to 121% in a given year. These women face a multitude of problems that 
are made more acute by their gender. 
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B. Productive Employment in the fonnal sector 

111 Afiica, women play au importaut economic role in productive employment despite their 
precariousness in the IabOill market. Their role over the years has been characterized by deb berate 
exclusion from formal employment to eventual, gradual acceptance into the lower echelons which require 
low skills, pay low wages, have few promotion opportunities and little job security. Over the last two 
decades, however, promotion of girls' education and the increase in their school enrolment has been a 
significant step towards removal of barriers to women's employment. The bulk. of women's economic 
activities at the household, at community levels, in agriculture and in the infonnal sector are overlooked. 
Subsequently, the nature and size of their contnbution is not adequately captured. 

The female labour force in Sub-Saharan Africa was estimated to be about 73 million representing 
38% of the total labour force in 1990. In the 1970sit was estimated at 40%. The decline which continued 
in the 19808 was due to a number of such fuctors as economic crisis, restructuring policies, high enrolment 
rates in schools as wen as high fertility rates that necessitate that women defer employment in fuvour of 
child- and- domestic related non-market activities. 

In the modem sector, women tend to be least represented in such sectors as construction, 
electricity aud water, transport aud communications, mining and quany. Women are found in minuscule 
numbers in administrative and managerial categories while they predominate the lower category of the 
labour force. They are also found in larger numbers in agriculture, manu.filcturing, business and social 
seIVi.ces. While men move faster in from low to skilled categories, women tend to stagnate and therefure 
earn less. It is also not unusual for women to be hired for jobs for which they are overqualified and 
compcte with men with lower qualifications. 

Focus on the African Sub-regions 

Women's participation in the economic sector is a function of the prevalent socio-economic and 
cuItura1 environments. Although there is a positive correlation between the level of economic and 
industrial development and the demand for female labour force, in the African continent, these conditions 
are found ouly in Mauritins and Tunisia. The rest of Afiica is characterized by de-industrialization and a 
worsening of socio-economic conditions that have eroded women's opportunities for economic 
advancement. This trend varies little as an. examination of the African countries reveals following closely 
the clusters constituted in the recent study by UNIDO entitled "Participation of women in 
manufacturing patterns: determinants and future trends", 1995. The clustering of the subregions 
does not so nmch follow the traditional geographical groupings of the countries. Rather, it groups 
countries according to similarities in the struggle for economic and gender equity evolution. 

(i). West African Sub-region: strive for economic and gender-equity evolution 

The sub-region includes the funowing countries: Ghana, Nigeria, Togo, Central African Republic, 
Sierra Leone, Gambia, Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea, Liberia, Comoros and Mali Most of these countries 
which are in traditional West Mrica except for Comoros are characterized by decline in the share of 
agriculture into the GDP and stagnation or decline of the small manufacturing sector. Conffict and internal 
stri1e have contnbuted significantly to this situation. Women employment opponunities in the service 
sectors were eroded by retrenchment. Their low level of education and skills, the small size of the 
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manufucturing as wen as the gender ideology that work in this sector is unsuitable fur women are manifest 
in their insignifiCJIllt numbers in manufacturing. Agriculture, however, absorbs 33.48% of the economically 
active women. The informal sector also absorbs large numbers. 

Fertility rates and maternal mortality rates are high in this subregion. Life expectancy rate fur 
women ranges between 43 years in Sierra Leone to 53.3 in Nigeria while the median age of the population 
is Under 17 years which has implications on women's employment patterns. While the growth rate of girls' 
school enrobnent rate in primary and secondary schools is higher than the boys: the enrohnent gap is 
higher in fuvour of boys. At the tertiary leve~ enrolment of girls is significantly lower than that of boys. 
Besides, enrohnent per se also dropped in such coontries as Togo, Burkina Faso, Mali and Guinea since 
the introduction of SAP. 

With regard to the social status of women, only two countries have ratified the Convention on 
E1imination of All Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) wbile the number of women in parliam.ent in 
1992 varied between 2% to 8%. Most countries have also ratified the International Conventions on Eqnal 
Remuneration and on Discrimination of Employment and Occupation but the implementation is low. 

(ii) The low gender-equity duster 

This cluster consists of nations with the lowest female economic participation in the productive 
sector and low social status in tenns of literacy, school enrolment rates and legal protection against 
remuueration protection. The countries include Sudan, Mauritania, Cameroon, Chad, Sao Tome, Cote 
D'Ivoire, and QjIbouti. 

Agriculture absorbs 75% of the economicany active women. While it contn'butes little to the GDP, 
the tertiary sector is the highest contributor varying between 50% in Cote D'Ivoire to 80% in' pjibouti. 
Manufilcturing contributes to the GDP around 10% of the total input in Cameroon and Cote D'Ivoire but 
absorbs less than 4% of the active women. Women's seeming low participation in the economic sector is 
iirlltrellced by cultural values as to what is considered work, what is considered appropriate work for 
women, and gender diserimination in hiring practices. 

The fertility rate averages 6.6 births wbile the fernale life expectancy varies between 48.5 years in 
Chad to 56.8 in Cameroon. Female school enrolment rate is less than 50% mostly due to early marriage at 
around 16.6 years of age. All countries have ratified CEDA W but only two countries have more than 10% 
female representation in parliam.ent. Elsewhere, it is less than 5%. DeSpite the filet that an the countries 
have signed the international instruments to promote gender equity in the economic sector, there is a large 
gap in the economie participation of women between the West Afiican cluster and this cluster. 

(iii). The moderate gcnder-equity group 

This clusters which comprises 11 countries has a moderate rate of women economic activities but 
with large disparities in sectora11abour distnbution and high percentage of female headed households. The 
countries are Seneg~ Congo, Gabon, Rwanda, Madagascar Malawi, Zambia, Zinibabwe, Angola, 
Mozambique and Swaziland. 
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The economies are dependent on mining and oil extraction except for Rwanda, Mozambique and 
Angola which are dependent on agriculture. Economically active women, however, are found in 
agriculture and are relatively few in the formal sector. Cultural mctors and post industrial strategies for 
development are mostly associated with this situation. Women were not allowed to follow their husbands 
in the mines during the colonial era which reduced their economic and social status. 

There is relatively low gender gap in primary and secondary school level enrolment but there are 
high. drop out rates for girls due to early pregnancy and maniages, limited places for girls in schools, high 
demand for girls' labour and preference for boys' education as a safety blanket. The initial improvement of 
women's political and legal status shortly after independence was eroded by political and economic 
instability. War in some countries has led to high numbers of female headed households, sometimes as 
high as 50%. Women's political participation in parliament is relatively high at around 16-17% but low in 
executive positions. Most governments have ratified CEDAW and !LO conventions on equal employment 
and remuneration but have not allocated the necessary resources for their implementation. 

(iv). The mixed bag cluster 

This cluster has high rates of female economic participation and very low levels of social 
development. The countries are, Guinea Bissau, Zaire, Equatorial Guinea, Burundi, Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanzania, Ethiopia and Somali The agricultural sector accounts for the dominant share of the GDP and 
the tertiary sector follows. There is a high concentration of economically active women in agriculture and 
very few in industrial and tertiary sectors. The latter situation is a reflection of the national accounting 
system which does not record women's non-agricultural activities. Following tile economic crisis of the 
1980s, most countries continue to struggle against the poor physical and social infrastructure, and in some 
countries, political instability. All the countries full under the UNDP category oflow human development. 

Political instability has resulted in over-allocation of scarce resources to military spending. 
Subsequent to the internal conflict in Ethiopia, Burundi and Somalia, hundreds of thousands of refugees 
and intemally displaced people have fled into the neighbouring countries which in tum !lave suffered grave 
socio-economic and environmental consequences. 

The fertility rate varies between 1.2% in Equatorial Guinea to 3.5% in Kenya and tile life 
expectancy rate of women between 40 years in Uganda and 63 years in Kenya. The rate of female headed 
households is high due to political instability and the AIDS pandemic which has hit severely on women in 
theses countries. Primary school enrolment of girls ranks above 50% in more than half the countries. 
There are high drop out rates at the secondary level. However, there is evidence of gender sensitive 
policies in some countries that may reverse this trend. Besides, while most countries in the cluster have not 
ratified CEDAW, there is a trend of evolvement of strong civil organizations which are lobbying for the 
advancement of women. Representation by women at parliamentary level is only above II % in Uganda 
and Tanzania which have affirmative policy, and in Guinea Bissau. 

(v). Northern Mrica: the growth of the economic and gender equity 

The Northern Africa cluster comprises Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Algeria, Lybia, and Cape Verde. 
The five Maghreb countries (excluding Egypt) are classified as middle income countries and their 
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economies depend on oil, manufactured goods, labour export, and the tertiary sector. The share of 
agricuhure in the GOP is negligl"ble. 

Women's economic activity rate is growing filster than the males'. The private sector is their main 
source of employment, mostly in agro-industries where they are likely to work as seasonal workers. There 
is a trend of declining fertility, higher life expectancy, growing urbanization and a rise of the age of 
marriage and female headed households. Enrolment of girls in primary and secondary schools has grown 
fullowing economic growth and fuvourable policies towards girls' education. Literacy gap between men 
and women is, however, high and there are few vocational schools for girls. 

Economic recession of the 1980s has resulted in growing unemployment for both men and women 
even though the rates are higher for women. Consequently, there is a backlash on women's employment 
that is closely linked to the fundamental religious attitude that their employment is secondary to that of the 
men. In some countries, this is being legitimized by legislative responses. Representation of women in 
parliament and the cabinet is low, the highest being in Algeria at 10% in 1992. However, all countries have 
ratified CEDAW and the ILO employment and equal remuneration conventions. 

(vi). The Southern Africa Melange: economic growth and gender equity at loggerheads 

The Southern African countries are divided into two categories. The first category (Mauritius, 
Seychelles and South Afiica) has a high economic growth rate, high rate of women economic activity, 
low fertility and high life expectancy. Women are mostly in the service and manufacturing sector, 
particularly in the Export Processing Zone in Mauritius. In South Afiica, they have accessed the 
professional and manageriall8dministtative category because of their high levels of secondary and tertiary 
education. Representation at the parliamentary level is also the highest in Afiica despite the filct that they 
have neither ratified CEDAW nor signed the ILD conventions on equal employment and rennmeration. 

The other category which comprises Botswana, Namibia and Lesotho has a relatively low level of 
women economic activity, high population growth rates, and high rates of female enrolment in primary 
and secondary and tertiary levels where they exceed the males. Despite the high female enrolment rates, 
however, retention rates are low due to high rates of pregnancy. The economies of the three countries is 
highly dependent on mining and the tertiary sector. Manufacturing is being encouraged to solve the 
unemployment problem while agricuhure contn"butes little to the GOP. 

With regard to women in these countries the majority of the economically active ones are fuund in 
agricuhure. Manufacturing is also a significant employer of women particularly because most men work in 
the mines, a sector that has successfully exchuled women to date and has contributed significantly to the 
large share of female.headed households in this cluster of countries. Despite the demand for women 
labour in the manufacturing sector, however, their earnings are only two thirds of what men earn, Such 
disparities are supported by the prevailing customary and Roman Dutch Laws Mrich fuster disparities 
betwee..:. the male and the female status in such matters as property ownership, inheritance and child 
custody in fuvour of men. Similarly, women representation in parliament is also low. None of the 3 
countries has signed CEDAW or the ILD Convention on Equality in Employment and occupations. 
Namibia has signed the Convention on Equal Renmneration. 

• i 
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IT. C. EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE 

Women in agriculture in 1990 represented 43% of the total labour force in sub-Sahara Allica. 
They are mostly in fuod production including harvesting, processing, storage and marketing. Contribution 
of food to the national economy varies from 8% to 50%. Both men and women engage in agricultural 
activities, equally in some countries while in others, women are exclusively responsible for food 
production as the men emigrate in search of better economic opportunities. This situation has resulted in 
aggravated poverty especially in female headed households where women assume the responsibilities of 
both men and women. 

Women agricultural work is in form of smaillioid filrming which has contributed enonnously to 
food security in Allica. But it has been adversely affected by such regional trends as SAPs which have 
reallocated resources from subsistence fiuming to production for export. Most women are unable to 
switch to cash crops because of their double responsibility for production and reproduction without access 
to credit, technology, extension services, marketing infonnation, land, rising prices of basic commodities 
and agricultural inputs etc. High population growth rates and environmental degradation have also 
affected growth in agricuhural production. 

Nonetheless, there is increased recognition of the importance of women's role in agriculture in 
several Allican countries which have formulated policies and programmes to end discrimination in land 
allocation and to increase women's access to productive resources. 

D. EMPLOYMENT IN THE INFORMAL SECfOR 

Limited data indicate that women are over-represented in. the infonnal sector, which pays less then 
the minimum wage and is characterized by strenuous and poor working conditions. The informal sector 
has grown as an important alternative to agriculture and formal employment in response to the need for 
increase in fiImily income. Women resort to it as an alternative to occupational segregation, 
unemployment and underemployment in the formal sector. Their activities are generally service oriented in 
such areas as provision of domestic services, small scale trade and micro enterprises that produce clothing 
and processed food. 

Women's presence in the informal sector also reflects the cultural attitude of what is suitable work 
for women in some societies. In most Moslem societies, for example, most of the infonnal sector activities 
are done at home where women and children are expected to be. Manufacturers in some countries also 
contract their work to home-based workers, mostly women, who are paid on a piece by piece basis. 
Limited statistics also show a positive correlation between the importance of the activity in the infonnal 
sector to production and the rate of women participation in it. Although there are not sufficient statistics 
to substantiate this, it is expected that girl children are heavily involved in the informal sector as they are in 
agriculture. 

The formal institutional credit systems including government institutions consider the infonnal 
sector too risky and expensive to invest in because of its structural and organizational nature as well as the 
problem of presenting acceptable collateral. Women have the added constraint of the gender bias against 
access to credit and productive resources. The infonnal sector has created alternatives to circumvent these 
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obstacles such as the rotating savings and credit associations, money lenders, trade credit dealers, money 
keepers, informal financial markets etc. Still, in using these ahematives, women have to deal with gender 
disparities that limit their access to them, much are mostly rooted in cultural and traditional biases. 

E. PARTICIPATION IN THE NON-MONETIZED REPRODUCI'IVE ROLES 

Women's work is greatly undervalued in economic terms partly due to the restricted definition of 
economic activity and partly due to the existing gender bias towards gender roles. This affects the status of 
women in society, their opportunities to participate in public life and renders development policy gender
blind. 

Household and comnmnity work not only contributes to the total output of a nation directly and 
indirectly, but it also produces and enhances relationships that are indispensable to conmnmity and social 
life. Various studies show that in developing countries, women work longer hours than men and carry 
53% of the work burden. The men's share of work constitutes 3/4 of the System for National Accounts 
activities. Men therefore receive recognition and monetary hard income for their economic contribution 
while women's work remains unrecognized and unpaid. Several factors contribute to the underestimation 
of women's work including difficuhies in separating production activities from non-market household 
work. 

The consequences of undervaluing women's work reduce women to virtual non-entities who, for 
example, cannot obtain loans in banks because they do not own property or income. There is need to 
change the way society is structured for a more just and equitable arrangement. Each member of the 
family is entitled to the income that is generated by market work. This share should be proportional to 
their contribution to the total labour paid or unpaid. Non-paid household functions should also become 
societal responsibilities for women and men with resources allocated to facilitate and streamline them. 

m. PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN ECONOMIC DECISION MAKING 

A. Inequality in power-sharing 

An important gender gap exists in the rate and type of participation of women in decision making 
within the economic sector as in other sectors. In agricuhure, for example where their presence 
predominates, their numbers in decision-making organizations, are low and often confined to the rank
and-file. Among the factors behind this sitnation are constraints on women's time given their rnuhiple 
roles, limited ownership rights to resources which are used as a prerequisite for membership, and neglect 
of issues that are of interest to them by these organizations. To resolve the problem of imbalance in 
representation, some countries have encouraged women to form their own organizations. 

The presence of women at the district, municipal and ministerial levels are equally negligible in 
Allica. In 1994, for example, only 10 countries had more than 10% representation at the ministerial level 
while 11 countries had no women ministers. In sub-Sahara Allica, the average representation at the 
parliamentary level was 8% and 4% in North Allica. Only 12 countries had women representatives in local 
councils while another 7 countries had women mayors in some of their rural municipalities. The 
differential in the degree of marginalization between the national and local levels is a partially a reflection 
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of the double barrel constraint oflow level of education among women and the powerful tradition of role 
casting along gender lines that continue to dominate the rural areas. 

B. Measuring gender inequalities in power-sharing 

In scanning the state of gender inequalities in Africa by using the UNDP Gender Development 
Index (GDI), it was clear that wbile gender gaps were closing in education and health, the gap in income 
had remained wide and at times had even increased. The UNDP Human Development Report 1995 thus 
confirmed that while no country in the world treated women as well as its men, in Africa, women in 35 
countries included in the study suffer the double deprivation oflow achievement and gender disparity. 

It is also important to note that gender equality does not depend on the income level of a society. 
In fact some notions of equality could be tantamount to increasing women's workload. Besides, 
acquisition of basic capabilities and living standards does not automatically lead to using them as a source 
of power to broaden one's option and possibilities. Cultura~ political and/or economic barriers could at 
times lead to under-exploitation of potential and subsequent state of powerlessness. 

C. Some implications for lack of decision-making powers 

Growing female unemployment since 1985 is an indication of their powerlessness in decision
making. When the economic crisis set in the 1980s, the policy dominant response was structural 
adjustment programmes that mainly entailed reducing the public sector, Africa's largest employer of 
women. In particular, SAPs targeted areas where women are fuund in large numbers such as the unskilled 
labour category, and the service sector. The female labour force in the modem sector as a resuh dropped 
frOID 6% in 1985 to 5% in 1990, a loss of 2.5 million jobs. SAPs also had a negative impact on the 
performance of the informal sector, which in tum affected employment opportunities for women. As real 
wages and employment opportunities dropped in the public sector, the employment performance of the 
informal sector automatically declined, especially in the trade segment. Other structural problems that 
reflect women's powerlessness and have contributed to their unemployment include unequal access to 
education, and sex-labelling of jobs. A clear indication of such inequities is that progress made in women's 
educational attainment has been disproportionate to progress made in the labour market. 

Another consequence of women's exclusion in decision making is the growing feminization of 
poverty. Womell's unequal situation in the labour market as well as their relatively powerless status in the 
family have led to increasing poverty among them. In the labour market, they eam only a percentage of 
what men earn in equivalent positions, mostly because of lack of bargaining power, perceived excessive 
absenteeism, job desegregation etc. The disparity is even greater in sectors where labour is less organized, 
e.g. agriculture and the informal sector. They are also denied the opportunity for growth and recognition 
as is demonstrated by the stagnation of their low ratio to men in the past 20 years in the professional 
administration and management job categOlles, as well as in clerical and sales work. Additionally, the 
growing phenomenon of female-headed households in Africa without the usual benefits accorded to the 
head is a further reflection of the powerlessness of women which has aggravated the poverty level among 
them 
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W. OVERVIEW OF CONSTRAINTS TO WOMEN'S ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

A. Gender Inequities and the labour market 

Gender role casting in Afiica has limited the educational opportw1ities for women and hence their 
participation in the labour market. It is traditionally believed that for women to play their traditional role of 
mother and home manager does not require much education. Provisions for women's educational 
opportunities therefore have remained inadequate. Drop out rates among them are much higher than those 
of boys due to adolescent pregnancy, inability to pay fees, failure in exams etc. In schooL they tend to be 
steered to the traditional female areas that have limited employment and/or career growth opportunities. 
They are virtually absent in fields that require science and technology while they predominate the arts, 
education, social sciences etc. 

Job segregation and sex labelling based on culture and perceptions of social propriety has virtually 
kept women off certain job categories such as messengers, high ranking diplomatic jobs, high profile law
related jobs etc. 

In the field of agriculture, the marginalization of women has contnbuted to the reduction of food 
output per capita sinee the beginning of the 1970s. Failure to understand the gender dimension in food 
production has contributed to the current food crisis. Despite the fact that women grow more than 75% of 
food in Africa, national figures have greatly underestimated women's agricultural work. Women's farm 
work has therefore remained unmodernized as agricultural projects and innovations focus on cash crops. 
The latter have benefited form development aid, the best land and organized market outlets. Women, on 
the other hand, do not have the benefit of co-operatives to market their products unlike the men who 
grow cash crops. 

Relations between men and women are changing with regard to available household labour. It has 
led to increased competition as to which crops should benefit from such scarce resources as labour and 
agricultural inputs. Given the unequal power relations at home, women often find their labour 
appropriated by their husbands to work in their cash crops farms yet do not have control over the income 
generated thereof This cuts on their time to produce subsistence crop and the required surplus for sale for 
their own and their children's needs. 

To supplement increase their income, some women seek casual wage employment on the farms, 
especially those who have been left by their husbands to take care of their families alone as they migrate in 
search of better economic opportunities. Unfortw1ately, these women do not benefit from credit, labour or 
agricultural inputs in their husband's absence due to their status as females. 

High fertility in Afiica is generally considered viable insurance against farm labour shortage 
(especially girl children), source of security at old age or in widowhood (especially from male children), 
and a source of social status. Unfortunately, it takes a toll on women who have a one in 17 chance of 
dying from a pregnancy-related ailment, and/or badly performed or illegal abortions. There is enormous 
unmet need for safe, appropriate and affordable contraceptives. These should be provided within the 
framework of broad, integrated reproductive heahh care for women and men that also addresses such 
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relevant issues as poverty alleviation, access to heahh and education etc. The ramifications of the situation 
to wmnen's economic activities is low productivity and inerease in poverty levels. 

The growing population pressure in the urban areas, the crumbling physical and heahh 
infrastructure and the sordid squalor and poverty have serious gender implications as weD. Given women's 
central role in the welfitre and management of their fumilies, it is they who have to scrounge for water, fuel 
and food in the urban as in the rural areas for the survival of their families. 

B. Inadequate employment policies and programmes 

Among the existing national and intemationallegal instruments to proteet men and women against 
discrimination in employment, some have pro.isions that end up discriminating against women, Such is 
the case with regard to work in mines, quarries and other extractive trades, construction, reconstruction 
and maintenance-related work. Women are barred from that kind of work except for a few management 
positions despite the fact that the conditions that originated such regulations no longer exist and as such, 
their existence discriminate against women. 'There is also the civil service which often discriminates against 
married women by linking certain benefits to their husbands. When women claim such worker's benefits as 
house and vacational travel allowances, they are expeeted to proof that their husbands have not claitned 
them already. Such demands are generally not made on men. In addition, the absence oflegislation barting 
discrimination against women through advertising gimmicks and/or job descriptions in favour of men have 
cost women many employment opportunities. Besides, requirement from employers to provide support 
scrvices for working mothers such as creches and day care centres should be considered seriously as a 
matter of equity. The practice of paying women on maternity leave less than what they earn when they are 
working regularly is tantamount to lIDdervaluing reprodoctive roles over productive work activities. 

Nonetheless, there have been recent policies and programmes to promote women's employment 
which got impetus from the United Nations Women's Decade 1975 to 1985 and the recommendations of 
the regional and global conferences on women that have been held since 1975. Some of the efforts made 
have been of an institutional nature including the creation of women's national machineries to advise 
govennnents on the f01llllllation and implementation of appropriate policies to promote women's 
economic activities. In this regard, some countries offer entrepreneurial development schemes intended to 
benefit women and men. Most governments have also adopted policies to eliminate discrimination against 
the education of girls and fur adult literacy including women thereby enhancing chances fur their 
employment. National policies to proteet workers are contained in such acts as the Employment Act, the 
National Social Security Act, the Workman's Compensation Act etc. and the specific needs of women are 
addressed thercin. Unfortunately, women in the informal and agricultural sectors are excluded from such 
coverage. 

The United Nations agencies and NGOs have championed the employment generation schemes 
through the promotion of women's income generating activities. Women themselves have formed motual 
aid groups, some more formal that others ill response to their growing family responSIbilities. The survival 
of these groups, however, is threatened by such problems as lack of entrepreneurial and organizational 
skiDs, access to credit, illiteracy, inadequate financial assistance etc. 
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There is also the absence of coherent employment promotion policy fur the rural sector in spite of 
its potential fur employment, market outlet fur agriculture and generation of fureign exchange through 
production for export and through import substitution. 

v. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In reviewing the state of the African women's participation in the economic sector, this Report 
underlines the critical importance of implementing the recommendations offered by the Global and African 
Platforms fur Action. The recommendations are underscored as valid and timely, requiring immediate 
action in order to accelerate the realization of the vision of sustainable transformation by h"berating 
women's energies and potential to become full participants and beneficiaries in the economic sector. 

The Report also recommends the undertaking of a comprehensive analysis of the existing 
economic policies to ensure that the gender perspective is adequately incorpomted therein in order to 
safeguard against disparities between women and men. Gender mainstreaming is therefure recommended 
as the strategy for attaining the lofty goal of a new development ethic for sustainable development. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Why focus on the participation of women in the economic sector? 

1. This publication is the first issue of a recurrent series which are intended to review topical issues of 
the day that are of relevance to women. The choice of the topic for focus in this particular issue is, of 
course, highly influenced by the outcome of the fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing, 
China, 4·15 September, 1995 as well as the contents of the preparatory process. 

2. From the start of the preparatory process of the Beijing Conference in 1992, and up to its end in 
1995, it became increasingly clear that the problem of growing poverty was the preoccupation of the 
majority of Afiican women. Accordingly, the Afiican Platform for Action: the Afiican common position 
for the advancement of women (APA) which was the outcome of the fiftb Amcan Regional Conference 
on Women (held in Dakar, Senegal, 1994) preparatory to the global conference on women, listed one of 
its priority areas of concern as "women, poverty, insufficient food security and lack of economic 
empowerment". Similarly, at the fourth World Conference on Women, the Global Platform for Action 
captured the same preoccupation in a critical area of concern formulated as "inequality in women's access 
to and participation in the definition of economic structures and policies and in the productive process 
itself'] 

3. Such regional and global concern is triggered offby the economic crisis that set in the 1980s and 
has shown little sign of abatement in the 1990s. The filctors associated with its prevalence include 
inadequate technological and industrial advancement; natural disasters especially drought; disruptions from 
civil wars and political conflicts; external debt which in 1993 stood at $US 285.4 billion and interest on 
debt arrears representing at least 40 per cent of the balance; and shrinking external support. 

4. The consequence of this gloomy scenario is that more than one third of Amca's population is 
estimated to be living in abject poverty, unable to meet most of its basic needs. Women bear a 
disproportionate share of this poverty as more women than men become poorer every day in their low 
ability to generate adequate income. Feminization of poverty is fiuther demonstrated by the growing 
numbers of female headed households in Amca, now estimated at 35 per cent compared to 18.4 per cent 
in 1970. Most of these are refugees or displaced persons of which women and children disproportionately 
constitute 80 per cent. It should be noted that Amca coostitntes 35 per cent of the world's 20 IID]iOO 

refugees. 

UNECA, African Platform for Action: African Common Position for the the Advancement of 

Women, Dakar, Senegal, 1994 
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5. While women experience this degree of poverty and indeed constitute a large proportion of the 
poorest of the poor, still they produce 60-80 per cent of Africa's food supply in spite of their limited access 
to ownership of land, housing, modem production technology, skills, and other production resources. 
Besides, in the course of food production and family maintenance, they play the critical role of 
environmental management, conservation and protection. This notwithstanding, they suffer the first effects 
of environmental changes which curtail the sources of firewood, energy, water, food and other resources 
for household and economic activities. Additionally, only 37 per cent of formal labour is occupied by 
women (1990-1991 records) who are relegated to the lower level positions while the majority of 
economically active women in the urban areas are in the informal sector. Thus, the bulk of women's 
contribution to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) remains invisible and unaccounted for due to a 
number of socio-economic reasons that will be discussed later in the report. 

6. Conscious of the fact that women constitute the bulk of the poorest of the poor in spite of the 
critical economic role that they assume in society, this publication sets out to examine the extent of the 
African women's participation in the economic sector. It also seeks to understand the extent of the 
discrepancy between the woman's low economic status and her critical contribution to societal welfirre in 
this sector and how this could be resolved. 

7. The invisibility of the contribution of women in the economic sector is closely related to their 
status in the decision-making process that shapes society in general and determines the organization of the 
economic sector in particular. Indeed they are visibly under-represented in the decision-making arena of 
the socio-political and economic sectors of society from local, national to internationalleveIs. Yet, "it is 
now generally recognized that women constitute a key national resource whose ideas, creative solutions 
and concern for cohesiveness of the social fubric can help change the quality of life and society at large" 2 

Besides, full and effective participation in all aspects of public life is a fundamental human right. 

8. Participation of women in decision-making with regard to the economic structures and policies is 
an imperative fOT the enhancement of their critical contnlJUtion to the economic welfure of society. For 
their role in the economic sector to be fully taken into account and to receive the recognition it deserves, 
women must have access not only to the productive process itself but also to the decision-making 
machinery and process. This TepOrt will demonstrate that in both areas, women are largely marginalized in 
different ways. Equity strategies directed at rectifYing this situation have to challenge outdated ideas in 
relation to the women's place, work and potential as a sine qua non for improving their low social status 
and the low vallie placed on the work they perform. This report will therefore focus on the status of the 
African women in this regard, examining what the trend is in the context of the fast changing world. 

ECA "Political Empowerment of Women", paper presented at the fifth African Regional Conference 

on Women, Dakar, Senegal, 1994 

_>1· 
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B. Why the gender perspective in focusing on women? 

9. Discussion on slJuctural constraints to women's participation in all aspects of society has been 
going on fur the last century and has been intensified in the last two-and-a half decades. Recently, this on
going debate has taken a new orientation, the gender orientation. This orientation is a dynamic concept 
which takes away focus from women as a separate category and directs it to the relations between the 
sexes, that is the gender relations. Thus, when women's issues are fonnulated in gender terms, they are 
delimited in terms of what a woman can do in the private and the public sphere, and are automatically 
compared with the rights, responsibilities and entitlements of her counterpart, the male. 

10. The gender perspective used in this study therefore fucilitates a comprehensive analysis of issues of 
concern to women by taking account of the relations between men and women. Distinction is made 
between men's and women's productive and reproductive roles and how they interact between them. The 
social and economic structures and trends particularly with respect to education, employment, economic 
and political participation are also examined in reference to women's and men's productive and 
reproductive roles. In using the gender perspective, the issue of power relations as demonstrated by the 
inequitable distn"bution of such economic properties as time, incomes, property ownership; the legal and 
social entitlement to all these; and the nwnerical presence of women in power structures; come into the 
surfuce. It also brings out the false dichotomy between the workplace (public) and the home (private) 
front. This false separation has resulted in the minimization of inequalities within the family. In the 
economic sector, the false differentiations between economic production and social reproduction have 
resulted in the economic marginalization of women despite their indispensable contribution to production.' 

C. Organisation of the paper 

II. This report will comprise four parts as follows, Part I will address the issue of women 
participation in the economic sector in five sections. Section A will examine the participation of women in 
the context of the global economic restrncturing, and the implications of structural adjustment programs 
on women's participation. Section B will focus on productive employment of women in the formal sector, 
giving a regional oveIView and also focusing on various clusters of countries according to the evolution of 
both economic growth and gender equity. Special focus will be put on the gender implications as 
demonstrated by such aspects as wage differentials, twe of work, occupational segregation, career 
movement, social security and protection, participation in unions and other worker associations. Section 
C will examine the state of women participation in the agricultural sector and the constraints to more 
effective participation. Section D will look at productive employment in the informal sector. The 
involvement of women in non-agricnltural activities both in the urban and rural areas will be examined. 
The modalities of social security and other forms of protection that this sector has to offer will also be 
analysed. Section E discusses participation of women in the non-monetized reproductive roles in the 
household, the comnrnnity and society at large. The implications of the labelling of these roles as 

. "domestic", "natural" to women and therefore 1I0t "work", hence their non-monetization are also 
addressed. 

UNDP "Gender and <rl>vernance", UNDP Gender 111 Development Programme, Occasional Report Series, 
1995 
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12. Part n will analyze women's participation in decision-making within the economic sector. It will 
be divided into three sections. Section A will focus on women decision makers in the economic sector at 
the miCf() and the macro levels. Section B focuses on measuring gender inequalities in employment and 
unemployment and their link to the absence of women in decision-making. Section C will examine some 
trends mth regard to women's economic empowerment that are related to their powerlessness in decision
making. 

13. Part ill examines some of the constraints to women's participation in the economic sector. It is in 
two sections. Section A focuses on gender inequalities in the labour market, while section B appraises 

some of the existing employment promotion policies and programmes. The last part of this document, Le. 
Part IV, will suggest recommendations as to how women's economic empowennent could be accelerated. 
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ll. P ARTIClP ATION IN THE ECONOMIC SECTOR 

A. Framework for participation 

14. The world has undergone turbulent economic changes in the last decade following the global 
recession of the early 1980s. These changes, in tum, have had repercussions at the national level and have 
presented challenges and setbacks to the issue of gender equality. 

1. Regional implications of global restructuring and their gender-specific impact 

(a) Stabilization and structural adjustment policies 

15. The macroeconomic changes experienced globally in the 1980s and the 1990s were triggered off 
by the fluctuation of the price of oil which first quadrupled in 1973, and increased yet again by the end of 
the 1970s. When the price of oil increased in 1973, oil exporting countries put their money in banks in 
America and Europe. The banks in turn loaned their money to Africa and other Third World countries to 
promote their development along the western model Large amount of money was therefore invested in 
high cost projects such as road and airport construction, military hardware and luxury imports. But when 
the price of oil increased the second time around, the industrialized countries entered into a massive 
recession. As a result, the demand for commodities dropped and their price tumbled in some cases to 
levels lower than those of the second World War. In one year, Africa lost over $USI9 billion. In addition. 
in an attempt to protect home industries by stopping imports, industrialized counoles increased tariffs, 
taxes and qnotas. By the end of the 19808, interest rates had soared to 18-20 per cent while private 
leading sources disappeared. Additionally, bilateral aid stagnated or was cut back. 

16. In these circumstances, Africa like other Third World countries could no longer afford to pay its 
debt without going further into debt. Debts were rescheduled and more money lent to pay interest on 
earlier loans. But there was only one loaner available, the International Monetary Fund, whose loans were 
accompanied by conditionalities. Between 1980 and 1992 as Table 1 shows, due to the 1MF 
conditionalities, debt-servicing became a critical consumer of proceeds from exports, and more than half 
of the countries in Africa were obliged to allocate at least 20 per cent of these resources to the problem. 

17. Restructwing in developing countries including Africa entailed instituting programs of stabilization 
and stIuctural adjustment programs (SAPs) to mitigate the effects of the world recession and to make 
enough money available for debt payment. SAPs were accompanied by a global shift in economic 
management towards greater reliance on market forces and criticism of government intervention in the 
economic process. 

18. Although the specifics of each structural package may vary from country to COlllltry, what they all 
have in common is that each package must improve its economy iu such a way that it can repay its loan. 
Characteristically, therefore, there are cuts in government spending particularly on imports and social 
services. In Africa, the public sector which employs the most women was tIimrned in size as in salaries. 
Education services, food subsidies and social housing were drastically reduced. Other characteristics of 
SAPs include currency devaluation which causes inflation, and price increase. 
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Table 1: TOTAL DEBT SERVICE AS A PERCENTAGE OI<'EXPORTS 

Country Total Debt Service as Percentage of Exports 

1980 1989 1992 

Algeria 27.1 68.9 71.3 

Angola -- -- -

Benin 4.9 6.7 4.1 

Botswana 1.9 3.5 --

Burkina Faso 5.9 9.4 6.2 .' 
Bunmdi 9.5 32.9 35.3 

Cameroon 15.2 17.3 16.2 

Central African Republic 4.9 14.2 9.6 

Chad 8.3 5.2 5.4 

Congo 10.5 27.0 11.9 

Cote d'Ivoire 28.3 40.9 31.9 

Egypt 20.8 20.5 15.5 

Ethiopia 7.6 38.7 14.2 

Ghana 12.5 48.9 26.7 

Guinea 19.8 15.2 12.4 

Guinea-Bissau -- -- 92.7 

Kenya 22.3 33.3 27.1 

Lesotho 1.5 4.5 5.3 

Labour , 8.8 -- --
Libya -- , -- --
Madagascar 17.2 52.0 18.6 , 

27.7

1 
5.1 

280 I 23.81 

15.0 

Source:World Bank, World Development Report, 1994. 
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r Country 

Mauritania 

II Mauritius 

I~occo 
Mozambique 

N8lDlbia 

Niger 
. 

Rwanda 

Senegal 

Sierre Leone 

I Somalia 
.. I South Africa 

i Sudan 

Tanzania 

Togo 
~ ... 

Tunisia 

Uganda 

Zaire 
I 

.1 Zambia 

I Zimbabwe 
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TOTAL DEBT SERVICE AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPORTS 
(Cont.) 

Total Debt Service as Percentage of Exports 

1980 1989 1992 

17.3 20.1 

9.1 9.8 

32.7 32.2 

" -- 23.1 
Ii 
i -- --

21.7 • 32.1 

4.2 21.3 • 

4.2 ]8.5 • 

28.6 29.4 

22.9 --

II 

4.9 34.1 
i .... : --

25.5 9.2 

21.1 l6.5 ! 

9.0 18.2 

14.8 22.6 

13.2 no 

ir 
22.5 21.5 

25.3 11.3 

3.8 [ 

. ..... 
26.0 

Source: World Bank, W~dd Devel()pment Report, 1994. 
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8.1 

23.6 

8.1 

--
14.2 

28.9 II 

i 
23.4 •• 

I 13.8 i. 
" 

20.5 

--
--

5.4 

31.5 

7.3 

20.6· 

40.2 

-
"'- : 

32.0 
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19. In the context of global restructuring, privatization is perceived as an efficient way to increase 
growth and to strengthen the entrepreneurial spirit and initiative. More importantly, it is seen as a solution 
to the internal and external public debt. In Africa, the move to privatization led to the reduction and/or the 
closure of public enterprises and parastatals. The principle of market deregulation and efficient resource 
allocation were emphasized over the regulatory and distnbutive role of governments. The move towards 
greater economic freedom was also associated with the spread of the move towards democratization, and 
the emergence of greater civil and political freedoms. 

20. In Africa, the immediate impact of reduced government spending, privatization and market 
deregulation was growing poverty and deterioration of environmental conditions. The numbers of people 
in poverty were higher in the 19805 and 1990s than in the 1960s and 1970s. Table 3 illustrates how hard
bit by poverty the general population was at the onset of the 1990s. The per capita output and 
employment have declined. While in some countries one worker was able to earn enough to support a 
family, after the restructuring, it would take two breadwinners and the earnings of a cbild to support that 
same family. As the need for social services increased with rising poverty, it was those very services that 
deteriorated or were reduced. Where the poor had free medicine, today they have to pay for it or do 
without due to depletion of the foreign currency where drugs are imported. Thus large social groups are 
on the verge of malnutrition, have no housing or access to education that would help break the vicious 
cycle of poverty. 

21. Against this economic backdrop of global restructuring, what is the situation of women who 
represent the majority of the poorest? 

(b) Gender-specific implications of economic restructuring 

22. The suffering caused by the global and national restructuring in Africa full heavily on those least 
responsible for the policies that led to the world recession, the debt crisis and SAPs. They are the poorest, 
the least qualified to pay external and internal public debt, the majority of whom are women. Indeed these 
restructuring policies have not been gender neutral: women's situation has been replete with hardships that 
outweigh what is experienced by men in the economic and social sectors. 

23. As governments trim public expenditure, they shift it from the paid to the unpaid economy, which 
automatical1y increases the burden of the women's reproductive role, This, in turn, has serious implications 
on their heahh and that of theiT children, fur example when a patient must be discharged in three days to 
continue his'her treatment at home under the unpaid care of a woman. While this may be considered a 
case of efliciency in SAPs language, in reality, it is simply a case of transfer. This happens in such other 
cases as food shortage, water unavailability, lack of transport from farm to markets etc. A UNICEF 4 

report related that between January and June 1988, more than a quarter of cbildren born in Lagos 
maternity hospital weighed less than 2 kilogrammes, a sharp drop in birth weight due to malnutrition and 
stress on the part of expectant mothers. Over the same period, it was fuund that at least 40per cent of 
babies born in Nigeria were unhealthy at birth. This strongly suggested that women and cbildren were 
paying the price of the debt crisis as food subsidies were cut. 

Ali quoted in I.e. Moose, Half the WOTld; Half a Chance. Oxfam 1993, p.ll1 
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The SAPs policy to trim government expenditure in. the public servi~e has a more devastating 
14. than men with regard to income per capita. Government IS the largest employer of 
impact on tomenthey !ll'e laid off; they are likely to have more difficulties finding alternative employment 

:::: N:~:Ware their skills less competitive IMli ~en's ~t culturally, they ~e ~ely tobe less 
employable. WoJlletl will also su:ffi.:r ftom price liberalization \wllch results ill a decline lD real mcome. 
Restrncttu'ing thus changes the pattern of female employment. They move from the furmal sector to the 
infonnal sector where they are lower paid with little security despite the fuct that they are generally 
overqualified for the jobs they find. More of this win he discussed in the fuHowing sections. 

25. Policies geared toward greater outward orientation in developmCllt often lead to technologjcal 
changes. New technologies in agriculture for cash crop funning bave tended to increase tbe burden of 
WOlllllll who are marginalized from extension services, yet have 10 divide their attention between 
subsistence farming fbr which they are responStble and the cash crop over which they have little control 
'The choice land has also been reserved for cash crop funning while women have had to make do with 
what is left, often exhausting it to II point where it is no longer adequate for fiunily needs. Large nUIllbers 
of impoverished fiunilies in the rural areas have emerged as the cost of food skyrockets and the need to 
supplement subsistence funning increases. The gains of the few women ",ho have been able to go into 
cash crop furming have been limited by its Stnall scale and the inability to access credit and extension 
service. for these activities. Benefits from cash crops therefore should be weighed against time and labour 
taken away from production of food for domestic consumption and other women's tasks related to the 
management oftbe home. 

26. It should he noted that fbr most African women, they go to ""ork outside the home out of the 
necessity to augment the fumily income. SAPS policies, ho",ever, have cMliged qualitative aspects of 
female employment as they focus on economic efficiency. Working conditions and fcma1e employment as 
determined by market forces do not take into consideration the dual role of women with respect to 
reproduction and the maintetlll1lce of human resources. Sucb imbalance between productive and 
reproductive roles often lead \0 young girls being drawn to those activities at the expense of school 
attendance, thereby perpetuating the vicious ,-')'cle of inequality. 

2. Conflict and internal strife: some gender issues 

27. Qne of the predominant phenomena in Afiica since the 1970s and especially the 19805 and 1990s 
is conflict and intemal strife. ""'bile the rest of the world responded to global recession and the economics 
of market /Drees by organizing itself into large trading blocs that go beyond national boundaries, the 
nations of Africa seem to be moving towards near-disintegration as conflietual factions organized aroUlld 
clans.. tribes, religion and other such aIlinnces take over. The economy of affection milch is characterized 
byn.etworks of support, communications and interactions among structurally defined groups.. has been the 
mainstay of the African mmily and cOllll'lllUlity especially in the face of growing poverty and deteriorating 
economic conditions in the recent past. One of the major ccntribuling mctors is tile syndrome of the 
economy of affection which has emerged as a two meed phenomenon. On the one hand, it bas provided 
the social and economic insurance that is unaffordable for the average citi7.e!l in Africa in the wake of 
SAPs and other restructuring programmes. Unfurtunately, it has also nurtured the prevailing ethnicism 
which seems to be the only basis for sustainable trust and confidence around which cooperation can be 
built. Thus it has encouraged double standards of loyally and allegiance which have threatened the 
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solidarity and unity of the state and the viability of national economies. In its extreme fo it h 
exccrcebated situations \Were excessive conflict and internal strife have prevailed in many nation~ as 

28. The prevalence offilctionalism and ethnic alliances at the expense ofn.tional \Ulity has fed DUO the 
justification for increased military spending that is well 1010_ in Afiican countries. A glance at figures in 
Table 2 government expenditure on the military as a percentage of health and education budget confums 
thc hig\l competition for scarce resources. Detween 1990 and 1991, at least 12 countJies spent more than 
50 per cent of the combined health and education hudget on defense. Angola, Somalia and Ethiopia speu! 
208 per cent, 200 per cent and 190 per cent respectively of the health/education budget during the same 
period. Besides, under SAPs, many countries cut their social services more stringently than their defence 
budgets. Table 3 on Profile of Human Deprivation shows the number of people in 1992 \WO did not have 
access to health services, safe water and sanitation, all of which arc basic to minimumhurnan welfare. Out 
oftne 48 Afiican countries studied, in 52per cent of the countries, at least a third of the population did not 
have access to health services. In 85pcr cent of the countries, more than 113 of the population had no safe 
water and in 75per cent of the countries, more than SOper cent of the population had no .cccss to 
sanitation. The figures in the two tables represent an immense amount of human suffering, from poverty 
and disease, tanks, rockets, and guns all of which have caused hundreds of thousands of deaths, 
mutilations, huge refugee population and violation ofhurnan of rig\lts. 
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Table 2: MILITARY EXPENDITURE & RESOURCE USE IMBALANCES 
(AS % OF COMBINED EDUCATION AND HEALTH EXPENDITURE) 

Country 1960 1990-1991 

31 11 

~
A1geria 

Angola 
--------------------~I~------------------~------------~il 

Benin 28 

208 

Botsw.ma 22 

Burkina Faso 29 30 

Burundi 42 

Cameroon 63 48 

I~Ce-n-t~--Afu--·-C~--R-~~Ub-li-C--------~f---------------------~-------b3 
Chad - 74 

I~----------------------~~---------------------+-------
Congo 7 37 

Cote d'Ivoire 8 14 

Egypt 117 52 

Ethiopia 107 190 

c The Gambia I 42 
I--------------------~r_----------------t-----------~I 

Ghana 22 

63 

12 

Guinea 52 37 

Kenya 8 24 

Lesotho 48 

Labour 73 47 

Libya 29 71 

Madagascar 8 24 

Malawi 24 

Mali 57 53 

Source:Hwnan Development fude~ 1994, pp. 170-17l. 
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Table 2: Military Expenditure & Resource Use Imbalances 
(as % of Combined Education and Health Expenditure) 

(Cont.) 

Country 1960 1990-1991 

Mauritania -- 40 

Morocco 49 72 

Mozambique -- 121 

Namibia - 23 

Niger 43 11 

Nigeria 1l 33 

Rw.mda -- 25 

Senegal 13 33 

Sierre Leone -- 23 

Soma1ia - 200 

South Africa 26 41 

Sudan 52 44 

Swaziland - 11 

Tanzania 4 77 

Togo - 39 

Tunisia 45 31 

Zaire -- 71 

Zambia 42 63 

Zimbamw -- 66 

Source: Human DevelQPmeDt Inde~ 1994, pp. l7O-l7l. 
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Table: 3 PROFILE OF HUMAN DEPRIVATION 

EsrIMATED POPULATION WITHOUT PoPL. WITHOUT ACL'F.&S I PoPL. WITHOUT ACCFSS 
COUNTRY POPULATION ACCFB'l TO HEALTH TO SAFE WATER 1992 TOSANITARlI!S 1992 

1992 SERVICE 1992 

Libya 4.9 - 0.3 02 

Tunisia 8.4 0.8 0.1 0.3 

Botsw.ma 1.3 0.1 0.5 0.8 

Algeria 26.4 2.6 7.9 10.5 

Egypt 54.9 0.3 6.3 27.0 

Morocco 26.3 9.8 7.0 11.3 

, Gabon 1.2 0.1 0.4 -

Sw.u:iland 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 

Lesotho 1.8 0.4 1.0 1.4 

Zimbab\\e 10.6 1.8 6.8 6.1 

Cape Verde 0.4 - 0.1 0.3 

Congo 2.4 - 1.9 -

Cameroon 12.2 7.2 5.6 26 

Kenya 25.3 5.8 12.7 14.5 

Namibia 1.5 0.5 0.7 1.3 

Madagascar 12.9 4.5 10.3 12.2 

Ghana 16.0 6.4 7.4 9.2 

I COte d'Ivoire 12.9 4.5 3.9 8.4 

Zambia 8.6 2.2 4.4 5.0 

Nigeria 115.9 32.5 58.0 98.5 

Zaire 40.0 24.0 26.7 30.2 

, Comoros 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Senegal 7.8 4.7 4.1 3.6 

Labour 2.8 1.7 1.3 2.3 

Togo 3.8 1.5 1.6 3.0 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report, 1995 , New York 



Table: 3 

I 

COUNTRY 

Tanzania 

EquatoriaI~lI1~ 
Burundi I 
Rwanda 

Uganda 

Angula 

Benin 

Malav.n 

Mauritania 

Mozambique 

i Central Afncan 
Rep. 

: Ethiopia 

Djibuti 

14 

PROFILE OF HUMAN DEPRIVATION 

(Cont.) 

Im1MATED ! POPl:LATION \>TI'HOUf PoPL. \>TI'HOUf Acr:J!SS 

POPULATION 

I 

ACCFSSTOHEALnl TO SAFE WATER 1992 
1992 SI!.RVICE 1992 

27.9 5.7 13.6 

0.4 - 0.3 

5.8 I 12 26 

7.5 
! 

1.5 2.6 

18.7 5.6 15.9 

9.9 7.0 6.6 

4.9 3.5 2.3 

10.3 2.1 4.8 

2.1 1.3 0.6 

15.1 9.2 11.4 

3.2 2.2 2.8 

53.1 28.7 38.4 
-

0.5 0 0.1 

PoPL. \>TI'HOUf Aa:w;s 
TOSANITARIES 1992 

9.5 

0.2 i 

3.0 

3.2 . 
12.8 ·1 

8.2 

2.9 

. 

1.7 .. _._-----

11.4 

2.5 

44.8 
, 

0.2 
.. _ ..... -I Guinea Bissau 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.8 

I 
Somalia 9.3 6.8 I 3.5 7.7 

The Gambia 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 

Mali 9.8 6.4 
I 

5.8 7.6 

Chad i 5.9 4.1 
I 

. -
Niger 

: 
8.3 5.8 I 3.7 7.5 

Siena Leone 4.4 2.8 I 2.2 1.6 

Burkina Faso 9.5 3.8 2.8 i 8.4 

Guninea 6.1 3.7 2.2 4.6 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report, 1995 , New York 

• Based on selected iufonnation on UNHCR-assisted refugee populations by country of asylum. The 
data are not necessarily representative of the total refugee population, as the basis and quality vary 
greatly 

~ : 

i 
. 

-I 
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29. The vast majority of the world's refugees are women and children. In 1985, 90per cent of Ethiopian 
refugees in Somalia were women and children under 15 5 Although the figures on Table 4 do not 
necessarily represent the total picture of the refugee situation, they give a realistic view of w"hat can be 
fOund elsewhere: a ratio of female to male refugees that ranges from 71 per cent to 121 pet cent in 17 
countries in a given year. Women refugees face a muhitude of problems made more acute by their gender. 
They include sexual vulnerability; harassment; discrimination and rape. They have to take on full 
responsl.bility for trying to build new lives for their families and sometimes contend with health problems 
withon! the support of traditional kin networks. Almost all face acute anxiety, bereavement, and loss while 
most have to learn to change their traditional behavior and take on new gender roles that are expected of 
them if they are to survive. 

Table 4 DISPLACEMENT OF WOMEN IN AFRICA 

-------.... -
Country Female Refugees' Female Refugees a. per C<llI of Male 

(thousands) Refugees' 1993 
1993 

I Congo 2,0 87 

Cameroon 24.1 121 

GhatLa 71.4 
! 

92. 

Kmy. 140.4 
'. . ...................... ,_ ... 

II_Zam __ bia _________ +-____ 14.3 ... ~ ... __ ,-__ ... ___ 99_". __ _ 

I

II Nigeria ___ +-____ '_.3. ____ -+1._ _ __ 3_8 ____ --1 

I Zaire. 124.2 I 98 

!~ ~ 1M 

!! Cote d'lvoire I 
:i Central Africao 

" Senegal 

" Djibouti 

r B . cnm 

• Labour 
,1-----

I Burundi 

~-~ 
II EtlUopia 

Republic 

I 

I 
... ~ ..... 

"" 
.....[ 

I 

mmmmmJ 

128.7 
i 

!OJ 

16.5 

I 

92 
............... ~--.... 

30.2 110 

18.0 112 

61.9 114 

U 92 

5.1 112 
................ ~~-----

09 100 

2873 99 

18.3 71 

Source: H!unan Devt:j1Qproeot R!lJ?ort 1995, New York: United Nations Development Program, 
1995, pp,64-65. 

Moose.JC., cp. cit. p. 148 



30. Internal migration also causes economic disruption. As men flee the "rebels" or join one group or 
the other, women are left to assume the roles of both men and women. Even as men flee into rebel the 
urban areas, traditional male skills of farming may become redundant as the :fiunily survives on women 
effurts and community support -where pOSSIble. As local and national structures are disrupted by armed 
conflict, women have to cope with maintaining their fiunilies wjth diminishing resources and subsequent 
tension and instability. As the infrastructure is destroyed and mobility restricted in rimes of conflict, 
collection of wood, water and food becomes hazardous. Access to the fields and income generating 
activities are also severely curtailed. 

31. In these circumstances, women have to continuously assess new situations as they evolve and 
devise innovative tactics for the economic survival of their children and families. Often, unfortunately, 
some of the options adopted are at the expense ofthcir dignity, moral orientation and health as they resort 
to such choices as prostitution in exchange for daily bread. It is evident that issues such as links between 
war and women's reproductive health should be closely studied and appropriate programs established 
accerdingly, e.g. counselling services and medical referral could be crucial for victims of violence etc. 
They are intricately intertwined with women's participation in the economic sector. 
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B. PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT IN THE FORMAL SECTOR 

1. General Overview 

32. Over the years, regional policy frameworks have recognized the imperative of recognizing the 
importance of women's economic role in development and in food production in particular, both in the 
development plans and in resource allocation. To cite a few examples, this was expressed in the Lagos 
Plan of Action in 1980; the Third African Regional Conference on Women in Arusha in 1984; in Africa's 
Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER), 1986-1990 and the African Platform for Action: 
African Common Position for the Advancement of Women. Such declarations were based on the 
awareness of the precariousness of women in the labour market. The colonial labour system, particularly 
in Eastern and Southern Africa, kept women from accompanying their husbands 000 migrated in search 
of paid labour especially in the mines and cash crop farms; and in the urban areas where they were used 
only on an experimental basis in factories or as casual workers in the agricultural sector. On the OOole, 
however, job specialization along sex lines started as early as in 19476 OOen women were excluded from 
non-agricultural jobs. Thus, in 1948, in the United Republic of Tanzania, only 3.3per cent of the women 
labour force were in formal employment as opposed to 19per cent of the men. In 1952, 86per cent of the 
economically active women were in agriculture. 

33. After independence, the pattern did not change - women continued to work in the agricultural 
sector v.itile men stayed in the non-agricultural sector. Women are not protected with social security etc 
as they do fann work or other informal economic activities v.hich are not regulated by labour legislation 
and are characterized by poor working conditions, inefficient tools and back-breaking chores. The few 
women in the formal sector are in the lower echelons, have low skills and low pay, poor promotion 
prospects and high job insecurity. 

34. Progress has been made in the last 2 decades,7 however, to improve some of the aspects that 
hinder women from participating in the labour market. To this effect formal girls education has been 
successfully promoted in most countries. The rate of increase of female education has been higher than fm 
the male population albeit with variation in the subregions: between 1982 - 1986 the rate of increase was 3 
per cent females and 2.4 per cent males in Sub-Saharan Allica; 2.4 per cent males and 3.05 per cent 
females in West Atnca, 3.8 per cent females and 3.34 per cent males ill Southern and Eastern Africa. 
Table 5 illustrates the steady growth offemale enrolment over a 15 year period, compared to that of the 
male at the primary and secondary levels. In addition, there has been increased awareness of gender 
inequities by African women as demonstrated by the growth of policy structures for the advancement of 
women. In 1975, few African countries had national machineries to advise on policy formulation with 
regard to women's issues. By 1987, more than 40 countries had such machineries. Furthermore by 1985, 
32 countries offered family health protection in form of 12-14 weeks maternity leave. 

ILO/JASPA, Mrican Employment Report 1990, Addis Ababa 

ILOIJASPA, op. cit. p. 61 
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Table 5: RATIO OF FEMALE TO MALE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT (XIOO) 

Country First Level 

1970 
I 

Algeria 60 

Benin 45 

Botswana 113 

Burkina Faso 
! 

57 

Bunmdi 49 

Central Afiican Republic 49 

Chad 34 

Congo 78 

Egypt 61 

Gabon 91 

Gbana 75 

Guinea 46 

Kenya 71 

Lesotho 150 I 

Labour 49 

Libya 59 

Malawi I 59 _ ....... 

Mali 55 

Morocco I 51 

1980/84. 
Excluding AI khar University, 
1979, 

1985187 

79 Ii 

50 

108 

59 

75 

62 

38 

94 

76 

98b 
. 

78b 

44 

93 

1251 

61b II 
, 

90b 

77 

59 

62 

Seeond Level , 

1970 1985/87 II 
, 

39 71 I 

42 41b 

83 109 

39 51 

25 56 

23 41 

8 18b 

43 77 

47 65 

40 71 b 

38 60b 

26 34, 

42 68b 

118 148b 

30 30b 

22 7tb 

37 46 

28 40b 

39 65 

Source: Th(;\WQ)"ld'~Women: 1970:1990, pp.50-51. 

Third Level 

1970 1985187 

-- 46 

-- 20b 

... 

- 7lb 

-- 29b 

-- 32 

-- 12 

- 9 

-- ISb 

-- 5()ll 

- 40 

-- 21b 

-- 16 

- 36 

-- 172 

-- 38i 

-- 34b 

-- 40 
I -- ISb 

-- SO 
" 

------~------~-----------------------------------.----------------------, 
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Ratio of Female to Male School Enrollment (xlOO) 
(Cont.) 

Country First Level Second Level Third Level 

b 

• 

1970 

Rwanda 79 

Senegal 63 

Somalia 33 

Sudan 61 

Swaziland 94 

Tanzania 65 

Togo 
I 

45 

Tunisia 64 

Zambia 80 

1980/84. 
Excluding Al Azhar University . 
1979. 

1985/87 1970 

97 49 

68 40 

52 26 

68 39 

98 77 

100 40 

62 29 

80 38 

89 48 

Source: The World's Women: 1970:1990, pp.50-51. 

1985187 1970 1985187 

52 -- 16 

49 -- 26 

53 -- 25 

73 -- 68 

97 -- 62b 

62 -- 16 

31 -- 18 

70 -- 58 

54b -- 21 

I 
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35. Still women in the formal sector represent only a small percentage of those who are economically 
active. Economic activities at the household and community levels are overlooked, thus fiIiling to captnre 
the nature and size of women's contnbution. Jndeed the twes of economic activities that women resort to 
in support of their families and to mitigate the effects of SAPs and other restructuring programmes have 
been overlooked. 

(a) Conceptual and data problems 

36. The conventional definition of employment includes 4 categories, namely: self employed; 
employer; unpaid family worker and wage workers. Other range of economic activities engaged in by 
women are however not included, for example, subsistence (non-market) production, unpaid domestic 
maintenance at home and in fiunily furros ctc. Official definition of employment is thus inadequate as an 
indicator of the participation of women in the labour market. In this context data are needed on women's 
control of their economic power, their labour time, the means of production, their output and the proceeds 
of their output. Women's involvement in the labour market through the household and through enterprise
related activities should also be quaJified. Such an undertaking would be an attempt to correct the overall 
poor statistical base in the region; the W1dercoverage of internal sector activities; the sampling procedures 
of surveys which discriminate against female oriented activities, the methodologies that W1derestimate 
women's activity rates in the modern and rural sectors since most women are engaged as casual or 
temporary wOJ:Kers; and the operational problems that mostly have males as the interviewers and 
interviewees, pre;-wnably as heads of households. 

37. Furthermore women's employment in Allica remains inadequately quantified. The main sources of 
such data are the population census every ten years which provide crude statistics on the labour force; 
agricuhural surveys W1deJtaken every five years, which focus on the paid agricuJtural labour force, output 
production etc., annual human resou rce surveys conducted in known entreprises; ad-hoc time-use charts; 
informal sector surveys; and household and labour force surveys. 

38. The limitation of population and agricultural surveys in providing data on women employment is 
that the long inter-censal period does not allow for time series data analysis on such important female 
labors aggregates as size, activity rate~, occupational and sectorial distnbution of employment etc. 
Besides those census do not norrnaJly target the informal and agricultural sectors, where the bulk of the 
economically active women predominate. The questiolJIlllires used in the census avoid women - specific 
issues thus making it impossible to outline patterns of fumale employment. Any data on women that may 
be collected on an ad-hoc basis in sectoral ministries is for their internal consumption and is therefore not 
coordinated into a common data base. Users of such data are therefore forced to rely on data collected by 
international organizations such as the !LO Year Books of Labour Statistics which usually have limited 
data on Allica both by country and gender disaggregation. 
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41. ECA :ligures on Table 6 on the distribution and ratio of economically active population by sex 
confinn tIWi trend between 1970 and 1990 in the five subregions of Afiica. There was a drop of 
economicaJly active women in agriculture in an the subregions even though the sector continued to absorb 
the highest number of women. It should be noted, however, that the number of women absorbed in 
ind:ustries and services increased especially in services Miere the ratio of women to men practically 
doubled. In fact the ratio of women to men increased in an the sectors despite the drop in absolute 
numbers in the agricultural sector. While tIWi may seem inconsistent with the general drop of the rate of 
women participation in sub-Sahara Afiica, the cases of Tunisia, Cape Verde, Mauritius, and Namibia that 
employed atypically large number of women in the industrial and service sectors could explain the 
situation. The overall rates of women in the labour furce, however remained lower than they were in the 
1970s. 

(t) Female labour forte by sector 

42. In 1985, the estimated breakdown of female labour force by ILO/JASPA 9 indicated that 75% 
were in agriculture, 18% in the infurmal non·farm sector, and 6% in the modern sector. The 
conceutration of women in agriculture therefure had dropped &om 84% in 1970 to 76% in 1980. In the 
modern sector, on the other had, the proportion of women rose from 2% in 1970 to 6% in 1985, a 400% 
increase. Involvement in the infurma1 sector also grew by 250% in the 19708 and 1980s. 

43. Between 1970 and 1985, an average of 1.2 million women per annum were engaged in the various 
economic activities, 50","" of whom would go into agriculture, 35% in the informal sector and 15% in the 
modern sector. Paid job opportunities fur women thus increased from 11.5% in the 1970s to 19% in the 
early 1980s. The absorbing capacity of the informal sector declined during the same period &om 40% to 
nearly 32%. Labour mobility was mostly evident in the urban areas Miere women move from the infurmal 
into the formal sector and vice versa. 

2 Women in the modern sedor 

44. Between the period 1970· 198510 the rate of female employment grew from less than one million 
to 4 million, corresponding to an annual growth rate of 100/0. The total female laboor force thus grew 
from 1.9% in 1970 to 5.9% in 1985. As a share of the total modern sector employment, it grew &om 
12% in 1970 to 19% in 1985. In 1985 women in the furmal sector represented 2.5% of the totallaboor 
force employment as opposed to 1 J % for men. 

45. The siu of women in the labour market ftuctuate from country to country, with Botswana having 
the fastest growth rate: from 6% in 1970 to 25% in 1985; Malawi &om 1.5% to 6% in the same period; in 
Tan7Jl!lia from 0.6% to 2%; Swaziland from 9% to 20",",,; Labour from 3.6% to 9%. In Ethiopia, it 
declined from 0.9% to 0.8% in the same period. In 1985 the highest rate was in Mauritius at 59% . 

• 
IQ 

JLOIJASPA 1990, q>. cit p.67 
JLOIJASPA 1990 ap.cit. p.ll 
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(b) Women in the labour market 

39. The female labour furce in sub-Saharan Africa was estimated to be about 73 million representing 
38% of the total labour force in 1990". In the 1970s it was estimated at 40%: a decline was registered in 
the 1980s, reflecting the economic crisis and the restructuring policies that were adopted to rectifY the 
situation. The decline occurred in spite of the fuct that the women population increased from 47% in 1976 
to 50% in 1990. During this period, the female economically active population not only dropped from 
16% to ]4% but also the female activity rates in the overall economic activity dropped from 27% to 23%. 
Table 6 demonstrates this trend by country between 1980 and 1990. 

Table 6: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND RATIO (WOMEN TO MEN) OF 
ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION BY SECTOR AND BY SEX 

Agriculture Industrie5 Services 
Subregion 

1970 1980 1990 1970 1980 1990 1970 1980 

NOOhAfrica F 54.0 44." 37.6 14.0 20.5 23.7 32_0 34.8 
M 56.7 47.9 39.8 16.0 20.7 24.2 27.3 31.3 

Ratio (FiM"Io) 95.2 93.5 94.5 87.5 99.0 97.9 117.2 111.2 

WdAfrica F 77.1 73.8 69.9 5.4 6.0 7.2 17.5 20.1 

M 74.3 69.S 65.4 10.9 12.5 14.2 14.8 17.6 
Ratio (FiM"Io) 103." 105.7 106.9 49.5 4".0 50.7 118.2 1]4.2 

Crotral Africa F 95.5 91.2 89.1 1.0 1.7 2.1 3.5 7.1 
M 74.5 66.1 59.8 11.3 n" 16.9 14.2 19.4 

RnLio tF/M%) 128.2 138.0 150.0 12.3 12.3 12.4 24_6 36.6 

Ea<t ood Soo1hem Africa F 852 80.3 76.0 3.1 4.6 6.1 117 15.0 
M 71.8 66.6 61.6 12.7 14.9 16.4 ]5.2 18.6 

RBtio (FIM"/o) . 118.7 120.6 123,4 24.4 30.9 37.2 77.0 80.6 

T ctaI Africa F 82.3 77.2 72.4 4.\ 5.7 7.2 13.6 71.1 
M 69.6 63.5 57.8 12.9 1.'5.1 17.6 17.4 2l.2 

Ratio (FiM"Io) 118.2 121.6 125.] 31.8 37.7 40.9 40.9 f!fJ.7 

Source: 
.. 

ECA DivisIon of StatistICs 

40. The situation bas been explained mostly by the decline of the subsistence sector where most active 
women were concentrated, and the growth of the industrial sector. According to ILO/JASPA Afiican 
E!I1ployment Report 1990, between 1970 and 1985, the modem sector of the Afiican economies created 
only 3 millionjobs for women Wlnle the agricnltural female labour force declined by as much as 5.5 million 
people. During the same period, more women than men enrolled in schools, thus delaying entry into the 
labour market. Equally important is the high demographic growth rates which kept women occupied in 
the non-market services related to child care and domestic services. 

ILO/JASPA 1990 op. cit. p.65 

1990 

388 
36.1 
107.5 

23.0 
20.4 
112.7 

9.0 
23.4 
38.5 

17.9 
22.1 
81.0 

20,0 
24.5 
81.6 

_____________________________ 1 
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46. The public sector absorbs more women than the private and parastatal sectors. In 1988, women 
in the private and parastatal sectors represented 14% of the employees in Burundi while they represented 
40% of the employees in the civil SCIVice; in Togo, it was 5% and 21%; and in Benin 6% and 21% 
respectively during the same period. Wrth regard to the various sectors in wage employment, women tend 
to be least represented in construction where they accounted for 3% of the labour force in 1987 
regionally; in electricity and water at 6%; in transport and communication at 8%; and in mining and quarry 
at 9%. In agriculture on the other hand, they represented 17% of the paid labour force, 21% in 
manufacturing, 26% in finance, insurance, real estate and business SCIVices while community, social and 
personal selvices led with 27%. 

47. Generally, the bulk of the women are found in the lower category of the labour force such as 
agricu1turallabourers, production related workers etc. Their numbers among managers and administrators 
are insignificant. Thus, the share of unskilled wOlkers between 1978 and 1987 was as high as 85% of the 
female labour in the Comoros while in Rwanda, Sao Tome, Ghana, Togo and Burundi, women were less 
than 1 % in the administrative and management levels. In Uganda and Kenya where they were highest in 
the latter category, they represented 3.5% and 3.1% respectively. During the same period, women were 
also heavily outnumbered in the paid labour force except for unusual cases as in Botswana where they 
constituted 64%, 60% and 50% in services, profession and clerical categories, respectively. In Sao Tome 
they represented 60% and 53% of services, and professional and teclnlical workers while in Ghana, they 
were 52% of the service workers furce. 

48. Table 7 provides a regional overview of the occupational groups women predominate. The 
average proportion of women to men in the administrative and managerial category was 18% in 1990 in 
the 23 countries that bad available data. In contrast, the proportion of women to men in the professional 
and mechanical category was 61.9% in the 24 countries with data in the same year; 72.3% in the services 
category for 21 countries; and 10 1.1 % in the clerical and sales category in the 20 countries with available 
data. This trend bas changed little in the past 25 years except in a tew isolated cases as the Table 
illustrates. Men move faster than women from the low skilled into the skilled category and it seems that 
even new employment opportunities that have opened up in the last decade for women are primarily in the 
low skilled category. This builds on the already existing occupational inequity. The predominance of 
women in low skilled jobs sometimes in spite of qualifications for higher level jobs, leads to lower earnings 
in relation to men as discussed above. In Zambia I \ for example, women with relatively high levels of 
education operated as bank tellers and insurance clerks while their male counterparts were entering 
executive, administrative and managerial positions. Women are therefore at times put in a position where 
they compete with men with lower qualifications, a situation that is unknown to males. In times of crisis, 
women tend to be disadvantaged by the wage policies adopted by govemments. 

II ILO/JASP 1990 op. cit. p. 83 
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(a) Focus on the African Subregion 

49. Participation of women in the economic sector is mostly a function of the prevalent socio
economic and cultural environments. The differences in women's participation tends to support the 
theory that there is a U-shaped relationship between female economic activity rates and economic 
development. In traditional economies, high rates of women's economic activity are consequences of their 
important role in subsistence agriculture and micro-scale production activities mainly linked to food 
processing. As the modern sector grows, female labour force is displaced as demand for male labour 
increases. The situation changes once again at a later stage of industrialization when demand for female 
labour once again rises. Industrial development may also help reduce the influence of sociocultural 
barriers to female employment. The manufucturing sector for example, employs a large number of women 
in Africa as elsewhere in the world. Countries with a high level of women participation in the economic 
sector also have a high level of urbanization, relatively low fertility rates and the highest female school 
enrolment rates both in primary and secondary levels. 

50. Thus, there is a positive association between the level of economic and industrial development, 
primarily based on export promotion. Once the economy expands, its labour demand expands hence the 
demand for female labour. But these conditions have only happened in Mauritius and Tunisia. The rest of 
Africa tends to be characterized by trends of de-industrialization observed since the 1980s and the 
subsequent worsening of the socio economic conditions of women and their possibilities for advancement. 
This trend varies very little even as we focus on the different subregions. In so doing, the section draws 
heavily from the recent study by UNIDO on women in manufucturing entitled Participation of women in 
manufucturing patterns: determinants and future trends 1995. The UNDP concept of the gender equity is 
also utilized in the qualitative analysis of the gap between women's and men's participation in the economic 
sector. The focus on the subregions as clustered by UNIDO is therefore based on the commonalities 
among countries with regard to women's economic participation in the formal sector, their social status in 
relation to that of the men as manifested by their access to education, their health status in terms of fertility 
rates and life expectancy, and their participation in decision-making. Consequently, in some cases, 
countries within the traditional ECA subregions are clustered with others outside the geographical area. 

(i) West African subregion: strive for economic and gender-equity evolution 

51. Since the economic crisis of the 1980s, the West African subregion is characterized by decline in 
the share of agriculture in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), stagnation or decline of the small 
manufucturing sector, and a significant increase in the serviqe sector. Political instability, conflict and 
internal strife have also contributed to this situation. Nigeria is a dramatic example whose per capital 
income dropped from $US 1,030 in 1980 to $US 250 by 1989, thus plummeting from a middle income to 
a low income country. Similarly, Liberia's economy declined and increased its indebtedness, moving from 
middle to low income during the same period. The growth rates predicted by SAPs never materialized, 
rather, further decline was registered by some countries in West Africa. SAPs were also expected to make 
domestic industries more competitive and efficient in the production of new exports. However, 
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devaluation resulted in decline in imported inputs for local industries wbile liberalization exposed local 
industries to competition with imported goods. This led to the process of de-industrialization. 

52. With regard to the public sector, it was the biggest employer in the subregion prior to the 
economic crisis of the 1980s. But SAPs deJIJllllded its reduction which had negative impact on 
employment and income. Retrenchment of public employees in Ghana led to the loss of 60,000 civil 
service jobs. Between 1970 and 1986 in Burkina Faso, Ghana, Guinea and Togo, official minimnm wage 
fell by 45% wbile in Nigeria, it fell by 60% between 1970 and 1986. 

53. Women found opportunities for formal employment in the service sectors. But they also suffered 
heavy losses with retrenchment. The manufilcturing sector offers very few opportunities for female 
employment due to a combination of its sma11 size, women's low education and training opportunities as 
well as the gender ideology that sees it as lDlsuitable work for women. The re1atively high rate of 
participation in the economic sector is therefore in agricuhure at 33.48%, as table 8 demonstrates. The 
rest, undoubtedly, is in the infonnal sector which as in agriculture has little correlation between efforts put 
and fruits reaped. 

54. The West African subregion is characterized by high fertility and maternal mortality rates. Ufe 
expectancy is also low ahhougb. it is slightly higher for women that for men. The lowest life expectancy 
for women is in Sierra Leone at 43 years, Guinea 44 years, The The Gambia 45 years and highest in 
Ghana at 56.8 years followed by Nigeria at 53.3 years. The median age of the population is lDlder 17, thus 
exinbiting a high dependency ratio, with implications of women's employment pattern. The percentage of 
female headed households is rather low compared to other subregions, the highest being in Ghana at 35% 
followed by Nigeria at 29%. The political instability in Labour and Sierra Leone would probably bring 
these figures to quite a high level 

55. Concerning investment in education, heahh and other social services, between 1960 - 1980, the 
subregion spent a relatively high percentage of its GDP towards the sectors. With the introduction of 
SAPs, however, there were changes. Expenditure in this area almost doubled in Burkina Faso between 
1980 and 1987 wbile moderate expansion was noted in the Niger and stagnation in Ghana, Benin and 
Mali. In N18eria, The The Gambia and Sierra Leone, the rates fell In this context despite a higher growth 
in girls' school enrolment than boys, the gap is still large in favour of boys. At the secondary level, school 
enrolment declined in most of the countries except in Ghana where it levelled off The difference in the 
enrolment of primary and secondary levels between boys and girls is large in favour of girls, but the drop 
since the introduction of SAPs is significant in Togo, Burkina Faso, Mali and Guinea. Enrolment of girls 
at the tertiary level throughout the subregion leaves a lot to be desired. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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56. Turning to the issue of the social status of women in the subregion, Nigeria and Mali are the only 
countries that have ratified Convention of Elimination of all Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). In 
1992, 8% of the parliamentary seats were occupied by women in Ghana and the The Gambia; 6% in 
Labour, Togo, Benin; and Burkina Fasu and 2% in Nigerial2

• Few women ministers occupy cabinet posts 
despite the democratization process going on in Benin, the Niger and Mali In Labour, however, the 
Foreign Affairs Minister of the Transitional Government is a woman as weD as the Minister of Trade and 
Industry in Ghana. Besides, most countries have ratified the International Conventions on Equal 
RetllWleration and on Discrimination of Employment and Occupation even though the implementation 
rate is still very low. 

57. Table 8 therefore illustrates the general situation of the majority of African women. In countries 
tbat have suffered serious economic declines in the 1980s, they have to fight even harder for their SUIVival 
and the SUIVival of their filmilies despite the filet that they are least equipped to do so. With a secondary 
school enrolment rate of 11.15%, an average fertility rate of 6.68 children per woman and a high 
dependency ratio given the median age of the popnlation of under 17 years, it is no wonder that the 
subregion is charaeterized by high maternal mortality rates. 

11 UNDP Human Development Report 1994 
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Table &: THE WEST AFRICAN MELANGE: STruVE FOR ECONOMIC AND GENDER-EQUfrY EVOLUTION 
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(ii) The low gender-equity cluster 

58. This cluster of countries consists of nations with low female economic participation in the 
productive sector and with low social status in tenns ofIiteracy and school enrolment rates as well as 
inadequate legal protection against relIllllleration discrimination. They are the Sudan and Mauritaoia in 
North AIDca, Cameroon and Chad in Central AIDca, Sao Tome, and Cote d'Ivoire in West AIDca and 
pjibouti in Eastern AIDca. 

59. In the cluster, less than 25% of the women above the age of 15 are recorded as being 
economically active with thc lowest rate in Mauritania, Chad and thc Sudan. However 75% are 
involved in agriculture, vJrich is, of course, a higher proportion than the men. The definition of 
economic activity is highly influenced by cu1tural values hence the low official statistics. 

60. The tertiary sector, (trade, tourism, transport, admioistration, social and financial services) has 
the highest contnbution to the GDP. The share in Cote d'Ivoire is 50% while in pjibouti it is almost 
80%. The contribution of agriculture is less than half of what is contributed by the tertiary sector. The 
share of mauufucturing is above 10% only in Cameroon and Cote d'Ivoire. Women participation in this 
sector is therefore only 4%. Besides the usual problem oflDldercounting women's contribution as self 
employed and unpaid labour, gender discrimination in hiring practices and cultural pr~dices about 
what is appropriate women's occupation in a Muslim cu1ture must be playing a sigoificant role in this 
situation. This is more so considering that there is a predominance of light consumer industries in food 
processing and textiles in these countries, vJrich normally attract more women than men and yet the 
participation of women is relatively low. 

61. These nations vJrich are classified by the UNIDO study as having the lowest female economic 
participation in AIDca have an average fertility rate of 6.6 births with Cote d'Ivoire leading with 7.4 
births and Chad having the lowest rate of 5.8 births. Chad also has the highest maternal mortality rate 
of800 per 100,000 and the lowest female life expectancy of 48.5 years while Cameroon has the highest 
female life expectancy of 56. 8 years. 

62. The primary school enrolment rate is below 50% except in Cameroon while Chad has the 
lowest at 35% in primary and 2% in secondary levels. The latter is correlated with the early marriage 
age of 16.6 years. 

63. Although all cOlDltries in the cluster have ratified CEDAW, only in Cameroon 3lld Sao Tome is 
women representation in parliament more than 10%. fu other countries the sbare is less than 5%. 
None of the countries has signed the ILO convention on equal renmneration, but all have signed the 
convention on discrimination in employment except Mauritania. Nonetheless, their impact on female 
employment in the industrial sector and women's unemployment in general has been minimal 
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64. As Table 9 demonstrates, the most distinguishing characteristic between this cluster and the 
West African cluster is the large gender gap, 0.39, in the rate of economic activity. Yet the countries in 
the cluster have signed the international instruments that promote gender equity in the economic sector. 
Consistent with this gap is the low representation of women at parliamentary level. CuIturaI and 
religious factors must play an important role in influencing this situation. 

-----------------------------____________ -11< __ 11 
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(Iii) The moderate gender-eguity group 

65. The UNIDO study clustered together another set of countries that have a moderate rate of 
women economic activities albeit with large gender disparities in sectoral labour distribution and a high 
percentage of female headed households. Eleven countries :6ill into this category to include Senegal, in 
West Africa, the Congo, Gabon and Rwanda in the Central African Republic while the rest are in 
Southern Africa namely Madagascar, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique and 
Swaziland. These countries span Africa, south of the Sahara, have different colonial history and 
political structures, yet have similarities in some socio-economic aspects. 

66. The economies are dependant on mining and oil extraction with the exception of Rwanda, 
Mozambique and Angola which have agriculture as the biggest contnbutor to the GDP. While the 
industrial base is significant, the manufacturing sector's contribution to the GOP is only important in 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, as Zambia leads the continent with 40% contribution from copper refining. 
Swaziland, Mozambique and Senegal funow based on the processing of agricuhural products. 

67. The highest percentage of economically active women, however, are involved in the 
agricuhural sector which is less productive economically; cuhural filctors and post-industrial strategies, 
on the other hand, are respOllS1ble for the low levels of participation in the formal sector. As men 
migrated to work in the mines during the colonial era within Southern Africa, they were requested to 
leave their wives behind, thus reducing their economic and social status. The carry-over efIi:ct s of this 
practice are still visible and felt today. In Zimbabwe, for example, women comprise only 16% of the 
workers in the formal sector, mostly concentrated in the service sector. Only about 7% constitute the 
manufacturing sector except in the informal sector where they represent about 67% of the small scale 
enterprises including manufacturing related activities. 

68. The ongoing civil war in Angola and Mozambique has penalized development efforts. The 
military budget of Angola according to the UNDP Human Development Report 199413 therefore was 
20% of the GOP 1990-91, the highest in Africa and the combined budget for education and health. As 
a result of the war, both countries and Malawi have the highest rates of female headed households at 
50%. Fertility rates are highest in Rwanda and Malawi at 8 and 7.6 respectively. Swaziland, Gabon, 
the Congo and Zambia have more than 100% enrolment of girls at the primary school level while 
Senegal and Malawi have 49% and 60% respectively. Angola and Mozambique as is expected have the 
lowest rates. Secondary school enrolment exceeds 30% only in Swaziland, Zimbabwe and the Congo. 
The reasons for discontinuing school after primary school include preference for boys education as a 
safety blanket in fumilies, early pregnancy and marriages, limited places in schools and high demand for 
girls' labour furce in the fumily. 

13 UNDP Human Development Report 1994, op cit . p. 171 

----~--.---~--~~~------------~--~~----------------.-~~~----------------., 
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69. The exposure of some of the countries in this cluster to the socialist philosophy may have 
contributed to the initial improvement of women's political and legal status shortly after independence. 
However, this process was slowed down by economic crises and political instability. Today, traditional 
wews are used to discriminate against women in politics, the labour market, the division of labour and 
income distribution within the household. Zimbabwe prowdes a good illustration of this retrogression. 
In the early 1985 after independence, women constituted up to 35% of parliamentariaos. Today they 
are less than 12%. The Ministry of Community Development and Women's Affairs that had been set 
up to formulate policies and co-ordinate activities related to the promotion of the advancement of 
women has been abolished. Women's issues are being looked after by a unil in the Ministry of National 
Affairs and Employment. 

70. Thus, although women's participation in parliament is relatively high at around 16 - 17%, 
(Swaziland is the exception being a Kingdom) the cluster lags behind, with regard to putting women in 
executive positions. Out of 32 cabinet posts in Zambia, for example, only one seat was held by a 
woman in 1994. Until 1994, no women had ever been in the executive position of the ruling party in 
Malawi. Rwanda briefly took the lead in appointing the first woman Prime Minister who, 
unfortunately, was brutally murdered shortly after. While most governments in the chlster have signed 
CEDAW and the leading ILO conventions on equal employment and remuneration, they have no! 
allocated the necessary finances for their implementation. 

71. To summarize, this cluster as well shown in Table 10 has a relatively low gender gap in 
secondary level emohnent at 0.19, and a moderate economic activity rate at 34.18%. However, the 
gender gap in the most important areas of the economy, i.e. mining and oil extraction, is glaring at 
0.66. Education skills have obviously not been sufficient to overcome the old prejudice of excluding 
women from the mining sector. Besides, neither the international equity instruments nor the socialist 
influence during the struggle for independence have produced lasting transformation into a gender
sensitive society. 



Table: 10 THE MODERATE GENDER-EQUITY GROUP 

INDICATOR Mal&\~ Senegal MadaguclI[ Zimbabw:: SWolriland 

Women's economic activity 3~.~~o/D 34.B% 35.39% <; 1 26.41% 31.90% 

Women's participalionrate in tne agriculture sector 89.600/0 87.20% 87.90% 78.30% 77.000/" 

WOInfm'~ parricipalioDnte in the tertiary sector ~.90% 9.90% 9.30 17.400/0 17.80% 

Participatinnrate of'Mlmen in (industry) manufaeruring 4.~O% 2.90% 2.90% 4.20% 5.20% 

Logarithm. GDP/Cllpihl M8 6.12 ~.90 6.38 6.~9 

ShaJ;:: of the agricuhunlscctor in GOP ]3.86% 20.400/0 32.600/0 12.30% 16.02% 

Share oftbe tertia.cy sector in GOP 49.24% 48.52% 52.400/g 46.27% ~l.H% 

Share of MY A in GOP 10.77% 19.22% 11.62% 28.0':% 24.~% 

Share of government expenditure in GDP 24.000/0 33.00% 10.000/0 36.00% 29.00% 

Debt aeIVlOC ratio :24.19% 12.54% 18.77'Yo 31.94% 1.04% 

Logarithm. ofMV A/capita 3.3': 4.69 3.23 4.97 ':.27 

Share of manufacturcdgoods in total exports 4.98% 18,87% 19.76% 29.73% 13.':0% 

Urburization 12.':0% 39.':0% 2:s.tO% 28.90% 3':.':0% 

Total fl:f1ility (births per \Wman) 7.60 6.20 6.':0 ':.30 6.':0 

Fenule headed households 30.00% 36.00% 36.00% UOO% 40.000/0 

Female prinlu)' eOlo!. rate 60.00% 49.000/0 90.00% 93.01% 106.000/0 

Female sccund. enrol. rate 3.00% 1 LOO% 18.00% 4':,000/. 47.000/. 

Ratification ofILO convention 100 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 

Ral ificuion of ILO cOIJ'.'enljon 111 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Ratification ofCEDAW 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

GnP indica.tor (+is inf.,.,oUl ofmen: -is inf,voW' ofv.omen) 

Gender glp in economic activity rate 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.30 0.21 

Gender gap in agricuJtunl aclivities .(I.t,: .(1.09 .(1.13 .(I.ll .(1.13 

Gender gap in tenilr)' activities o.n 0.28 0.39 0.09 0.11 

Gender gap in indwltry (manufacturing) Ictivities O.H 0.>4 0.':9 0.':9 O.H 

Gender g,ap in we expect. -<1.02 -<1.02 .(1.03 -<1.03 .(1.03 

Gender gap in literacy rate 0.26 0.27 0.08 0,07 0.03 

Gender gap in secondary school emohnent 0.31 0.3] 0.03 0.19 0.02 

Source: UNIDO, "Participation of Women in Manufacturing", 1995 
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(iv) The mixed bag cluster 

72. The UNIDO study identified yet another cluster of sub-Saharan countries with high rates of 
female economic participation and very low levels of social development. TIley span Western, Central 
and Eastern Africa to incrude Guinea Bissau, Zaire, Equitorial Guinea, Burundi, Kenya, Uganda, the 
United Republic of Tanzania, Ethiopia and Somalia. 

73. In this cluster, the agricu1tural sector accounts for the dominant share of the GDP, income, 
employment, food supply and export earnings. Second to agricu1ture in contribution to the GDP is the 
tertiary sector. In the 1980s most of the countries experienced significant decline in the GDP due to 
the fall in commodity prices and the reduction in government spending which affected the tertiary 
sector. All countries in the cruster continue to struggle to raise the low per capital income, poor 
physical and social infrastructure and for some, political instability. They all fall under the UNDP 
Human Development Report category oflow human development. 

74. Political instability has resulted in over-allocation of scarce resources to military spending. In 
1991, Ethiopia's GNP was $US 120 out of which $ 14.9 was allocated to the military14 In 1989, 
Kenya allocated 9.1% of its GDP to derence and 6.6% to heahh; The United Republic of Tanzania 
allocated 15.8% to defence and 5.7% to health. Military expenditure in Zaire in 1990-91 was 7i% that 
of education and health combined while in Burundi it was 41 %. 15 

75. Burundi, Ethiopia and Somalia have suffered devastating intemal conflict and wars that have 
given rise to hundreds of thousands of refugees (700,000 from Burundi in 1993; 700,000 from 
Somalia etc.) Most of these refugees have generaly taken refuge in the neighboring countries of 
Kenya, Uganda, The United Republic of Tanzanja and Zaire. The countries have suffered serious 
socio-economic and environmental consequences, e.g. excessive use of rural road networks to 
transport relief fuod; cutting down of forests fur fuel wood by large nwnbers; or excessive 
overcrowding in the urban areas with limited social infrastructure. 

76. The group of countries under this cluster have the highest concentration of women in 
agriculture and the smallest in tertiary and industrial activities. In Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, Tanzanja 
and Zaire, over 85% of the female labours force is employed in household farm activities and less than 
10% in wage employment. Participation in manufacturing is low, the highest being in Equatorial 
Gninee at 5%, fullowed by Kenya and Uganda at 4%. This is a reflection of the size of the 
manufacturing sector, but also the traditional attitudes towards appropriate work for women as well as 
historical trends that kept women out of the formal sector until recently. The low participation in the 
tertiary sector, on the other hand, is a reflection of the national accounting system where women's 
activities that are non-agricultural are not recorded. 

UNDP Human Development Report 1994, op. cit. p. 170 
Ibid. 
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77. In Kenya, the United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Somalia, Ethiopia, Zaire fertility rate is 
above 2.5%, while in Equatorial Guinea it is 1.2% and 2.2% in Bwundi. Kenya has the highest with 
3.5% followed by Uganda at 3.3% and Tanzania at 3.2%. Life expectancy for women in Kenya is 
highest at 63 years funowed by Zaire at 53, Tanzania at 52, Equatorial Guinea and Bwundi at 49 years 
and the lowest in Uganda at 40 years. 

78. There is a high incidence of female headed households in these cOWltries (see Table II). 
indicating the impact of the political instability, increasing absolute poverty and the increasing female 
urban migration. 

79. The AIDS pandemic has hit these countries much more than any other region of Africa. 
Women have become victims of this plague at a much higher rate than men due to their relative 
powerlessness both economically and politically. The AIDS Support OrganiT..ation in Uganda reports 
that AIDS has infected 5 times more women than men between 15 - 25 years while the incidence of 
infected prenatal cases rose from 6% in 1987 to 30% in 1992. In Kenya the same problem is recorded 
at 8.9%. Undoubtedly, this has had a negative effect on the rate of women's economic activities, thus 
aggravating the level of poverty as the numbers of orphans multiply each year. 

80. With regard to primary school enrolment, Kenya, Equatorial Guinea, and Uganda lead with 
more than 90% while the rates are lowest in Ethiopia and Somalia at 31 % and 10% respectively. In 
Guinea Bissau, the rate is 48%, 63% in Tanzania and Bwundi and 67% in Zaire. Secondary school 
enrolment is slightly above 40% in Tanvmia and Kenya while in the rest of the countries there is a large 
gap between boys and girls. Poor academic performance, economic hardships, and adolescent 
pregnancy were given as the leading reasons for the gap in Kenya. Such recent gender sensitive policies 
in Kenya as allowing return of pregnant girls into school after delivery or lowering entry points into 
university for girls, will serve to improve the situation. At the tertiary level only Kenya and Tanzania 
had about 27% enrolment by 1992. There was also a steady growth of girls moving into the science 
subjects from 14% in 1980 to 21% in 1989. 

81. The 1992 figures indicate that Uganda which has an affirmative action policy for women's 
participation into political life had 13% of the parliamentary seats occupied by women. Guinea Bissau 
also had 13%, Tanzania M1ich also has an affirmative policy similar to Uganda had 11%, Bwundi 
10%, Zaire 5% and Kenya 3%. Uganda, the United Republic of Tanvmia , Ethiopia, Zaire, Bwundi 
Guinea Bissau and Equatorial Guinea have not ratified CEDAW. Kenya and Somalia have. In these 
countries, however, there is a trend of professional associations and pressure groups to lobby for the 
advancement of women, e.g., Association of Women Lawyers; Association of Women Entrepreneurs, 
etc are concerned with women's rights and access to resources. They are also lobbying for gender 
specific changes needed to sustain the growing democratic cuhure. 

82. This group of countries is indeed a mixed-bag cluster as Table I I illustrates based on the high 
rate of economic rates of women with relatively low gender gap in the area, and the contrastingiy high 

-------------------------------------'"1 
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82. This group of countries is indeed a mixed-bag cluster as Table 11 illustrates based on the high 
rate of economic rates of women with relatively low gender gap in the area, and the contrastingly high 
gender gap in secondaty level enrolment (0.28) and the industrial seetor (0.58). Consistent with the 
latter gender gaps is the low rate of ratification of the international instruments on gender equity. Given 
this pattern, one is persuaded to speculate that perhaps the high rate of women's economic activities is 
highly related to the filet that they are in agricuhure which is traditionally the highest absorber of active 
women and requires informally acquired skills. It is possible, however, that the combination of the 
ongoing progressive policies in education and politics as well as the active involvement of the women 
themselves in the fight for their rights may rectifY the gender gaps observed in some of the countries in 
this cluster. 
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Table: 11 

INDICATOR 

Women's economic activity rate 

Women's participaiioniite in the agriculture sector 

W01rum's panif;lipanon n.te in the lertialy sector 

ParticipatWn rate of'MJDle:n in (induslIy) mfg. 

Loaarithm GDP/Capital 

Share oftbe agricultural 5ector in GOP 

Shaw of the tertiary sector in GOP 

Share ofMVAinGOP 

Share of g(J1lemment expenditure in GOP 

Debt service ralio 

Loaarithm ofMVAlcapita 

Share of manufactured goods in total exports 

Urbmiution 

Total fertility (birthoi. per "\Wman) 

Female headed hoU/lehoJds 

Female primary enrolment rate 

Female secondary enrolment RtiO 

Ratification of il..O convention 100 

Ratification ofil..O f;lo~lion 111 

Ratification ofCEDAW 

Gender gap in economic activity rate 

Gender gap in agricultural activities 

Gender gap in tertiary 8t;ltivities 

Gender gap in industria (manufacturing) activities 

Gender gap in life expectancy 

Gender gap in literacy rate 

Gender gap in secondary school enrolment 

Source: UNIDO, ''PalticipationofWome:ninManufacturing'',199' 
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(v)· Northern Africa: the growth of the economy and gender equity 

83. The North Afiican subregion was described by the UNIDO study as being characterized by 
high participation of women in the manufacturing and tertiary sectors. The countries include Morocco, 
Tunisia, Egwt, Algeria, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, and Cape Verde which is usually in the West 
Africa subregion. 

84. The five Maghreb countries are classified as middle income by the United Nations although the 
1994 HllI1Ilin Development Report classified Egwt as low income. While Algeria and the Libyan Arab 
Jamahariya depend on oil, Tunisia, Morocco and Egwt depend on manufactured goods whose share in 
the GNP is 69%, 52% and 31% respectively. The three countries also export labour to the oil·rich 
Middle East countries while Cape Verde exports to the USA, Europe and Senegal. The share of 
manufactured goods in Cape Verde to the GNP is 19%. The share of the tertiary sector in the GNP is 
relatively high in this cluster while that of agriculture is negligible. In Algeria and the Libyan Arab 
Jamaharia, the share of agriculture in the GDP is less than 10% while it is highest in Cape Verde at 
21%. 

85. Women's economic activity rate is growing fuster than men's: 45% in Egwt and Morocco, and 
118% in Tunisia according to 1993 figures16 Women's highest source of employment in these 
countries is the private sector. The manufacturing sector concentrates mostly in the agro-industrial 
sector and employs both permanent and seasonal workers. Women are more likely to be employed as 
seasonal workers. The trend reveals declining fertility, higher life expectancy and growing urbanization, 
e:>l;cept for the Libyan Arab Jamaharia where fertility is still high. Tbere is a trend in the rise of the age 
of marriage and a higher life expectancy, the highest being in Cape Verde at 67.9%. The phenomenon 
of female headed households by economic responsibility, whether as a result of death, divorce, 
separation, migration or for economic reasons, is growing. In Morocco, the rate is estimated at 25%, 
in Egypt at 30% and at 40% in Cape Verde. Disaggregated data along the reasons behind the 
phenomenon are inexistent. 

86. In the Maghreb countries and Cape Verde, enrolment in primary schools has grown 
dramatically not only because of economic growth, but also because of positive policy towards girls 
education, fuyorable change of attitude of parents with regard to the education of their daughters, and 
growth in urbanization. Similar progress has also been made in enrolment ratio for girls at the 
secondary school level with the exception of Morocco and Cape Verde. And although recent data is 
not readily available, according to 1990 statistics, secondary school enrolment for girls was 15.3% in 
the Libyan Arab Jamaharia, 12% in Egypt, 7.3% in Morocco and 6.8% in Tunisia. 

16 Moghadam, valentine M., Social Protection and Women Workers in Asia, WIDER Working Paper no. 
110, ]W1e 1993 
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87. The literacy gap between men and women is relatively high. There are few vocational training 
schools for girls compared to boys other than those that focus on such traditional skills as sewing, 
dressmaking, and secretariaVcommerciai skills. 

88. In the 1960s, women employment opportunities expanded as the private sector also expanded 
especially in Egypt, Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia following the economic policy of import substitution 
and export. Thereafter, following the oil boom in the 1970s, a good number of males emigrated in 
search of high paying jobs, thus creating labour shortage that was filled by women. The public service 
continued to grow too, expanding heabh, educational and social services that are traditiona1ly provided 
by women. With increased awareness to issues related to the advancement of women, gender sensitive 
policies began to be furmulated baning discrimination on the basis of sex. It was so in the case of 
Algeria's constitution which was revised to this effect in 1976 while Egypt guaranteed jobs to graduates 
from secondary school and above. The 1956 Personal Status Code of Tunisia 17 is pemaps the most 
progressive legal mechanism for promoting women. It abolishes polygamy, guarantees free choice of 
spouse, gives both spouses the right to initiate divorce, raises age of maniage to 17, legal maturity at 
20 fur both men and women, and right of custody of cbiJdren to wives in case of divorce, or death of 
husband since 1981. It guarantees right for equal employment, tenure and remuneration, right of 
women to sign contracts and to buy assets, and to fiunily planning and abortion under certain 
circumstances. 

89. The economic recession of the 1980s, however, and the introduction of SAPs and growing 
debt burden have resuhed in growing unemployment for both men and women. As in other subregions, 
women's rates of unemployment and underemployment are higher than men's L8. In the urban areas, the 
growing unemployment rates of women are accompanied by a backlash with regard to women's 
employment based on the fundamental religious attitude that their employment is secondary to that of 
the male. The emerging political climate is being legitimized by legislative responses such as the 1984 
F ami.ly Code of Algeria that stresses the vocation of women as homemakers and the respOllSloility of 
men as breadwinners. 

90. Representation of women both in the cabinet and parliament is very low in the Maghreb 
countries and Cape Verde. Out of24 cabinet posts in Algeria in 1991, two were held by women in the 
ministries of youth and health. In Egypt, women held 2 out of 27 posts in the Ministry of Social 
Insurance and in Social Affairs. One woman held a cabinet post in the Libyan Arab Jamaharia while 
there were no female ministers in Tunisia and Morocco. The highest representation in parliament in 
1992 was f01md in Algeria at 10%, followed by 7% in Cape Verde, 4% in Tunisia, 2% in Egypt and 
1% in Morocco. All countries in the clusters, however, have ratified both CEDAW and the ILO 
employment and equal remuneration conventions. 

17 

18 

BafIbun, A/ya, "Feminism and Muslim Fundamenllllism:Tbe Tunisian and Algerian Cases", Africa 
Deye!opment 19(2) 1994 
Baffoun, AIya op. cit.. 
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91. From the figures in Table 12, this cluster suggests a correlation between gender equity and 
economic growth. As the Maghreb countries began to prosper economically, the women's rate of 
participation in the labour force began to increase both in the tertiary and industrial sectors. Of course 
there was also the issue of demand for their labour following the emigration of male labour to oil-rich 
countries in search for even better economic rewards. Other changes towards gender-equity 
subsequent to the fuvourable economic conditions included increased school enrolment for girls and 
better health infrastructure that resulted in lower fertility and higher life expectation for both men and 
women. But when the economic Clunch set in, priority was given to male employment while 
traditional and religious justification for reverting to this inequality was evoked through such official 
channels as revised constitution. The current gender gap of 0.68 in the economic activity rates and the 
inadequate representation of women at the highest decision-making levels are therefore not an accident 
despite the ratification of the international instruments fur the promotion of gender equity and equality. 
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(VI) Tbe Southern African Melange: economic growth and gender equity at loggerheads 

92, Aooording to the UNIDO study, Southern African CO\.Ultries fitll into 2 groups with regard. to 
women's participation in the economic sector. There are those that have high GOP and manumctunng 
value added (MV A) per capita, high women participation in the tertiary sector but low participation in 
agriculture. Mauritius, SeyclJelles and South Africa fan into this category. BotSW1l1la, Namibia llIld 
Lesotho 00 the other hllIld have a moderate fewaIe economic activity rate with a high representation in 
the manufi!cturing wage employment, high labour migration and high female school enrolments. 

93. In Mauritius and Seychelles, the economic activity rate of women has increased in the last 10 
years by almost 5%. In SouthAfiica, it increased by 1% but it has the highest participation rate and the 
lowest gender gap among the 3 countries. The service sectOT, ie., trade, commerce, tourism, domestic 
work, socia1 and iinancial service, absorlJs the largest percentage of women. The bigbest growth in 
women employment in the manumcruring sectOT between 1980 and 1990 has been in the Seychelles. A 
survey conducted by the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development in Mauritius in 1993 
showed that women comprised 46% of the total employed labour furce while 55% of them were 
employed in the textile industry. In South Africa 19 women C()mprised 43% of the employed labour 
furce and 30% of the manumcturing employment. Women have also accessed the professional and 
manageriJll categories in both South Africa and Mauritius. fn 1991, they occupied about 30% of the 
profussional posts and almost 20% of the admillistrative and managerial posts. 

94. In Mauritius, the Export Processing Zone (EPZ) which has existed for the last 20 years is the 
engine of economic and employment growth. It employs over 90,000 workers, 70% of whom are 
\VOIDen and account fur 65% of gross export earnings. South African manufactured exports are 
diversified but dominated by the mineral sector. In the Seychelles, manufactured exports are low 
comprising mostly processed tim in an industry that employs a significant number of women. 

95. The temale life expectancy is one of the highest while fertility rates in Mauritius and Seychelles 
are the lowest in Afiica. Primary school enrolment rates are over 100% for both male and fumale in 
South Africa and Mauritius. School COTObnent at secondary level is also higher fur fim13les than males 
in both countries. For all 3 countries, male enrolment is higher at the tertiary level. 

96. In Seychelles, Mauritiu.~ and South Africa, representation at parliamentary level in 1991 was 
16%, 7% and 3% respectively. The womble situ.ation in Seychelles can be explained by the socialist 
oriented policy while the apartheid philosopby in South Africa explains the poor status of "'\lmen. 
The 1994 democratically elected majority governmllllt improved the situation., however, and women 
currently occupy almost 25% of the parliamentary seats and 2 cabinet posts.{t also appointed a 
C()nnnittee on women and is in the process of fommlating policy including setting up structures to 
-----------I. Thol.l1jJ5OO. Bee and O'regan, Catberille "Collediv. Bafllaining and the Promotion or Equality: The 

CD ... of South Africa", Equality for Women in Employtnenl: An Inlerdepartmentlll Project. Geneva: 
ILO,1993 
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promote women's economic and social interests. Mauritius has had a National Women's Cmmcil since 
1985 that is the focal point for women's issues and coordinates 400 women's organizations. None of 
the three countries has ratified CEDAW or the lLD Convention On employment and rennmeration .. 

97. The remaining Southern Afiica countries, viz Lesotho, Botswana and NamibiB are relatively 
homogeneous culturally, geographically and economically in spite of the. met that Lesotho is the least 
developed of the three. The proportion of fumale headed households is higher in Botswana at 40% 
followed by Nannbia at 36% and Lesotho at 25%. The situation is created by the old tradition of the 
males migrating to the mines in South Africa in search of work. 

98. Female economic activity is lower than that of the region in Botswana and Nann"bia. 1n 
Botswana and Lesotho, 75-82% of economically active women are in agricuhure in subsistence 
farming mainly. In Nannbia, on the other hand, women dominate the tertiary sector. Due to 
unpredictable weather conditions and shortage of arable land because of deserts and high mountains in 
Namibia and Botswana, food import from South Africa is important. Agricuhure, therefure, 
contributes only 6% to the GOP in Botswana, 10% in Namibia and 16% in Lesotho. 

99. The economies of the 3 countries are organized around the capital intensive mining industries 
and livestock production, both of which are male domains. The tertiary sector, however, has the largest 
contribution to the GOP. In Lesotho and Botswana the government is the largest employer for both 
the men and women ~ in N ann'bia it is the private sector. 1n all three countries, foreign investment 
in labour intensive industrial development has been adopted in an attempt to solve the employment 
problem Consequently between 1985 - 1990, the manufitcturing labour force has been growing at the 
rate of 10% per year in Botswana and 8% in Lesotho. In Namibia growth in this sector has been slow 
although there has been growth in fisheries. Thus, manufBcturing is the largest employer of women 
who constituted 37% oftotal manufacturing employment in Botswana and 10% in Namibia in 1992. 
Lesotho has the highest rates of male emigration whereby 30% of its labour force is out of the country. 
Consequently, in 1986, women constituted 63% of the manufacturing labour force. Women 
preponderate in the semi sIo11ed jobs in the export oriented mctories and in the food processing plants, 
where their wages, generally, are only 213 of men's with similar educational background. 

100. In Botswana, Lesotho and Namibia, population growth rates are high. Women outnumber 
men in total numbers as weD as in enrobnent rates at primary and secondary schoolleve\s. In Lesotho 
they also outnumber men in vocational and technical schools, 8S weD as in the university. 
Unfurtunately high pregnancy rates neutralize the high enrobnent rates as is the case in Nambia where 
secondary school retention rate was only 14% fur girls compared to 20% for boys in 1991. By the age 
of17,19% of the girls are already sexually active and by 19,45% are already mothers or expecting. At 
the higher schools, more boys also end up staying in school than girls. 

101. Botswana, Lesotho and Nannbia have adhered to customary and Roman Dutch Laws whlch 
foster disparities between male and female status. Women's share in parliament, therefore, is only 7% 
in Namibia, 5% in Botswana and 2% in Lesotho. Botswana and Namibia have oruytwo women cabinet 
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posts each out of20 ministers. Lesotho, a monarchy, is even less gender-sensitive and in spite of the 
visibility of women everywhere they are hardly found at top policy decision-making organs. 

102. None of the three countries has signed CEDA W or the ILO Convention on Equality in 
Employment and Occupations. Namibia, however, has signed the Convention on Equal Remuneration. 
Gender inequalities are thus evident in such issues as property ownership, inheritance, child custody 
and access to land and credit whereby women are treated as minors. The visibility of women due to 
high school enrohnent and high employment rates tend to make the impact of gender inequalities even 
greater. 

103. The Southern Afiican countries are a closter with a tru1ly mixed bag ( see Tables 13( a) and 
13(b) of relatively high economic growth, minimal gender gap in educatioual enrolments even at the 
secondary level where in some countries women are even more than men, and a relatively large gender 
gap in economic participation rates ( 0.40 and 0.31). Large gender gaps are particularly evident in the 
industrial sector. Representation of women in decision-making at the highest level is also poor. The 
high levels of education that women have enjoyed have therefore not been sufficient to break the old 
discriminatory practices of keeping them out of the mines and decision-making. 



Table 13 (8) OJ' THE SOUTHERN AFRICAMELANGEo ECONOMIC GRowm MiD GENDKREQUITY AT LOGGERHEADS - . - - -

INDICATOR Mauritius Seychelles SOll1h Africa 

Women's ecmrnnic activity.rate 19.49% 20.59% 33.68% 

Wcm:u:n's paIticipatioo. nrte in the agriculture sector 22.50% 7.10% 7.24% 

Women's participatirn.ratein thetertiary sedor 62.80% 71.90% 70.02% 

Participat.icn rl!l.e of women in (induslry) rrulllufarturing 14.80% 21.40% 8.92% 

Share of the agricuhural sector in GDP 10.95% 5.66% 4.66% 

Share of the tertiary sedor in GDP 55.74% 73.86% 44.68% 

Share of govemmmt ~xp.nditure in GDP 28.00% 60.00% 34.00% 

Debt service ratio 8.13% 7.07% 1.00% 

Share of manufactured goods in tctal exports 62.31% 0.06% 3].67% 

Urbanization 40.50% 70.50% 49.21% 

Totalfertility (birthsper woman) 1.90 2.80 5.49 

F ema1e headed hOlL<d:J.olds 19.00% 10.000/0 45.00% 

Female primary mrohnmt rate 130.93% 94.00% 105.00% 

Female seandar)' mrolment ratio 56.00% 29.80% 45.00% 

Ratificatim of.l1,O coovenlirn 100 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Ra1:ificat.i.oo. oraD coovCDtim III 0% 0% 0% 

Ratificatim ofCEDAW 0% 0% 0% 

GOP indicator (+is in favour of men: -is in favour rS "-'Omen) 

Gender gap in ecoo.omic activity rate 0.49 0.44 0.26 

Gender gap in agricuhural activities 0.Q2 0.28 0.46 

Gender gap intertiary activities '{).12 '{).18 0.01 

Gtttder gap in industria (manufaduring) activities 0.29 0.29 0.42 

Gendtt g.<Ip in life expectancy .{).05 .{).06 .{).05 

Gmder gap in literacy .rate 0.07 .{).04 0.01 

Gender gap in secrndary sdlool mrolment 0.D2 0.04 0.03 

Source: UNIDO, .... Participation of Women in Manufacturing", 1995 
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Table: l3(b) 
r', ',', . . .' . . ,. . ," . .' ." 

,., ....• , ......... ,... ·ll'IPlG"''r'OR . ~. ~~, . NUDlhla .. ·',<:M~~ .'. " .' ." 

Wonl""S e<;<)!1omic activity rale 40.12% 23.29"10 13.26% 25.56% 

Women'. participation rate in the .griculttue sec10r 81.49"/. 7.10% 46.50% 67.80% 

Worn"". participation rate in the tertiary sector 14.30% 10.30% 51.00% 18.53% 
--------1 

Participation rate of women in (indumy) mllllufac:turing 4.300/. 4.40% 2.50% 3.734% 

Share o[the agricultural sector in GDP 16,06% 5.69"10 10.81% 10.85% 
------

Share of the tertiary sector in GDP 48.17% 30.17% 50.60% 43.01% 

Share ofgowrnmeot expenditure in GDP 41.00% 45.00% 35.00% 40.33% 

Debt service ratio 5,30% 3.270/. 2.82% 3.800/. ' 
- - - - - - - - -- -------------

Share ofmanufuctured goods in total exports 52.80% 89.10% 89.64% 77.18% 
-------~-----1 

Urbanization 21.10% 3030% 29.00% 27.00%, 

T otalfertility (births per woman) 5.80 6.40 5.10 ;.~~-----------I 
Female headed households 25.00% 36.00% 40.00% 33.67% I 

Female primary enrolment ratc 115.00% lIZ. 000/, 99.00% 108.67% 

Female seccndary enrolment ratio 30.00% 7.00% 47,00% 28.00% 

Ratification ofILO oonvention 100 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 33.0% 

Ratification of ILO convention III 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Ratification of CEDAW 0'11> 0% 0% 00/0 

GDP indic.lor (+ is in filvour of men; - is in favour of Ml!Ilen) 

Gender gap in economic activity r.te 0.12 0.28 0.52 0.31 , ----------

i 
Gender gap in agricultural activities -0,02 -0.15 -0.11 -0.11 

Gender gap io tertiary activities 0,03 002 -0.20 -0.05 

Gender gap io industria (manufacturing) activities O.lS 0.68 0.86 0.57 

Gender gap in life expectancy -0.04 -0.05 -0,02 -0.04 

Gender gap in literacy rate -0.15 O.ll 0.02 0,01 

Gender gap in secondary .. hool enrolment -0.19 -0.04 -0.1 I -0,11 

SOURCE: UNIDO, "Participati"" of Women in Manufacturing", 1995 
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(vii) Observations from focus on the African subregions 

104. In focusing on the subregions, an attempt is made to detennine whether any patterns emerge 
on the participation of women in the economic sector. The UNIDO study on women in manu&cturing 
suggests that high participation of women is correlated to high urbanization, low fertility rates and high 
school enrolment. It further suggests that as the modern sector grows, demand for male labour also 
grows and women labour is edged out until the country attains the industrialization stage when once 
again, female labour is solicited in greater numbers. 

105. An attempt at a qualitative analysis of the gap between women's and men's participation in the 
economic sector in specific subregions, however, reveals patterns that do not quite conform to the 
above suggestions. For instance, in the case of Southern Afiican countries such as Botswana, Namibia 
and South Afiica, women have acquired relatively high school enrolment rates at the secondary and 
tertiary levels. Yet, women are not only excluded from the industrial sector, i e. mining, but they are 
also not present in significant numhers at the managerial levels of the tertiary sector. Instead, they are 
found in relatively large numbers in the professional and administrative categories. 

106. In Mauritius, Seychelles and Tunis, all in the middle income category, the rate of economic 
activities among women is categorized as relatively high. Closer examination of the nature of their 
participation, however, reveals that women's participation is indeed in the industrial sector, but at the 
lowest levels, particularly in the area of textile and food processing. While women are in high demand 
in the EPZ of Mauritius, for example, well educated women are experiencing unemplyment problems 
because the jobs available only require low skills and generally oHer poor employment benefits. 
Similarly in Tunisia, the industrial sector uses both permanent and seasonal workers, the latter of whom 
are mostly women. 

107. Participation in certain economic sectors therefore seems unrelated to either women's 
education status or the state of development of a given country. Instead, both traditional and 
partriachal values that determine roles according to gender rather than skills and individnal preferences 
continue to play an important part in the dynamics of women participation in the economic sector. The 
quantatitive and qualitative nature of their participation continue to depend on the traditional values 
unless women can become part of the decision making process and influence the policies and laws 
within which participation is enacted. 

~--------------~--------~--------,,-------------------------------------, 
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C. Employment in agriculture 

108. In 1990, 55 million women were in the agricultural labour furce representing 43% of the total 
labour force in Sub-Sahara Afiica 20. They were mostly involved in food production. In agricultural 
work, a set distribution of tasks exists with men nonnally carrying out the heavy tasks of clearing and 
preparing the land for planting OOile women plant, weed, harvest, store, market and process the food. 
Rural women are also involved in the mixture of fitrm and non·Bum income generation activities. 
While in countries like the The Gambia, Z'mIbabwe, Uganda, and Nigeria, there are as many men as 
women involved in agriculture, in Sodan there are seven men for every ten women, suggesting high 
incidence of male emigration. This often resuhs in households that are headed by fi:males. The 
phenomenon has disrupted distribution of labour along gender lines with the consequence of 
aggrevated poverty. Such households have tended to have small holdings, opting for crops that do not 
require heavy physical labour such as vegetable production. 

109. fu Afiiea according to the FAO Report 1995 2\ 73% of the rural population consists ofsman 
fimners and in sub-Saharan Afiica, agriculture accounts for approximately 21 % of the labour used to 
produce fuod both fur household consumption and for sale. Agriculture is therefore important to the 
national eeonomy and as a source of employment (see Table 14). It contn'butes as low as 8% of the 
GOP in the Congo and a high of 50% in the United Republic of Tanvmia l-Wlile it employs fi"om 400/0 
of the population in Morocco to 85% in Burkina Faso and Tanzania Smallhold subsistence fimning, 
of l-Wlich the majority are women, occupies a critical place in agricultural economy. It is as much as 
95% in Benin and 69% in Morocco 00ile in Namibia, 90% of the population in C01llIT!1IDaJ fimning 
(l-Wlich is 41% of the cmmtry's land area) are dependent on subsistence fimning. In Zimbabwe the 
c01llIT!1maiiand sectors in l-Wlich smallholder fimning is practiced occupies 42% of all land and harbours 
80% of the female population. 

20 

21 
lLO/IASPA 1990 op.cit.p. 68 
FAO "Women, ,.\griculture and Rural Development: A Synthesis Report of the Africa Region", 
CcmpiJed from the lllIlional secotraI reports for: Benin, Burkina Faso, Congo, Mauritania. Morocco, Namibia 
Sudan, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe, 1995 
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Table 14: importance of Agriculture to the National Economies 

Cooatry Contribution of Population Employed I 
Agriculture Involved in 

toGDP Agricuhure (°/.) 

Benin 40 70 

Burkina Faso 45 85 

Congo 8 52 

Mauritania 22 -
M= 15-20 40 

Namibia II 79 

Sudan 40 80 

Tanzania 50 85 

Zimbalnw 11 71' 

• Source. F AO, 'Womea Agriculture and Runl Development, 1995 

'The definition of the population employed/involved in agricuhure varied among the reports. While 
some countries cited official national figures of the economically active population, which in some 
cases excluded subsistence 1iumers, others gave estimates of the proportion "involved" or "dependent 
upon" agricuhure which may include subsistence fimners. 
"UNDP, 1994. 

110. Smallholder subsistence fanners substantially contribute to national agricuhural production and 
fuod security. But in the past 10 to IS years, various regional trends have had an impact on the 
women's role in agricu1ttne. The structural adjustment policies adopted by most Aftican governments 
have opted to reallocate resources from subsistence production to the production of export crops. 
women are unable to switch to cash crop fiuming due to the double burden of productive and 
reproductive tasks; and low access to credit, technological packages and marketing information; Rising 
fuod prices fur basic food products as wen as commodities and agricuhural inputs also encourages 
women to remain at the subsistence leveL Besides, as governments reduce their involvement in such 
areas as marketing and pricing for subsistence agriculture, fiumers are left responsible fur the 
development of their own marketing skills, markets etc, areas in which they have 1ittle prior experience. 

Similarly, as govemment cuts spending in social services demand on women's time and energy 
increases to make up for the short fiills. 

Ill. High population growth, unequal resource allocation and inheritance laws which entail1and 
parcelling, lead to overexploitation of trees, water and other resources and subsequent environmental 
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degradation. This limits the development of agricuhure in most of Africa. Besides, various surveys22 
indicate that allocation ofland to women as opposed to requiring that they provide labour on the land 
of their male relatives is on the increase as the agricuhural potential of land decreases. This is closely 
related to the emigration of the male population as population pressure in the rural areas mounts and 
the' returns from agricuhure shrink. Rural women are thus left responsible single handedly' fof both 
agricultural work and the mainteirance of the household. This phenomenon has been a major constraint 
to the potential of their switching to cash crop fiuming. 

1. Constraints to women's effective participation in agriculture 

112. Although in most of Africa women are responsible for most of the food production and work 
on both fiuniIy fitrms and as wage labourers, most of them do not have legal control over the land they 
fitrm even in female headed households. Development projects have made matters worse by 
designating land ownership to men under the land reform policies. 

113. Agricultura1extension services for women are limited even \Were they (women) constitute.a 
large share of agricultural producers or where there are constraints on commwucation between men 
and women. Extension workers are almost always men, constitutiiJ.g only 7% of women in Africa in the 
late 1980s23. Subsequently even among the innovative farmers in Africa only 69% femal~ fitrmers 
received extension visits as opposed to 97% male fitrmers during the same period. 

114. Most of women's work lies in the margin of major development efforts and programmes. Yet 
without the complementarity of women's work, such efforts and programmes would barely work even 
though men own such assets and inputs as land, credit, seeds, livestock, technology and infrastructure. 
Thus, while most banks require collateral such as being a wage earner or a property owner \Wich are 
out of reach for most rural women, limited education, complicated loan procedures and long distances 
further constrain women's access to credit. In these circumstances, women accessed only 14% of 
borrowed resources in commercial banks in Zaire between 1980 and 1990, a situation that is simiJar to 
most other developing countries. Rural women/4 received less than \0% of the credit to smaU fitrmers 
and 1 % of the total credit to agricuhure. Muhilateral bank allocations are similarly skewed to a point 
wb,ere in 1990, out of 5.8 billion dollars allocated for rural credit, only 5% reached rural women. 
Financial systems therefore need to respond to the needs of low income women and their economic 
activities. 

115. Technological changes have also tended to ignore gender considerations. While mechanization 
may increase efficiency and reduce men's work load, at times they have increased women's work load. 
This .was the case in Sierra Leone \Were women's tasks for planting and weeding increased in,the 

2' 
23 

24 

FAO 1995 op. cit. p.4 
F AO 1995 op. cit, p.27 
UNDP Human Development Report 1995, p. 39 
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expanded rice fields which were cleared by machines without simuhaneousiy IIlt'Cbanizing weeding, 
which is done by women. In cases where planting and weeding have been mechanired, the cost of 
machines has rendered them inacceSSIble to the poor women. 

116. Some macroeconomic policies have been a major constraint to women. While structural 
adjustment and stabilization usually aHect men in their role as producers, they aHect women in their 
multiple roles as mothers, household managers, C01D1Dlmity workers and producers of goods and 
services. Their burden of economic adjustment thus becomes greater in several ways: they are 
primarily responsible fur feeding the &miIy and therefore have difficuhies in making ends meet; they 
work for more hours, informally, formally or both to make up fur the lost income; and they lose gains 
made earlier as a resuh of reduced government spending in services such as heahh and child care, 
fiunily planning and education. Removing fuod subsidies also aHects women's health whose nutritional 
needs are subordinated to men's. 

117. Nevertheless, there is increased recognition of the importance of women's role in agricuhure in 
several African countries. Policies and programmes have therefure been funnulated to end 
discrimination in land allocation, to create a fund fur women's income generating activities (Burkina 
F aso), and to increase women's access to productive resources including land, inigation, credit 
technology, extension services and training. The creation of the national machineries for women's 
advancement was also a critical step in ensuring that the needs of women and constraints were put on 
the national policy agenda. Unfortunately the machineries', technical, financial and political capacity 
have been limited. Operating from the national capitals, they also tend to have an uman bias with little 
direct impact on the rural population. Furthermore, fur those the national machineries being mainJy 
located in the ministries that deal with welfirre and social issues, isolation from planning ministri'lS 

means that women's needs are not given adequate attention in the development of national strategies 
and plans. 

D. Employment in the informal sector 

1. The concept of the informal sector 

118. The International Conference on Labour Statistics in 1993 agreed to define the informal sector 
as informal own-account enterprises in the household sector owned and operated by own-account 
workers, which may employ contnbuting fiuniIy workers and other employees on an occasional basis. 
Their objective is the production of goods or services to generate employment and income for the 
owners. They operate on a small scale at low level of organization, with little dMsion between labour 
and capital as factors of production. Besides, they mayor may not have fixed premises, and may be 
operated by one or several members of a household or in partnership. The enterprises may operate all 
year round or during part of the year or just occasionally, on a casual basis. This definition does not 
include those engaged in non-market production and subsistence agricuhure although they may be 
included within production by the System of National Accounts (SNA). 
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2. Characteristics of the Informal Sector 

119. Limited data indicates that women ate over represented in the informal sector which pays less 
than the minimum wage and is characterized by strenuous and poor working conditions. Ii1 Zimbabwe 
and the Congo, for example, 2/3 of production in the informal sector is done by women. Ii1 1985 • 86, 
50% of economically active women were in the informal sector compared to 10% of the men. In 
Nigeril5 94% of street food vendors are women. 

120. Women resort to the informal sector as. analtemative to occupational segregation, 
unemployment and underemployment in the formal sector. Their activities are mostly characterized by 
provision of do~stic services, small scale trade,. and micro enterprises that produce clothing and 
processed food. They are usually one person operations with limited capital and little access to credit, 
technology and with low returns. 

121. Ii1 the 1980s and 1990s, as economic crisis and SAPs reduced employment opportunrties, the 
informal sector h~s grown in response to the need for increased fatnily income. Thus, although the 
largest female labour force in Africa south of the Sahara is found in agriculture particularly in West 
Africa, trade is also competing effectively in Ghana, Nigeria, Togo and Benin where it thrives even at 
the subregional level. Most women are found in small scale activities earning low incomes but worlcin.g 
long hours. Their income has become indispensable for both rural and urban livehlloods. 

122. Ii1 Kenya, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Ethiopia, Somalia, Zaire and Burundi an 
important proportion of women are workers in the urban area buying and selling manufactured goods 
from wholesalers and also trading in processed foods and handicrafts. More and more, they operate in 
fully licensed premises. Among them are the few who buy their goods from overseas for the middle 
class urban clients that can afford them. The statistics on this category of economic activities are , of 
course, not available. 

123. While the economic recession of the 1980s has led to the growth of women's participation in 
the infonnal sector, it is also closely related to the cultural attitude of what is suitable work fur women. 
Ii1 Moslem countries, most of the infonnal sector activities which consist largely of handicrafts and 
gannents are carried out at home. They also involve children. In Morocco, these act:iviiies 3lso 
include carpet weaving for which permits are required not only for selling but also tax puiposes. This 
not withstanding, the activities are not included in the labour furce statistics. Manufacturers also tend 
to contract out some of the work to home based workers who are paid on a piece by piece basis. These 
workers are not protected by the labour laws and are not accouoted for. Yet they play an important 
economic role in supplementing household income or earning an income to support the increasing 
number of female-headed households. 

1994 World 8U1vey on theRole of Women in Development, New York 1995, p. 69 
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124. Similar to the formal sector, there is a difference in the participation rates in the informal sector 
between. men and women. In Africa except Egwt, more than 11326 of the economically active women 
outside the agricu1tural sector work are in the informal sector. This average figure varies from COlmtry 

to country, thus being as high as 72% in Zambia and 62% in The Gambia. On the whole, the informal 
sector accounts for about 60% of the urban labour force and contnbutes about 20% of the GDP. 

125. The importance of the informal sector versus overall production varies from country to 
country. In Africa, informal activities have more importance than in other regions. There is also an 
indication from the limited statistics available that there is a correlation between the importance of the 
area of activity in the informal sector and the degree of women's participation. In Egypt, for example, 
the contribution of the informal sector to production was the lowest among all the six countries 
observed, as was the participation of women. The reverse is true in Zambia. In the six countries'7 
studied by the World's Women 1995, viz Zambia, Burundi, the Congo, the The Gambia, Mali and 
Egypt, the informal sector contributes 19 - 51 % of the total production in manufacturing, transport and 
services. More specifically, in these countries, the informal sector produces up to 33% of the total 
outputs in manufacturing, the highest percentage being 48% in the The Gambia and the lowest 21 % in 
Egwt. Transport industry is generally not highly developed in the informal sector. Its highest 
contribution is in Egwt at 29% and 45% in Mali. But in services (excluding transport) the informal 
sector contributes as high as 15 - 57%. 

126. While the degree of women participation in the informal sector varies from area to area, it is 
evident as illustrated on Table 15 that women are generally more than men in the sector. In transport, 
however, their participation is extremely low while in indllStry the percentage is quite significant 
though still lower than men's. The relatively low participation of women in this area in Mali and Egvnt 
therefore could be explained by the Moslem influence which encourages women to work in the 
confines of their homes. 

127. With regard to child labour, it is difficult to obtain hard statistics since they either work illegally 
or are in subsistence activities in the rural areas where the work is seldom fuIly measured in 
conventional data collection. According to estimates, however, based on data collected by ILO in 
1990, sub-Sahara Afiica leads in having the highest rate of girlchild labour between age 10 - 14 years at 
20%. The lowest rates are reported in Northern Africa, with a rate of 4.6% fur girls in the same age 
bracket. The reported rates for girls are lower than those for boys. 

128. It should be noted, however, that girls' economic activities are likely to be underestimated in 
the same way as those of aduh women's activities are. Female economic activities in the home such as 
carrying water, grinding, husking rice and other fuod production activities are likely to be estimated as 
"natural" girl chores and therefore statistically ignored. Time use statistics in rural India and Nepal 

,. 
21 

The World', Women 1995: Trends and Statistics, New York 1995 
World'. Women 1995, op. cit. p. 115 
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show girls from 6-14 years spending more hours per day than boys working. Girls in Africa are 
observed to be in similar situations despite absence of data. According to the ILO 1990 estimates, 
economically active children are more likely to work in agriculture at the rate of75% and 80% for boys 
and girl~ respectively. The rest are likely to be in manufucturing, trade, restaurants and hotel and in 
other setVices. 

Table IS : PRODUCfION AND EMPLOYMENT IN THE INFORMAL SECfOR SELECfED COUNTRY 
STUDn:s 

A Percentage of informal production and labour force 

Percentage of informal Percentage of informal labour force 
production 

AFRICA Mfg. T"""J'O'l Servioes Total Mli!. Transport Services Total 

Women M," Women M," WOIDolD Mm W~ 

Burundi 1990 35 8 18 25 60 31 0 13 21 17 32 

Congo 

Egypt 

The 
Gambia 

Mali 

Zambia 

1984 39 10 36 33 43 39 0 II 60 21 57 
-

1986 21 29 15 18 5 22 0 31 3 18 3 

1983 48 16 57 51 100 38 0 13 60 23 62 

1990 45 45 37 40 35 63 0 50 33 39 34 

1986 41 7 48 39 81 31 0 8 71 31 72 

Source: WORLD'S WOMEN 1995; Trends and StatiSbcs 

129. The informal sector is a major source for human resource development as it offers training 
ground for unskilled workers at a low cost. Women and young people learn a trade as apprentices. 
Through this process entrepreneurship is also promoted with the potential for transforming informal 
enterprises into small and medium scale operations. The skills learned could also be used in the formal 
sector. There are modern entrepreneurs who began their businesses in the informal sector in many 
African countries. In particular, women entrepreneurs have made effort to formalize their small and 
medium size businesses through the establishment of national association of women entrepreneurs in 
most countries. Some sub-regions have created association at the level as well These efforts 
culminated in the establishment of the African Federation of Women Entrepreneurs (AFWE) which 
brought together the national associations at the regional level. AFWE is an important network for 
sharing information, organizing trade fairs and exchange tours. 

4. The informal fmancial sector 

130. One of the major reasons why the African informal sector is unable to invest in capital is the 
lack of access to institutional credit. The formal backup system and government institutions consider it 
risky and expensive to invest in the informal sector not only because of its structural and organizational 
nature but also because of the absence of acceptable collateral on the part of the applicants. 

Mrn 

21 

25 

21 

25 

45 

29 
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Consequently, a large gap has grown between the foIlIl3l sector enterprises and those in the infoIlIl3l 
sector. 

131. It is particu1arly difficult for women in the infoIlIl3l sector to have acess to credit due to barriers 
that lead to gender disparities. Some of the barriers include traditional customs that exclude them from 
owning property which could be used as collateral; legal stipulations that bar women from obtaining 
credit; bureaucratic procedures that overwhelm applicants with limited education; and concentration of 
financial institutions in the urban areas which renders them inaccessible to rural women. 

132. To overcome this, the informal sector has created new types of financing markets that have 
proven effuctive at a price. The Rotating Savings and Credit Associations provide one such example 
whereby the members contribute a fixed amount of money to a common pool which is then allocated 
to each member in tum. The constraints in this include the problematic issue of deciding the order in 
which the money should be allocated; the danger of some members quitting after they receive their 
share; and the filct that it is a closed system for members only. 

133. Money lenders and trade credit dealers extend credit to individuals either in cash or kind 
respectively. When they are in limited numbers though, they become unreliable and expensive, 
sometimes charging as much as 100% fee on loans for a short period of 9-12 months. 

134. Money keepers, on the other hand, hold funds from individuals in an infoIlIl3l savings account 
until it is needed. The system operates as a financial management service whereby a fee is charged for 
safe keeping of savings from appeals of family and friends. No interest is paid. A slightly different 
form of this is the system whereby savings in a group are contnbuted towards a prior agreed upon 
project of a commnnity development nature. 

135. There are also the infoIlIl3l financial markets with appropriate finance instruments tailored to 
the client who may want to either save or borrow. The system is adjusted to the forces of supply and 
demand with sponsors required according to the perceived risk factor. Adjustments are therefore 
reflected in the interest rates charged while collatera1s and guarantees are required according to the 
cultural milieu. Table 16 illustrates the diverse ahernatives that both women and men resort to but also 
demonstrates their viability along gender lines. 

136. Except when specific efforts are made to increase women's access to credit, banks and other 
lending institutions not only accord in significant number of loans to women (10% to 40% of total 
number of loans) but often give such small amounts that women are locked into micro projects 
indefinitely. Traditional beliefs that men should be responSible for finances coupled with ideas that 
women are financial risks perpetuate the practice of refusing credit to women. 

137. There is a need to reduce the fragmentation of the capital market and to unifY the interest 
structure. Besides, the high interest rates charged in the infoIlIl3l sector could be decreased if there 

------------------'1 ' 
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were linkages between the formal and infonna! sectors. Such improvement would be of great benefit to 
women who rely heavily on infonna! sources despite the high cost. 

Table 16: Mean Size of Loan by Gender in Kenya and Nigeria 

Kenya(Ksh) Nigeria (Naira) 

Items Household Household Honsehold Household 
Heads Members Heads Members 

M F M F M F M F 

Bank Loans 5900 2625 8161 2063 2897 2010 3033 2056 

Cooperative 4407 2835 4285 2461 726 425 751 344 
Loans 

Money Lender 167 998 751 803 858 398 828 345 
Loans 

Relative 497 460 569 294 1108 1108 1137 367 
Loans 

Credit Savingi' 540 250 7135 2525 998 299 976 585 
Society 

Source: ECA, "Gender Issues and Statistics", 1995 
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E. ParticipatioD in the Don-monetized reproductive roles 

A. Valuing of Women's Works 

138. Women's work is greatly undervalued in economic terms, partly due to the restricted definition 
of economic activity and partly due to the notion of value itsel£ This affects the status of women in 
society, their opportunities to participate in public Jire and renders development policy gender-blind If 
women's contribution to household and community work was to be adequately recognized and 
accounted for, the implications for social and economic policy as well as social norms and institutions 
would be far reaching. 

139. When household and community work remains unvalued by the System of National Accounts 
(SNA), society underestimates its total product while the contributors of the product go unrecognized 
and unrewarded The case of an employer \W.O marries his housekeeper, \W.O perfurm the same 
services unpaid thereby contnouting to the 1iill of the national income is a graphic illustration of the 
value of women's work. 

140. But the unaccounted household and community products also have human values that may not 
be reflected by the market value. They not only benefit the individual, but they also have an interactive 
quality that produces and enhances relationships which are indispensable to comtmmity and social Jire. 
The System of National Accounts therefore needs to expand its dimensions to include the invisible 
work of society so that those performing it can get the recognition that they deserve. 

141. Various studies and SIllVey5 28 have been carried out in an attempt to cost the household r.d 
other types of work done, mostly by women but also men, without pay. Their focus has been mostly on 
the use of time. What has become evident from the studies is that in both industrial and developing 
countries, women work longer hours than men and that women carry 53% and 51% of the work 
burden in developing and industrial countries respectively. Similarly, men's share of work constitutes 
2/3 of SNA activities in industrialized countries and 3/4 in developing countries. Men therefore receive 
recognition and monetary hard income for their economic contribution \Wile women's work remains 
unrecognized and unpaid 

142. In Africa, women's economic contnoution is higher than in other regions. Their work 
constitutes 44% of all market hours due to their work in agriculture and services 29. In Latin America, 
for example, women's contribution to the market hours is 28%, and 36% in Asia. 

143. A contributing filctor to the under estimation of women's work is the filct that it is difficult to 
separate production activities from non-market household work, ie., SNA and non·SNA work. Tasks 

2. 

29 

UNDP Human Dewelopment Report 1995 Chapter 4; INSTRA W, Meaurement and VllIuation of unpaid 
contribution; !ICClJWIfing through tim. and output. Santa Domingo, 1995 
UNDP Human Development Report 1995 opcit. p. 90 
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such as preparation of meals and child care are continuous through out the week, day and night. The 
intensity and the drudgery of such work as carrying water from a distance, collecting firewood, 
cleaning and grinding grains are hardly captured in the SNA records. In addition, as work increases and 
demands on poor women's time, the tendency is fur them to intensifY their work to increase their 
output, ie, they work harder and for longer hOUTS to produce more. In such circumstances, they may 
opt fur activities that allow them to combine tasks such as street vending and child care rather than 
straight fimning. Hours of leisure and! or sleep are thus reduced. 

144. Time use surveys 30 thus indicate that while women carry a total of 53% of the work burden, 
men carry only 47%. But there are variations between the rural and mban areas where women and men 
carry 55% and 45% respectively in the rural areas, wIrile men and women assume 49% and 51% 
respectively in the urban areas. Women thus spend an average of 4 % more time working in the rural 
areas than men and 6% more time in the urban areas. The proportion of time spent by women in 
economic activities also varies between the urban and rural areas. In the urban areas, paid economic 
activities occupy 31% of women time and 38% in the rural areas. The difference is, of course, 
explained by the agricultural work done by the rural women, mostly in fiunily owned farms, and the 
limited opportunities to enter into the organized labour market. On the average, only 34% of women's 
work is paid wIrile men spend no more than 25% in unpaid work. 

145. Another contnllUting factor to gender inequities in productive activities is environmental 
degradation which has differential impact on women than men. Generally, men are the beneficiaries of 
income from tree felling and livestock industries either as employees or owners. The subsequent 
defurestation and overgrazing, however, causes soil erosion, loss of fuel wood, and penury of water 
resources. This, in turu, increases the time and energy women spend in wood and water collection. To 
maiutain the same output girl children are coopted to provide their labour. In Kenya according to the 
UNDP 1995 Report", for example, such work costs the women as much as 45 hours a week and only 
20 hours of men's time. In general girls spend 7 times as much time as men in wood and water 
collection and 3.5 times as many hours as boys. In the Sudan, time spent in gathering wood fuel has 
increased fourfold. Fifteen hours and 17.5 hours a week in Mozambique and Senegal respectively are 
spent by women collecting water and where desertification is advancing, as much as 4 hOUTS a day in 
search of drinking water. 

30 

31 
UNDP Human Development Report op. cit. p.92 
Ibid. 
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B. Policy implications for invisible contribution 

146. The invisibility and at best under-valuing of women's work bring to fucus the issue of equality 
of rewards and opportunity. In most economic transactions, women become virtual non-entities due to 
this absence of value to the work that they do. Thus, they cannot obtain loans in banks, for example, 
because they do not own property or income. Status in contemporary society is associated with 
income earning power. Despite women's total work burden and the fuet that men's market-place work 
is highly dependent on women's non-market work, WOrDen'S economic status is undervalued and 
impotent. 

147. It is also important to recogWze that women's work is worth more than a price tag. Its 
adequate recognition, therefore, need not necessarily be predicated to a monetary value or a radical 
change in the way finnilies are organized One of the attempts to address this dilemma has been to 
estimate the monetary value of household and conmnmity work in order to highlight the problem The 
unpaid activities at global level therefore have been valued at SUS 16 trillion or 70% of the official 
estimated global output ofUSS 23 trillion 32. The figure much includes unpaid work of both WOrDen 

and men also includes the value of women's underpayment in their market work. Of the SUS 16 
trillion, SUS 11 trillion is the non-monetized invisible contribution of women. If women's unpaid work 
was valued, therefore, they would emerge not only as equal bread-winners but pem.aps tbe main bread 
winners. 

148. If women contribute a larger share of total labour than men, yet receive a much smaller share of 
the goods and services produced, there is need to change the way society is structured for a more just 
and equitable arrangement. Each member of the filmily is entitled to a share of the income generated by 
market work. This share should be proportional to their contribution to the total labour paid or unpaid. 
In this context, for husbands to share their incomes with their wives becomes an entitlement rather 

than a privilege. Similarly, right to property and inheritance changes to reJrect this new arrangement as 
well as the accompanying laws to regulate it. Access to credit, for example, would therefure a!ljust the 
demand for collateral accordingly while entitleroent to social security, tax incentives etc. would rellect 
this perspective. 

149. As fur the non-paid household functinns that are considered WOrDen'S tasks, once given the 
recognition they deserve, they would become societal responsibilities fur both men and women. At the 
policy level, resources would be allocated to filcilitate and streamline such activities as child care, care 
of the elderly, community work etc. and men would share in family work more equitably. It would 
liberate both men and women to assume the roles of their choice rather than being locked in restrictive 
social roles. 

J2 Ibid. 
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150. It is important to cany out extensive and accurate national research on time-use by women and 
men and the nature of unpaid work in order to allow fur policy decisions and structural changes that 
are grounded on reality rather than theoretical conjecture. 

IlL PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN ECONOMIC DECISION MAKING 

151. All economic activities, formal or informa~ monetized or non-monetized, are enacted within a 
policy framework that is concretized by rules, regulations and structures at all levels. The outcome of 
the activities are thus highly influenced by the nature of the policies and structures which are 
fonnulated and put into force by decision makers. Who the decision makers are, therefore should be of 
interest to all economic actors. As discussed above, however, there remains an important gender gap in 
the rate and type of participation and remuneration of economic activities. The bias against women in 
all aspects of their economic activities is undoubtedly closely related to their absence in the process that 
determines the operative policy frameworks. This part of the report will examine the gender inequaIities 
in decision-making with regard to economic activities and what their implications are: 

In litv ' h . 33 A egua m Dower s anng : 

152. Despite the large numbers of women in the agricultural sector, and although they are members 
of various agricultural/nual organizations, their numbers in these organizations are normally low and 
confined to the rank-and-file level Limited time and energy are important constraints in their 
participation. Besides, limited formal ownership rights to land resources which are often used as 
criteria for membership, the tendency of the organizations to have a commercial bias and to neglect 
issues of concern to women fiumers limit the latter's participation. Tn some countries, women's groups 
and cooperatives have been created to balance their lack of representation in existing rural 
organizations (Congo, Mauritania, Morocco, N3IDlbia, Zimbabwe). Table 17 illustrates a typical 
situation whereby out of nine countries, 1/3 of the countries do not have a single woman as a member 
of the existing nual organizations while only in two countries are women office bearers found. 

JJ Data in this section was obtained from F AO Women, Agriculture and Rural Developmenf op. cit and 
Table 21 much is extracted from UNDP Human Development Report 1995 
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Table 17: Women's Particioation in Rural Organization (Per cent) 

Country Pre-cooperatives and Credit Associations Farmers Associations 
Cooperatives 

Members Officers'" Members Officers Members Officers 

Benin 11 25 12b 

Bwicina Faso 20' 
6' 

Congo 

Mauritania 

Morocco 

Namibia ~ 

Sudan I~ IS 2 

Tanzania 44' 15 

Zimbal!\w 63 7~ 2,~ 

Source: FAD," Women, Agricuhure and Rural Development", 1995 

• 
b 

, 
d 

• 

Office bearers, board members and supervisory committee members 
12% of supervisory committee members and 14% of administrative council members "7e 
women 
Pre-Cooperatives 
Cooperatives 
Data is fur Zanzibar 

153, In government ministries, it is rare that a woman holds a ministerial position in such technical 
ministries as agricuhure or lands in spite of the fact that women constitute the majority of farmers in 
Aftica. Yet it has been shoWD that where women's participation is increasing, additional policy 
attention is given to women's issues and concerns. Women's representation is highest in Namibia in the 
Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rehabilitation and in the Ministry of Regional and Local 
Government and Housing with 22% and 25% women decision makers respectively, In Zimbabwe, on 
the contrary women decision makers in the Ministry of Lands, Agricuhure and Water Development are 
0.1 % and 0.3% for the Department of Tsetse Control and Development. 

154. Women representation is also low in governmental and parastatal committees which address 
complex legal and political issues. In Namibia, the two commissions of relevance for rural women 
include Technical Committee on Connnercial Fanner Land and the Commission of Inquiry into 
Traditional Leadership which have one woman and no women respectively. The National Task Force 
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on Agricuhural Policy comprises 7 members of whom only one is a woman. In the parastatal 
Agricuhural Development Authority in Zimbabwe, women account for only 6% of the policy makers. 

155. Women representation is equa11y low in the local power structtues where decisions concerning 
land allocation are made. In Mauritania and Morocco, women are rarely represented in municipalities. 
In Mauritania, out of 208 municipalities created in 1986, there is only one woman mayor wbile in 
Morocco women occupied only 0.3% of municipality seats in 1993 up from 0.2% in 1983. In 
Namibia, women's participation is higher at 31.5%, thanks to affirmative action efforts during the first 
elections oflocal authorities. In the United Republic of Tanzania women currently represent 25% of 
the Village Assembly and in Zimbabwe they represent 10% in the Village Development Committees 
OOich are elected democratically to control the development and use of land resources in their villages. 

156. Similar low levels of women representation are found at the district and provincial levels such 
as the district councils in Zimbabwe (10%), regional councils in Namibia (3 out of 95 members) and 
regional administration officers in the United Republic of Tan7JInia (20%). In Tanzania there are no 
livestock officers and only one regional community development officer as of the time this report was 
written. 

157. At the home front, the sharing of decision-making between gender in the household varies 
substantially from country to cOlmtry and among different cuhura! and ethnic groups within the same 
country. Women tend to have decision-making powers over their own plots wbile men make decisions 
on household plots. When the husband is not present, women's decision making power increases on the 
agricultural activities but not on sale or the use of proceeds from sales. Y ct, some studies show that the 
improvement of household food security and nutritional levels is associated with women's decision 
making role in the use of household expenditures. Similarly, women's reaction to economic incentives 
depends on their role in decision making over the allocation of the income. 

158. Table 18 summarizes the continental state of women in decision-making both at the local and 
national levels. Out of the 44 cOlmtries for which data was available, only in 10 countries was the share 
of women at the ministerial level more than 10%; in 11 countries, there were no women at the 
ministerial level at all while in only one country (Seychelles) was women share at the ministerial level 
up to 31 % . With regard to participation of women at the parliamentary leve~ it stands at 8% in Sub
Sahara Africa and 4% in North Africa. Only 14 countries had more than 10% women's share at this 
level and 4 cOlDltries had no women at all At the local level as already discussed above, participation of 
women fiill even more drastically. Only 12 countries had women representatives in local councils; 
similarly, ouly 7 countries had women mayors in some of their rural municipalities. 
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Table 18: WOMEN AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

• > ••• 
I·········· .. ·· 

Locol1(,,~~ ·PO~Pp ...... L .... I &~~. 
. .......• 

. "" ... ""'~ .. CIaOmbeI'.. . ••.••....•..... . .......... 
1.< ... .. 

..... IC!IVDI<Y (a) Femal. Council (b)Fomalc a) Seatshe1d b) Shar. " a) Sbare ofwomm. ..... 
Manb ... Ma)'<n ('Yo) bywOOleo ..... h.ldby atMmiSaiai 

.. .. 
199D·94 

as ,,30/06194) WomGl as of Levd(%)as" 
(%) 1990·94 30/06194 31103194 

Malritiul 1 0 2 3 3 

SeY"~lle. - - 9 21 31 

Bol8Y4Dl - - 2 l • 
1\mU:ia I. 0 11 7 • 
AJoori. - 12 7 4 

SOuthAfiiR - • 11' 14 7 - 1 0 10 2 • 
KlIJlitria - l 7 10 

Gohoo - - 7 , 7 

Zimbt.t.- - 4 1. 12 3 

eo.,.. • - 2 1 • 
Cape Verde 9 • • 8 13 

S\WZilUJd - 0 8 8 0 

C • ..,." .. 8 18 n 12 3 
(before 19(0) 

GboDO 8 - 1l • 11 

"""" 3 - • J 0 

LcIOtho - - 1 1 • 
S.o TOIl»' PriDtipc - - • 11 0 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report, 1995 
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Table: 18 (cont.) WOMEN AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

..... . .... . .. 

Local.Mlli\icipIiJitiliS P.tlja",,~ty UPI$!',!t Lower Executive 
I 

C~~trl¢s t ..."tequivahint .•.. Chambers ... 

a) Female b) Female a) Seats held b) Share of a) Share of at .... 
Council Mayors by women seats held by Ministerial Levd .. 

(%) 1990 - 94 (%) 1990 - 94 as of 30/06/94 women as of (%) as of 

30/06/94 31105/94 
..... 

Madagascar - - , 4 0 

Zambia 1 6 10 7 6 

eoo, ..... 1 2 0 

Togo - - 1 1 , 
Nigena - 1 14 2 (dissolved) 3 

Equatorial Guinea - 7 9 4 

Zaire - 4 31 4 7 

SuWn - 14 , 0 

Ccte d'Ivoire 3 (Defore 1990) 8 , 8 

Tanzania 2 0 28 11 13 

CAR - 3 4 , 
Mauritania 1 0 0 0 

Senegal 8 0 14 12 7 

B<nin - 0 4 6 10 I 

RWlDlda 1 0 12 17 9 

Mala'Ni - - 10 6 9 

U!!"'da - 47 17 10 

u.bour - 2 6 , 
The Gambia - 4 8 0 

Chad - 0 9 16 , 
Guinea Bissau - I' 13 4 

Angola 21 10 6 

Burundi - 8 10 7 
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Somalia 

Mozambique 

Guinea 

Burkina Fa.o 

Ethiopia 

Mali 

Sierra Leone 

Niger 

Sub-Sahann 
Africa 

Anb States 
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WOMEN AND POLrrICAL PARTICIPATION 

o 

39 16 o 

9 

IS 6 6 17 

10 

o 3 2 10 

o 

6 

• 6 

4 

159. These figures underline the extent of women's marginalization in power sharing at allIevels and 
the subsequent marginalization in economic and other activities. The differentia1 in the degree of 
marginatization between the national and local levels is a partial refiection of the impact of the double 
barrel constraint of low level of education among women and the powerful tradition of role casting 
along gender lines that continue to characterize the rural areas. 

B. Measuring gender inequalities in power-sharing 

160. One of the widespread ways of measuring gender inequalities is to focus on the gap between 
men and women with regard to the human development index (HOI) variables viz. education and 
literacy; longevity as a heahh variable; and employment as a means of accessing basic resomces to 
develop capabilities. The UNDP Human Develo.pment RElPort 199534 goes a step further and examines 
simultaneously the overa1l achievement of all people with regard to the lIDI variables as well as the 
gender gap. The outcome of the computation gives the gender-related development index (GOI). A 
high GOI is a necessary condition for the participation of women in decision-making in critica1 
numbers. 

" See Chapter Three of the Human Development Report 1995 
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161. When the GDI was applied to scan the state of gender inequalities in Africa, it was clear that 
while gaps in education and health had been closing, the gap in income had remained wide and at times 
had even increased. Furthermore, data disaggregated by gender on wages in the rural areas and in the 
informal sector were difficuh to obtain. Out of the 130 countries studied by UNDP, 41 cOWltries were 
in Africa. Sierra Leone, Mali, the Niger and Burkina Faso occupied the bottom four places not only in 
the overall human development in these cOWltrieS, but also in the gap between men's and women's 
achievement. The UNDP Report thus confirmed from its findings that while no society treats its 
women as well as its men, women in 35 countries in Africa (out of 45 countries world-wide) suffer the 
double deprivation of gender disparity and low achievement. Only 7 countries out of the 41 Afi:icll1l 
coUntries studied, i.e, Botswana, Tunisia, the Libyan Arab Jamiiliiriya, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Algeria 
and Cape Verde had a GDI of more than.5 out ofa posSible maximum of l.0, ranging from .696 to 
.502. That only 32 countries in the world had a GDI value of 0.8 and above clearly indicated the slow 
rate of progress globaUy towards gender equality. 

162. The GDI should not be used as an absolute measure of gender equality. Rather, it should be an 
indicator of the status of certain elements of a highly complex issue. For example, while a rise in overall 
achievement in human development may have an overall positive effect on the GDI, it can also easily 
camouflage the stagoation or even declioe towards gender equality. This was the case in Botswana'S 
whose real income improved fifteen fold between 1970 and 1992, but women's share of the labour 
force dropped from 45% to 35% and the literacy gap between the two widened despite improved 
educational attainment by both men and women. 

163. It is also important to note that gender equality does not depend on the income level of a 
society. Some notions of equality could be also tantamount to increasing the workload of women, 
e.g., where more opportunities are created for women to participate in the paid labour market while 
their responsibilities for non-paid work remain unchanged. Fight fur economic equality therefore has to 
be based on a comprehensive appraisal of the implications both on men and women. China, for 
example, outranks Saudi Arabia by ten GDIranks yet the par capita income of China is only 115 that of 
Saudi Arabia. It is political will rather than income per se that is needed to meaningfully pursue gender 
equality. And there are indications to suggest that this political will is not altogether lacking in African 
countries when the relatively low difference between the human development achievement and the 
gender inequality index is noted. In most African countries this difference is less than 10%. For 
example it is 9% in Botswana and 5% in Zimbabwe and Ghana. Countries with more than 10% 
difference include Mauritius, the Sudan Chad, Mali, Sierra Leone and Mauritania. Most Arab states, 
however, have a high percentage difference of the GDI and lIDI despite considerable progress made in 
the past 20 years in the education sector. 

164. As fucus on gender inequalities become intensified, it becomes increasingly clear that 
acquisition of basic capabilities and living standards is not automatically tantamount to using them as a 
source of power to broaden one's option and possibilities. Women often acquire specialized higher 
education but are kept from taking jobs that require use of those skills by cuhural, political and/or' 
economic barriers. Their potential is therefore underexploited due to their powerlesSlless. 

UNDP Human Development Report 1995, op. cit. p. 82 
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165. The UNDP HUm!!P Deyelqpxnent Report 1995 developed on instrument36 to measure the 
disparity between men, and women empowerment. The index uses the variables of income per capita 
in dollars (unadjusted); access to professional opportunities and participation in economic decision
making through professional and tecbnical as well as administrative and managerial jobs; and access to 
political opportunities and participation in political decision-making through election and/or nomination 
into parliament The Report indicates that in most developing countries the proportion of women in 
professional and technical jobs is lower than men's, with 40% as the average ratio of women to men. 
Botswana ranks among the countries with the highest record at 60%. With regard to administrative 
and managerial positions, the share of women is even smaller at less than I (lOA, in developing countries. 
Annex 1 provides details on the A.fiican situation in this respect. 

166. The World's Women Report 199531 underscores that women are still the minority in 
managemeat jobs although a marked improvemeat was registered in sub-Saharan Aftica from 8 to 14% 
between 1980 - 1990. By 1994, there were only about 2.8% women as chief executives, 4.5% in the 
economic sectOl'; 6.9"10 in the law and justice sector; 12.5% in the social sector; and 4.4% in the 
political sector. The political powerlessness of women mrlch inftuences appointments and decisiODS in 
the economic and law and justice sectors is a serious obstacle to their advancement. The situation is 
even more grave in North Afiican countries where there were no women in decision making positiODS 
in the economic and political sectors. Although they were relatively well represented in the law and 
justice sectors at 16.7% compared to 6.9% in sub-Saharan Africa, it might well be that they are 
perceived to be basically harmless since there is relatively little room fur interpreting a law that is 
beavily inftuenced by religion. 

c. Some impUcations for lack of dedsion-makim: powa-s 

167. The concept of human rights is predicated on the pro...1sioo of equality of choices to both 
women and men. In this context, the rate of economic and political participation should be determined 
by women's excersice of free choice rather than the structural bamers related to their roles in society. 
Unfurtunately, the current trends in filmale unemployment and the fumini:lation of poverty are 
examples of outcomes of sucb structural barriers as will be examined below briefly. 

1. Trends in female unemployment 

168. Between 1970 and 1985 Afiican women made considerable gains in the total employment 
within the non-agricul1ural sector, occupying almost 1/4 of the total jobs created during the period 38. 

In the infurmal sector, the share of women in empInyment rose from 29% to 35% dUIin,g the same 
period as seven miIIion women entered the sector, represeatiDg 37% of the increase in total women 
labour furce. On the whole, open unemployment of women declined from 6% of the total filmale 
labour fOrce in 1980 to 1.2% in 1985. 

Ibid, 
The World's Women 1995, cp. cit. Chapter 6 
lLOIJASPA 1990 up.cit. pp. 66 - 67 
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169. Unfortunately, since 1985, female unemployment has been on the rise39
• In the Niger, for 

example, furnale unemployment had dropped by 50% in the early 1980's; since 1985, however, the 
annual increase has been estimated at 31%. In South Africa, black female unemployment increased by 
59% between 1985 and 1990. In the Sudan, Angola and Senegal respectively, the rates of 
unemployment were 18%, 22% and 6% during the same period. Among the totally unemployed 
women accounted for 25% in the Sudan, compared to 23% in 1984; 40% and 48% in South Africa in 
1985 and 1986 respectively. 

170. Among the contributing factors to this situation are the retrenchment policies that have been 
adopted as part of the structural adjustment programmes. Thus in 1981'°, the percentage of women 
retrenched was as high as 21 % of the total retrenched personnel in Benin; in Senegal they represented 
20% of those retrenched from parastatais; and 31.5% of the retrenched in Ghana. Women are 
concentrated in the unskilled labours category which was targeted for redundancy and restructuring, 
hence the heavy losses. In addition, the low level of education among women makes them more 
wlnerable than men. In Ghana 40% of those retrenched had no education at all and ahnost 70% had 
less than 10 years 'of schooling. Yet another factor that led to women's vulnerability in the 
retrenchment process is the areas that were earmarked, namely connrnmity, social and personnel 
services; and finance and business services. In Benin, the highest proportion of those retrenched ie, 
31 %, was from banking. 

171. The structural adjustment programme also introduced policies which discontinued guaranteed 
employment schemes for graduates, de-emphasized public employment as the main source of 
employment growth and introduced policies of deregulation of the labour market. This signalled the 
weakening of employment opportunities for women v.ho find the public sector more inclined to absorb 
themthan the private one. The drop in female labour force in the modem sector from 6% in 1985 to 
5% in 1990, a loss of2.5 million jobs for women illustrates the point. 

172. The introduction of SAPs had a negative impact on the perfOImance of the informal sector also 
which in tum, affected employment opportunities for women. With the decrease of real wages and 
public sector employment, the employment performance of the informal sector also declined 41. The 
trade sector was the most affected and yet is the most favourable for income generating activities both 
for the newly unemployed and those whose real wages are declining. As the infonnal sector thus 
became saturated, the growth rate of female labour force in the informal sector declined from 6% 
between 1980 and 1985 to less than 2% during the 1985-1990 period. Similarly, the share of females in 
the informal sector employment dropped from 17.9% in 1985 to 17.7 in 1990. 

39 

40 

41 

ILOIJASP 1990 op. cit. pp. 74 - 75 
Ibid 
ILOiJASPA, Mrican Employment Report 1988, Addis Ababa, 1989 
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173. One of the exceptions to this trend was Mauritius where unemployment for women fell ftom 
16.7"10 in 1985 to 10% in 1987. This situation can be explained mostly by the growth of the 
manu&cturing sector in the Export Processing Zone (EPZ) Mrlch has provided employman mostly for 
girls in the 16 to 20 years age group. The manufActuring industty has concentr1lted on knitwear and 
textiles, pllper product&, jewellery etC. which have a relatively high capacity for absorbing women. It 
should be noted, however, that unemployment rates for girls Bged 25 II!ld above is stiJI higher for 
women than for men. Besides women with relatively high level of education are experiencing 
difficulties being absOIbed in the EPZ due to the unprotective conditions of employment. 

174. Botswana also provides another exception to the trend of growing unemployment for women 
who outnumber men 64:36 in such occupations as "sales workers", and 60;40 in profussional and 
technical categories V\<hile they are at par in clerical jobs. They also constitute 25% of the labour force 
in the managerial level compared to 18% in Uganda. The relatively high enrolment rate of feroa1es 
compared to males at the primary level may have played a decisive role in this situation. 

175. In general, otherwise, at the regionalleve~ structural problems such as unequal access to 
education, structural. ac\justment policies as well as the tr1Iditional and cultural stereotypes that slot 
women into specific type of jobs have acted as bllIriers to women's equal employment opportunities 
and access to decision-making opportunities. 

2. F emjniZJ!tion of poverty 

176. Out of the 1.3 biDion people living in poverty in the world, 70% are fumale, partly as a 
consequence of women's unequal access to economic opportunities42

. For the rural women in absolute 
poverty, the number rose by 50% in the past 20 years 43. Among the mctors being linked to the 
feminization of poverty are the unequal situation in the labonr market and their status and power in the 
&roily. 

177. Income: In the past 2 decades, participation of women in the labour foree globally rose by 
3.9% only from 3~.6% iD. 1970 to 39.S% in 1990. eompared to !58°18 participation of men in 
1990. Progress made by women in the Jabonr market has beeo llli1>roporUonste to the progress made 
in edueational attainment. All regions of the world have a higher unempInyment \'lite for women than 
men who are also the first to be fired during economic crisis. 

178. Women's wages are considerably lower than that of the men as indicated by available data. It 
must be noted, however, that adequate, comparable and consistent data are Iacking44. Available 
comparable data indicates that women earn 75% of what men esm. in non.agriculturallabour4~. The 
ratio varies ftom 92% in the United Republic ofTanlllnis to 75% in the USA to 45% in Bangladeslt In 
Afi::ica, available comparable data from 6 countries (see table 19 below) indicate an average rate of 

., 
4l 

... . , 
WOP Human Development Report. op. cit. p. 36 
1994 World Survey on the Role of Women in Development, New York 1995. CbapIer II 
Ibid . 
UNDP Human Development ReooI11995, p. 37 
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67.8% of men's earnings. In sectors where labour is less organized, unionized or transparent as in the 
agricultural sector, the disparity is likely to be worse. 

Table 19 WAGE DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN IN AFRICA IN NON

AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

......« . Cqlmtly /< ... '~eWal!e as rer~~ntal!eor Mens "'lIl!e 
Tanzania 92.0 
Kenya 84.7 
Egypt 79.5 
Zambia 78.0 
Swaziland 73.0 
Central African Republic 72.6 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report 1995, P. 36 

179. The reasons for such disparity are varied. The best knom! include women's lack of bargaining 
power through organized unions; inadequate maternity leave; perceived rather than real greater 
absenteeism compared to men; and job desegregation. Women are also often denied opportunities for 
growth and recognition in their endeavours. The figures presented on Table 20 are explicit on the 
status of the female-headed households in the eight countries reviewed. 

Table 20: POVERTY RATES IN HOUSEHOLDS HEADED BY WOMEN AND MEN 

Botswana -2.7 

Cote d'Ivoire 4.2 

Ethiopia 2 

Ghana (urban) S.7 

Ghana (rural) S.3 

Madagascar II. 6 

Niger 

Rwanda -7.4 

Source: World's Women 1995 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF CONS1RAJNTS TO WOMEN'S ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

180. This report has focused on a number offuctors that impact negatively on women's economic 
activities. In particular, their lack of adequate access to productive resources and decision-making have 
been discussed in some detail as wen as their implications. This section presents a consolidated 
overview of other constraints that my or may not have been discussed directly in the report thus fur, in 
an attempt to put women's economic activity status in perspective. In so doing, gender inequalities 
that resuh from gender blind structures and policies are briefly recapitulated. 

A. GENDER INEQUALITIES AND THE LABOUR MARKET 

1. Unequal access to education 

181. The general tendency in the Afiican culture to anocate societal roles according to gender has 
limited the educational opportunities for women and hence their participation in the labour market. It 
is assumed that for a woman to play her traditional role of mother and home manager, she does not 
require much education. In Ethiopia46

, for example, the first school for girls was not built until 1931 by 
the Orthodox Church which, along with the Mosque, were solely responSible for delivering fonnal 
education. In the United Republic of Tanz8nia47, it was not until after 1974 that the majority of women 
had an opportunity to go to school when the Musoma Resolution was passed to institute universal 
primary education. In Kenya48 as in many Afiican countries, there is still a lag in opportunities for 
higher education for girls. Out of372 schools in 1990, girls had access to only 46.2% including mixed 
schools. Besides while boys had 200 single sex schools, girls had only 107. 

182. The high drop out rates for girls compared to boys in both primary and secondary schools is a 
major obstacle to their obtaining adequate education. Factors such as adolescent pregnancy, inability to 
pay fees and fuilure in exams all contnbute to this phenomenon. In Tanzania the drop out rate in 1980 
was 2l. 7% fur girls compared to 17.9% for boys. In Kenya the enrolment and drop out imbalance in 
primary school is 1&.4% against girls. 

183. In vocational education and institutions of higher learning, women tend to specialize in the 
areas where occupational opportunities are likely to be limited or relatively low paid such as the arts, 
education and the social sciences as depicted in the example on Table 21. These are, of course, 
considered the traditional female areas to which they are oriented in high school The employability and 
upward mobility potential is therefore curtailed right from high school The virtual absence of women 
in the sectors that require scientific and technological knowledge is thus closely related to the 
attitudinal and mental conditioning that science and mathematics are too difficuh and unsuitable for 
girls in school and at the work place. 

4' 
47 

48 

lLO/JASPA 1990 op. cit. Page.50 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

r 
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Table 21: Zambian Technical Training InStitutions Graduation by Program 

Programme ## of %of ## of % of Men 
Women Women Men 

Craft, technicians 48 3 1,798 97 
Technologists, engineers 

Science and Paramedical 47 20 198 80 

Applied Arts and Business 211 23 7]] 77 

Secretarial 463 96 19 4 

Teachers Training 71 18 330 82 

Other 93 32 199 68 

TOTAL 935 22 3,246 78 
.. 

Source: CSO Women and Men m Zanubla: Facts and FIgures, 1991, m the ZambIa NatIonal R'l'ort, p.22 

2. Segregation and sex-labelling of jobs 

184. Certain categories of jobs are considered to be unsuitable for women based on culture and 
perception of social propriety. Thus, in most Afiican countries, it was rare to find women as guards 
and messengers until recently. The same case applies to high ranking diplomatic jobs such as 
ambassadors and under· secretaries. In Kenya", for example, in the decade of the 80s, ambassadors and 
under· secretaries increased from 31 to 54 while the numbers of women in the category rose from 1 in 
1975 to 4 in 1985. The number of female Assistant Secretaries ill, however, rose by 8% during the 
same period indicating the tendency to accept that this level was more appropriate for women in a field 
of men. 

185. A similar trend is obseIVed in the field of law where women are barely viSIble in such high. 
profile categories as Resident or District Magistrates. In the heahh profession, women are usually the 
invisible nurses, or the nutritionists who are placed at the bottom of the professional occupational 
ladder. Tables 22 and 23 demonstrate women's category and level of employment in the public service 
in Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania respectively. Within the job groups in Table 22 which 
are organized hierarchically, the largest numbers of women are found in the lowest seven categories. In 
the highest 5 categories, they are absent in the highest two, and represent 4.1%, 5.1 % and 6.0% in the 
other three. With regard to the job categories in Table 23, the highest percentage of women is in the 
nursing and midwives group where they represent 69% of the employees. They also make up a quarter 
of the teachers and a third of the clerks while elsewhere their numbers are insignificant. The picture in 
other African countries does not differ significantly from Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania. 

49 ECA "Political Empo\Wrment of Women" presented at the fifth African Regional Conference on Women, 
November 1994 
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Table 22: Employment in the public sector. by job grouP (1991) 

CUMULATIVE 
PERCEl'ITAGE JOB GROUP 

MALE FEMALE TOTAL FEMALE 

A 41,477 12,060 53,537 22.5 

B 9,235 2,815 12,050 23.4 

C 18,257 6,004 24,261 24.7 

D 24,885 10,457 35,342 29.6 

E 15,122 3,318 18,440 18.0 

F 62,470 14,296 76,766 18.6 

G 18,249 4,595 22,844 20.1 

H 9,931 2,344 12,275 19.1 

J 5,460 823 6,283 13.1 

K 5,032 916 5,948 15.4 

L 2,748 472 3,220 14.7 

M 1,203 163 1,366 11.9 

N 603 47 650 7.2 

P 280 15 295 5.1 

Q 140 6 146 4.1 

R 78 5 83 6.0 

S 17 0 17 0.0 

T 4 0 4 0.0 

215,191 58,336 273,527 

Sourte: ECA, "Political Empowennern of Women", 1994 
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Table 23. Tanzania: High - and Middle Level employees. by specialty (1980) 

POST OR SPECIALTY TOTAL WOMEN ("10) 

Physical scientists 597 6 

Architects, ship officers 868 3 

Aircraft, ship officers 70 I 

Life scientists 2,255 I 

Medical, dental, veterinary 1,937 12 

Statisticians, Mathentaticians 112 II 

Nursing, Midwives 2,174 69 

Economists 552 10 

Accountants 1,978 8 

Jurists 104 12 

Teachers 14,861 27 

Authors, journalists 184 13 

Sculptors, paintem, photographers 415 4 

Perfonning artists 55 3 

Other profussions 2,290 16 

Administrators, managers 1,636 3 

Clerical 9,677 31 

Sales workers 633 14 

Service ""rkers 616 18 

Others 7,973 8 

Total 48,987 27 

Source: ECA, :"Political EmJlO'Wrrnent of Women", 1994 
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3. Marginalization of women in agriculture 

186. In Afiica, there has been a reduction of food output per capita since the beginning of the 
1970!f°. In the 1930s Afiica was a ner food exporter; by the 1960s, 10% of its food had to be 
imported; by the 1980s, Afiica was growing only 86% of its food. Food imports in Sub-Sabara Afiica 
was equal to agricultme exports earalngs by 1980. 

187. Several mctors undoubtedly have contnbuted to the fuod insufficiency including rapidly 
growing populations, growing environmental deteriomtion, political instability, as discussed earlil)r, 
failure of long-teon planning, misplaced development priorities, economic crisis, falling commodity 
prices, national and international conflicts, the breakdown of traditional systems of agriculture such as 
shift cultivation in the cause of prolonged droughts etc. 

188. But firllure to understand the gender dimension in food production has also contributed to the 
current food ctisis. Despite the mct that women grow more than 75% of food in Afiica, national 
figures bave significantly underestimated women's agricultural work. For example, in the 1970 census, 
national figures for women's agricultural work in Egypt'l were only 3.6%. A more accurate report 
showed that in the south of the countIy, 25-70% of the women were planting, tilling, and barvesting 
while half of the women were levelling and plougbing the land. 

189. Women's agricultural work is overlooked because, like housework, it is unpaid and sometimes 
invisible as it takes place in the farm, or with livestock in and around the homestead. Analyses 52 made 
on the muhiple demands on women's time show that they have heavier and longer working days than 
men by as much as 43%. For instance, they contribute 213 of all hours spent in marketing in Africa and 
as one study 53 showed, women fiumers work 56 days a year more than men. Besides, tmditionaDy, 
most Afiican women do independent work; they are not supposed to rely on their husbands or fiunilies. 
Rather, they are expected to have a separate sphere of work. (see Table 24 for a sample ofdMsion 01 
labour in agricultural work). This, however, is different from the official conceptual model of the 
Afiican funning family, with a male farmer who provides for his wife and children. 11 is no wonder 
women's work is invisible. 

190. How has this fuilure to understand woman's work contributed to the fuod crisis? Women's 
independent farming work has remained unmodemized. They still irrigate with buckets from weDs they 
have dug themselves in fields with fi:nces they have built to keep out goats and sheep. They weed, 
harvest and hoe by hand or with digging sticks. They grind and pound food by hand. Development 
inputs into Afiican agriculture have been concerned with cash crops such as coffee, rice, cotton, and 
cattle ranching. Women furmers do not have the benefit of cooperatives to market their products unlike 
the men who grow cash crops. In general men have complete control of the cash that comes from the 
cash crops, both for export and for w:ban consumption. 

Moose, J.c.,op. cit. p. 125 
Moose, J.C., op. cit. p. 126 
Barret, H.R and Brown, A. W. (1989) 'Time fur development? The case ofwomen's hOlticulturaJ schemes 
in rural The Gambia ", S!;ottish Geographical Magazine, 105; 1. PO 4-11 
FAO (19&4) Women in Agriculture;N91: Women in Agricultural Production. Rome: FAD, p.6. 
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19l. Agricultural projects and innovations have benefited cash crop funning and the men who are in 
charge of it. Of the development aid given to Sahe~ less than 1/5 is given for subsistence food 
production. In 1982, only 0.05% of total United Nations allocations to the agricultural sector went to 
programs of nual women. Far more funds were allocated to large-scale, high technology agricultural 
projects. In the same year, only 15% of those enrolled in Afiican universities to take agricultural 
courses were women 54. Thus, using indigenous agricultural techniques and often pushed out to poor, 
marginal land, it is no wonder that women furmers have been unable to increase their productivity of 
crop yields to levels found in other parts of the world. 

192. Whitehead asserts that there is enough research to establish "widespread systematic sexual 
discrimination against women in agriculture delivery systems,,55. Women's crops are not targeted for 
improvements and even innovative .women furmers may be ignored for less dynamic male furmers. 
New technologies and seed varieties are not offered to women and if they are, it is not in ways that 
have taken into account current funning practices as in the case of Zaire56 where improved cassava 
varieties and use of ox traction were introduced at women's expense. The need to increase food led to 
projects designed to improve productivity and efficiency ie. food output. Thus, the use of cassava 
flOO, a new species was introduced but it needed to be harvested as soon as it was ready fuiling which 
it became inedIble. This contrasted with the local species which could keep fur long periods even after 
maturity and could be harvested as a Jife-saver when needed The new species thus increased the work 
of women who are responsible for harvesting and post harvesting work. Similarly, the introduction of 
ox-traction for digging and levelling the fields ready for planting ( men's work in Zaire) was efficient in 
clearing a lot more land than would otherwise have been cleared manually. However, once planting is 
done, the rest of the work on the furm is assured by women. Their work was thus increased as crop 
land was increased for their care while they stiJ1 had to cope with their regnlar chores such as water 
collection, transportation of produce, grinding etc. Any time saved by ox-traction was taken up by 
funning in the larger fields. With this rea1ization, efforts were made to use ox-traction to assist women 
in their chores. 

193. With regard to cash crop agriculture, both men and women may grow them And while there 
may not always be shortage of land for subsistence funning, relations between men and women are 
changing with regard to use of household labour. There is also increased competition as to which crops 
should benefit from the scarce resources of both labour and agricultural inputs. Women find their 
labour and time appropriated by their husbands for work in their cash crops fields yet they do not have 
control over the income generated by the sale of the cash crops. In addition, they have less time, and 
sometimes less land available for their agricultural work, and as such may find it hard to produce a 
surplus to sell for cash for their own and their children's needs. 

" 

"Advocates for African Food Security/ Lessening the Burden for Women" (1987) Case Studies from Africa: 
Towards Food Security. p. 69 
Whitehead A(1991)" Food crisis and gender conflict in the African countIyside" in Bernstein, H, Crow, 
B. and Macckintosh, m, (00.) The Food Question London: Earthscan Publications, D. 59 
Mosse, I.C. op. cit. p. 128 
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194. It nmst be pointed out, however, that the development of commercial agricuhure has benefited 
some women. who have fuund opportunities to increase their income. At the other end of the scale, 
there is an increasing number of women -wo maintain households without adequate land to meet 
consumption needs and therefore find themselves in the ranks of the casually employed mral temale 
wage workers. However, for those women whose husbands have migrated into the urban areas, they 
are left responsible fur all the agricuhural work, yet, they are unable to benefit from credit, agricuhural 
inputs or labour because the land is not in their name. As long as development planners continue to 
ignore the independent nature of women's own fiuming work, they continue to assume that women's 
work can be used as unpaid family labour on their husbands field The increase in dem.md fur their 
labour and time lead to increase in tension, conflict and violence against them The loss of autonomy 
and the imposed dependence on the family unit is a source of much conflict. 

4. Population pressure and urban poverty 

195. 10 Afiica, there are social and economic pressures towards high fertility. Where few resources 
exist beyond the fiuniIy members, children provide labour and income fur family survival Sons are 
particularly important as secwity for old age. Given the high rates of infimt and child mortality in 
Ames, fiunilies need to have more children to ensure that at least some ofthern survive. Many women 
and men want male children in quest fur status, to make provisions fur wido-wood support, to ensure 
a 6uni1y labour furce to work on the land and contnoute to the fluniIy income etc. 

196. High fertility takes a toll on womenS7
, though, and in Amca, they have a I in 17 chance in a 

lifetime of dying because of a pregnancy-related complication (compare this with a 1 in 9,850 chance in 
Northern Europe). Between 114 and 113 of the half a million women who die each year of pregnancy
related complications do so fullowing badly performed abortions. Many more f3II seriously ill as a 
resuh of illegal abortions. There is enormous unmet need fur safu, appropriate and affordable 
contraception as part of a broader package of reproductive health care for women. But the gender 
roles of millions of women precludes them from takiog decisions over their fertility. Lack of adequate 
facilities, counselling and follow-up also preclude those -wo may be in a position to take decisions, 
thus nullifYing their positions of choice. The impact of such situations is similar to that of coercive 
policies with regard to reproductive health. As for ramifications on women's economic activities, they 
range from low productivity to inability to play their productive role altogether, thus excercebating the 
already critical state of poverty. 

197. While the availability of the social and technical means of birth planoing is a basic human right, 
seMceS offered in Afiica and in the South in general have been underpinned by a strong demographic 
rationale. A range of services that take into consideration the needs of women at different stages in 
their lives is essential An integrated response is needed to tackle the interlined problem of poverty, and 
rapid population growth . It must include poverty alleviation, improvements in the health., education 
and autonomy of women as well as challenge the inequitable access to resources both within and 
between countries. All these issues are comprehensively addressed in the Dakar-Ngor Declaration on 

57 ECA, African P1atform for Action: African Common Position for the Advancement of Women, Addis 
Ababa, 1995 
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Popuhion and Development as wen as the recommendations of the recent 1nternational Conference on 
Population and Development. 

198. The growing population pressure has resulted in the explosion of the mban popnlation which is 
growing at the rate of 5% per year. It is therefore expected that city sizes win double in 12 years. In 
many developing countries including Afiica, 60% of this rapid growth is explained by high furtility rates 
which outpace significantly mortality rates, and only 40% by roral-mban migration. 58 

199. Few cities in Afiica are able to provide sanitation, water, housing, educational and health 
infrastructures fur more than a minority of the urban dwellers. Most of the housing used by the poor is 
make-shift or decrepit, In some cities, the bulk of the popnlation lives in slums and shanty towns which 
are estimated to be growing at the rate that is twice as mst as that of the cities as a whole. In these 
conditions, it is needless to say that health problems abound especially among children. At least I in 4 
children in these conditions die of preventable diseases made worse by malnutrition befure age 5. 
According to the World Commission on Environment and Development 59, growing cities need 
massive investment which should be increased by 65% between 1985 and 2000 in order to ensure the 
capacity to produce and manage their urban infrastructure, In the context of SAPs and the trimmed 
down economies, it is unlikely that such a target could be reached. 

200. Poverty in the cities is a gender issue given women's central role in the management and 
welfilre of their flunilies. If city life is difficult, it is the women who bear the bront of the difficulties. If 
water, fuel, and rood are difficult to find, it is women who have to scrounge fur them as in the rural 
areas. 

201. The paradox at the heart of urban life, however, is that most of those who move there consider 
themselves to have made a positive move. At least they find work there even if in the informal sector. 
The concentration of commerce, industry, administration and amenities in the urban areas means there 
is a growing middle class which needs houses, services and rood Their houses are built by the unskilled 
migrant labour; they employ servants while vegetables, flowers, fruits, and other goods are sold by 
poor women and men. Many of the services that make lire easy and convenient fur the middle class are 
provided by those in the infurmal sector, most of whom are women. 

" 
19 

Moose, J,e, op.cit. p. 132 
As quoted by Moose, J C. op. cit. p. 133 
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B. Inadequate employment policies and programmes 

I. Outdated labour laws and practices 

202. Various policies in African countries as well as intemationallabour instruments exist to protect 
both men and women against discrimination in employment. Special protection is also accorded to 
women who are lumped together with youth with regard to various industrial job categories. Some of 
these provisions, unfortunately end up encouraging discrimination in employment against women. 
These include work in mines, quarries and other extractive trades; construction, reconstruction, 
maintenance, repairs or demolition, railways, train-ways, telephones etc. except under certain specified 
circwnstances. 

203. Women are also barred from underground work unless they are in management positions, in 
health, welfare services or research which do not involve manual labour. Considering that the 
conditions that precipitated such regulations in the 19th century in Great Britain no longer exist, this is 
an area that requires reform in keeping with international standards on the protection of workers 
against discrimination. 

204. Another common form of discrimination against women concerns housing allowance for 
married women, mostly in the public service where certain benefits are paid in kind. In some countries, 
those women living with their husbands are automatically excluded from such benefits on that basis 
unless they are able to successfully argue otherwise. There is also the case of maternity leave for 
women which are paid at lower rates than earned annual leave. Reproduction and child care roles are 
thus Wldervalued in relation to productive work activities. 

205. Absence of legislation with regard to "equal pay for work of equal worth" also creates a 
constraint. Gimmicks in title or job categories are used to discriminate against individuals doing similar 
work. When there is an attempt to cover up preference for men for certain jobs over women, such 
vague distinctions in job announcements as "marketing officer" versus "marketing analyst" or "nurse" 
versus "nursing officer" are used. The absence of appropriate legislation to fight such practices makes it 
difficuh to challenge. 

206. It is also not unusual to find regulations concerning workers' benefits that exclude women from 
becoming contributors. Such was the case with regard to the National Social Security Fund Act in 
Kenya until it was amended in 1975 to end the discrimination. On the other hand, there are those 
benefits fur which workers may be asked to contribute but cannot benefit from by virtue of their job 
status. The Kenya National Hospital Insurance Act of 1966 covers all workers without distinction yet 
benefits resuhing from the contributions are only given to higher salaried workers. This excludes most 
of the women in the rural areas. Such discriminatory practices should be eliminated. 

207. Other discriminatory practices include working women having to prove that their husbands will 
not claim travel allowances to go on leave before they can receive theirs. This was the case in the 
United Republic of Tannmia where such practices contradict the terms and conditions of employment 
where by all workers are entitled to leave with pay and to travel allowances for spouses and children. 
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208. Lack of day care centers or creches where working mothers can leave their children during the 
day is another form of discrimination against them. The few day care centers that exist are out of reach 
for the majority of the women due to their exorbitant costs. Yet for women, demand fur such fuci1ities 
may be a real risk to their jobs including initial employment, given the employer's resistance to the 
additional expenses. 

2. New impetus to policy formulation 

209. Recent policies and programmes to promote women's employment got their impetus from the 
declaration of the United Nations Women's Decade 1975 - 1985, the formulation of the Arusha 
strategies for the Advancement of Women in 1985 etc. The Arusha Strategies complemented by the 
Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies fur the Advancement of Women fomrulated major objectives fur 
women's employment. The objectives were recommended mostly to governments to: 

(a) integrate women in policy formulation and planning with a view to achieving their greater 
involvement in the development process and improving their access to means of production. 

(b) eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment; 

(c) promote women's employment through setting up new employment schemes especially in the 
industrial sector and supporting industries that employ large numbers of women and those owned 
by women; 

(d) support women in the infurmal sector activates in order to improve their role and working 
conditions and to promote and support women's entrepreneurship development; 

(e) provide equal access to education and training for both men and women. 

210. More awareness was created by such policy instruments as the Lagos Plan of Action (1980) 
and the Action Plans of the Women's Global Conferences in Mexico in 1975 and in Copenhagen in 
1980 which have resulted in valiant effurts by governments to address women's employment needs. 
Some of the efforts made have been of an institutional nature such as the creation of women's national 
machineries to advise governments on the formu1ation and implementation of appropriate policies to 
fucilitate the greater participation of women in the labour market. By 1987, 40 such machineries had 
heen created with the active encouragement of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 
(UNECA) and by 1995, nearly every African country had such a machinery. Most of the machineries 
have programmes of action to promote various aspects of women's participation in the labour market; 
improvement of their working conditions; identification and implementation of development projects 
for women at local and grassroots levels; and promotion of equity through legal and institutional 
refurm. Some of the programmes are reviewed briefly below as they exist in the urban and rnral areas. 
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3. Some programmes to promote women's economic activities 

211. Some countries offer such institutional support as entrepreneurship development schemes 
intended to benefit women as well as men in small scale industries and other activities in the informal 
sector. Botswana60

, for example, provides training and advisory seIVices in entrepreneurship as weD as 
credit to women to start small scale industries and for their expansion. Mauritius61 under its scheme in 
the Development Bank of Mauritius in 1984, offers loans without security to small entrepreneurs. The 
scheme includes such incentives as non-refimdable grants of 20% of the loan and a low interest rate of 
2% per annum. Unfortunately, in 1988, only 7% of the loan was given to women. 

212. While the activities performed by women's institutes are well articulated and integrated in the 
national development programmes in some countries, elFectiveness is hampered by lack of human and 
financial resources. Allocation of resources tends to &vour the women's associations under the ruling 
party women's wings. Yet such associations suffer from such problems as low productivity; gap 
between supply and demand of their outputs; high administrative costs paid to superfluous 
professionals and administrators of the projects; and lack of adequate skills. 

213. Most African governments have also adopted policies to eliminate discrimination against the 
education of girls. They have also adopted policies for adult literacy including women, thereby 
enhancing opportunities for their employment. However, eradication of lJDequal access to education 
between boys and girls remains a challenge as discussed above. 

214. With regard to employment, relevant laws protecting workers are contained in such acts as the 
Employment Acts that deal with wages, leave, housing and welflrre; National Social Security Act; the 
Industrial Training Act; the Factories Act; and the Workmen's Compensation Act. The specific needs 
of women workers hllVe been addressed through such provisions as paid maternity leave. 

215. The bulk of the women workers who are in the informal sector, however, are excluded from 
such legal frameworks. They have neither maternity nor sick -lellVe benefits. The existing social 
security schemes do not cover them either. Instead, they often report stories of harassment from tax 
collectors or even officials from municipalities with regard to ''hawking''. 

216. Schemes to generate direct employment have been mostly championed by NGOs and the 
United Nations agencies. They have been active in many African COllDtries, assisting in the furmulation 
and implementation of income generation activities for women. The emphasis on most of the projects 
include arts and crafts, farming, ahernative sources of energy, credit and labour saving technology. 
The success of such projects has been limited, however, by fiIilure to help the women to organize 
thernselves into production units or cooperatives with access to sustainable credit and foDow up 
teclmical assistance. Entrepreneurial skills in such areas as book-keeping and management are taught 
only in a few projects. Availability of raw materials locally has also been a major constraint. 

60 

61 

ILO/JASPA 1990 op. cit. pp. 96-97 
Ibid 
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Furthennore, collaboration among the involved organizations has been inadequate and as such has 
minimized the benefits of sharing simi1ar experiences and knowledge exchange. 

217. Women, on the other hand, have been actively organizing themselves around their multiple 
roles. In an attempt to enhance their self reliance, they have formed mutual aid groups some of which 
are more formal than others. The United Nations Women's Decade seNed as an important impetus to 
such groups even in countries where they did not exist traditionally. The worsening socio-economic 
crisis and the increasing burden that has fallen on women in the care and maintenance of their 
households have served to sustain the groups. Their activities range from large scale fiuming, 
commodity trade, property rental, transportation, professional and church activities to home 
improvement. 

218. The mutual aid income generating groups, however, are plagued with a number of problems. 
One well-known constraint is failure to match groups with projects they can handle. depending on such 
aspects as their evolutionary stage and financial base. Another common problem is lack of mechanisms 
for follow-up of group activities once an organization has been helped to set itself up. Without 
adequate preparation for the group to be self sustaining, the rate of survival of the groups is quite low. 
Many groups also consist of members who are illiterate with few entrepreneurial skills such as book
keeping, accounting, budgeting etc. Besides, it is rare that market surveys are conducted before groups 
launch various ventures, whether agricuhural or non-agricu\tural. A number of the projects thus turn 
out to be unremunerable pursuits. Inadequate financial assistance to women's groups at the beginning 
of their income generating activities is also a well known constraint and when it dties up groups. are 
forced to fold up. It is imperative that such groups are encouraged to ensure that their resource base is 
sustainable before they embark on a project that may end up worsening their economic situation. 

219. With regard to the rural sector, few countries, if any, have a coherent employment promotion 
policy. Yet, it can provide employment and an ahemative source of income for the landless and an 
increasing number of artisans and traders. It also has a great potential for supplementing incomes of 
households during slack seasons particularly for small scale fimners or household with very little land. 
Besides, it can stimulate agricultural production by providing essential inputs such as fum tools, and 
market outlets for agriculture. Employment in the rural areas is therefore one of the commodities .and 
services required to meet basic needs while at the same time it could contribute to skill formation and 
the development of entrepreneurship. Finally it could assist in generating and in saving foreign 
exchange through production for export and through import substitution. 
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v. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A Conclusion 

220. This report depicts an upward trend in the rate of women employment in the 1970s and the 
1980s up to 1985. Thereafter, however, the growth eroded drastically and continued to drop 
consistently at a rate that was twice as high as that of the men.. The trend was largely influenced by the 
retrenchment policies that targeted the low unskilled categories in the 1980s fonowing the economic 
crisis that set in by mid-decade and persisted to the present in most Afiican countries. 

221. Agriculture continued to be the highest absorber of the economically active women. Optimal 
productivity, however, was greatly hampered by the margina1j7J!tion of women as beneficiaries of up
dated technology and skills, inadequate access to productive resources, and the consequences of SAPs 
that put disproportionate burden on women as subsidies and social services were reduced to bare 
mjnjnulm 

222. Persistent unequal access to economic activities contributed to the feminization of poverty. The 
number of women living in absolute poverty rose by 50% in the past 20 years. Some of the mctors that 
contributed to this situation included unequal access to education, marginali7Jrtion to low levels of 
employment, sex-labening of jobs to exclude women, unequal renmneration, unequal access to 
reproductive resources, inadequate participation in political activities and decision-making etc. 

223. In the area of education, there was some improvement in the rate of enrohnent of girls at 
primary, secondary and tertiary levels in most parts of the continent during the last 20 years. However, 
the gap in total enrolment and retention rates between girls and boys remained a source of concern. 
Moreover, the observed progress in women education was not reflected in the labour market. Afiica, 
like other regions, had a higher Wlemployment rate of women than men. Besides, women already in the 
labour market continued to earn less than men. 

224. Increasingly, the infonnal sector became the answer to those women \Wose path to 
employment and/or economic growth was blocked. They became self-employed in their micro and 
medium-size enterprises. As they gained access and control to capital and other productive resources, 
they developed their potential to heights that would otherwise have remained buried under gender 
stereotypes and subsequent marginali7J!tion. 

225. The general trend for the rate of participation of women in the labour market was positively 
correlated to their level of education and the level of economic development as depicted by growth in 
industrialization. Sinmhaneously, employment of women, continued to be closely tied to role labeRing 
and gender stereotypes. Consequently, correlation between the level of education and the quality of 
employment was not always evident. Access by women to decision-making in critical numbers 
therefore remains a necessary condition in the search for lasting solutions to this problem. 
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226. Women economic activities ranging from remunerated to unrenrunerated ones, are performed 
in the workplace as well as in the home front, both in the formal and in the informal sectors. StructuraL 
attitudinaL cuhuraL religious fuctors etc. continued to obstruct the economic progress of women. 
Unequal access to education and training, hiring and remuneration, promotion and job mobility are 
some of the better documented examples. Besides, there is a tendency to undervalue and under-record 
women's unremunerated work, particularly their contribution in agriculture and their production of 
goods and seIVices in fumily enterprises. As for their domestic and community work, it is just not 
recorded or recognized in quantitative terms and as such, it cannot be valued in the national accounts. 
Additionally, rigid role allocation that does not allow for adequate sharing of fumily responsibilities are 
among the problems that interfere with effective participation of women in the economic sector. 

227. Wage employment patterns indicate that women were more likely to be absorbed in the public 
than the private sectors. Thus SAPs and other adjustment policies impacted on women 
disproportionately. Employment creation strategies, on the other hand, were not based on sufficient 
gender analysis that would reveal female and male employment patterns, thereby indicating pOSSIbilities 
of optimizing certain tendencies or instituting change for best resuhs. 

228. The virtual absence of support structures that would fuci1itate women's optimal involvement in 
economic activities also eroded the quality of women's contribution in the economic sector. Similarly, 
attitudinal obstacles that have restricted women's access to such areas as science and technology, 
economic management and decision-making have further curtailed the scope of their contribution. In 
particular, women's near-absence in the fora where decisions that influence the distnbution of time 
between remunerated and unrenrunerated work, access to resources and by extension, economic 
power, has resulted in the continuation of policies and programmes that perpetuate inequalities 
between women and men as individuals, in the fumily and in society. 

229. It is therefore necessary to undertake comprehensive analysis of the existing economic policies 
to ensure the adequate incorporation of the gender perspective thereby ensuring absence of disparities 
between men and women as actors and beneficiaries in the economic sector. 

B. Recomendations 

230. The African Platform for Action: the African common position for the advancement of 
women addressed the issue of women's participation in the economic sector. Finding the economic 
status of women unsatisfuctory, the APA retained "women's poverty, insufficient food security, and 
lack of economic empowerment" as one of the eleven critical areas of concern that require specific 
prescriptive measures to improve women's situation. Similarly, the Global Platform for Action, the 
outcome of the fourth World Conference on Women retained 2 critical areas of concern related to 
women's participation in the economic sector, namely" women and poverty", and "women and the 
economy". Here also, explicit objectives towards improving the economic condition of women and the 
appropriate actions to be taken are outlined systematically. 

231. In reviewing the state of the African women's participation in the economic sector, this report 
underscored the critical importance of implementing the recommendations offered by th.e regioual and 
the global framework documents. They are valid, and timely and require immediate action if the 
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sustainable transfonnation that is envisioned is to become a reaIity in h1>erating women's energies and 
potential to become full participants and beneficiaries in the economic sector. The following is 
therefure just a brief reiteration of some of the major points covered in the framework documents for 
emphasis: 

(a) Afiican governments, NGOs and all development actors should hasten to draw up concrete 
plans for the implementation of the APA and the GPA in order to hasten the process of the 
advancement of women in all sectors; 

(b). Governments and multilateral institutions should include women in critical numbers to 
participate in the formulation of policies and programmes on structural adjustments, loans and grants 
and make conscious effort to incorporate gender concerns in these goals; 

(c). Governments, researchers and NGOs should ensure that there is full visJ.1>ility of women's 
unremunerated work with regard to its scope, and distn1>ution in order to filcilitate better sharing of 
responSl1>ilities; 

(d) Governments, researchers and NGOs should undertake an analysis of the impact of 
globalization on women's economic participation; 

(e) All development actors should intensiJY their research to provide data on various situations 
women find themselves in yet have not been documented adequately to facilitate appropriate policy and 
programmes interventions e.g. property ownership; 

(f) Governments should incorporate comprehensively the gender perspective in economic policies 
to ensure equaIity between men and women in: 

(1) Access to employment, control over productive resources and appropriate working 
conditions; 

(ii) Access to markets, information and technology and business support setVices; 

(iii) Being beneficiaries to capacity building services and commercial networks; 

(iv) Being beneficiaries of measures to eliminate occupational segregation and all forms of 
employment discrimination; 

(v) As beneficiaries of harmonization of work and fumiIy responSl1>ilities. 

(g) Governments should promote women's economic independence by addressing the structural 
causes offeminization of poverty; 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------..... 
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(h) Governments should refomwlate macro-economic policies to address the tendency to focus 
exclusively on the formal sector thereby impeding initiatives of women without considering their 
different impact on men and women; 

(i) Governments and the private sector should promote a people-centred sustainable growth and 
development through the provision of basic education, life-long education, literacy and training, and 
primary health care for girls and women; and 

G) Governments should ensure the full participation of women in all sectors of society on the basis 
of equality including decision-making and access to power. 

232. For details on specific actions that should be taken, reference should be made to the "African 
Platform lor Action: the African common position lor the advancement 01 women" and the 
"Global Platform for Action" 
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Ann ex I P erceDta2e IStn ution 0 a our D' 'b . fL b F orce ~v ex b S 1994 
Country A2riculture Industry , Services 

Women Men Women Men Women Men 
AlQoria 10 16 21 l4 6<) 51 

~ IfI 58 2 17 II 25 
Bmin 64 54 4 12 31 34 
!ldswana 78 41 3 31 19 27 
Burkina F39Q 85 85 4 6 II ... ~9_._~ 
Bunmdi 98 IfI I 4 I 9 
c.m.rom 64 51 4 33 
Cap.Ven!< 14 50 31 30 21 
Cm!nd Afiical R'I"ililic 63 6() 5 12 28 r::='-

89 75 2 7 CbJId 18 
ean.x", 84 76 3 JQ 13 15 
COOllO 83 45 2 19 15 36 
Cd.ed'lvoire 62 50 8 3() 38 
Xli- 80 71 8 II 12 18 
E&;pt 8 42 20 25 71 33 EGum 112 38 3 22 15 39 

00 71 8 11 12 18 
00 71 8 11 12 18 - 84 63 3 18 13 19 

TheG_ 91 74 3 12 6 14 
Gbata 55 17 20 33 24 
Guinea 70 6 14 9 16 
Guinea-_ I 72 2 6 7 22 
Km"" 

, 82 73 4 11 14 15 
r.....ho !i6 79 J 7 11 13 
I.aboo< 82 65 2 13 16 22 
Libya 32 16 15 3() 54 53 

92 68 2 1I 6 21 
Mi>lawi 9l 63 3 17 5 19 
Mill 75 83 4 2 i 21 15 
Mauritalli< 82 46 4 16 14 38 
Mauritius 24 21 16 26 60 53 
M<IOOOO 27 35 46 30 28 l4 

• 97 68 I 16 2 15 
Namibia 47 32 3 32 50 36 
N_ 92 84 0 4 8 12 
Nigeria 67 64 7 16 26 2 
R<I>l1im 2 16 4 26 94 58 
Rwaruia 98 !i6 6 2 8 - IfI 72 3 10 10 i 18 
Sierra Lerue 78 56 4 22 17 23 - f{/ 61 2 15 11 2. .. 
Soo!hAllim 13 11 17 48 70 40 

Sudan 84 60 5 to II 29 
~ 78 6() 4 16 18 24 
T_ 64 72 8 13 28 15 
Tun:i&a 47 25 44 46 10 28 
u"",da 85 80 3 8 12 12 
Tanzaria 89 73 Z 10 9 17 
Zaire 92 49 Z 22 6 29 
Zambia 82 65 l 14 15 21 
Zimbabwe lID 62 4 17 16 21 

Source: The World's Women 1995, PP. 147 -148 



Annex: II 

ADULT ECONOMIC ACTIVITY RATE <pERCENTAGEl 

1970 1980 1990 
Conntry 

Women Men Women Men Women 

Northern Africa 8 82 12 79 21 

Sub-Saharan Africa 57 90 54 89 53 

SOURCES: For 1970 and 1980, prepared by the Statistical Division afthe United Nations 
Secretariat fann estimated economic activity rates in Economically Active Population -
Estimates, 1950 - 1980, Projections, 1985 - 2025, six volumes ( Geneva, International Labour 
Office, 1986); for 1990, prepared by the Statistical Division from !LO: Year Book afLabour 
Statistics, various years up to 1993 (Geneva) and national census and survey reports. 

Men 

75 

83 
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Annex:m 
FEMALE LITERACY RATE 

Rate Female as % of Rural as % of 
Name of countries 1992 male urban 

1992 1990 

Libya 57.4 67 -
Botswana 56.7 72 -
Tmisia 50.2 67 -

----1 Algeria 44.1 63 -
South Africa 80.3 99 -
Egypt 36.1 58 34 

Gabon 48.2 69 -
Morocco 27.7 52 -
Zimbabwe 77.9 87 -
Congo 62.1 78 -
Cape Verde 57.5 74 -
Swaziland 726 96 -
Cameroon 47.5 66 44 

Ghana 49.0 67 -
Kenya 65.2 n -
Lesotho 58.8 74 -

I Sao Tom<>'Principie - - -
Madagascar - - -
Zambia 67.4 81 -
Comoros 48.4 77 -
Togo 32.9 52 -
Nigeria 42.1 66 -

&juatoriaJ Guinea 63.7 73 -
Zaire 63.5 75 -

II Sudao I 30.6 [ 56 -

Source: UNDP Human Development Report 1995 
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AImeI: m (CoDt.) 

I Rate Femole .. %of R ..... I .. %of 
N ....... f<IIIIIJ1rles I 1m male 1IIi> .. 

1m 1m 
cote d'Ivoire 26.1 56 · 
TlIII2JII1ia 52.4 68 · 
~ ... 

I c.m..J African Rfpublic 45.6 72 · i--'-"'" 
Mauritania 24.9 52 · r--
SEnepJ 20.1 51 i · 
Djibouli 29.5 51 11 II 

.. ~-.... 

Benin I 21.9 ! 49 i -
, 

R """"'" 471 10 · 
Malawi 38,8 5.1 · 

i,i Uganda 46.4 65 72 

:: Labour 19.8 39 -
i 

TheGsmbia 22.1 45 · . 
Cbad 31.3 33 · . 

.: Guin .. Bissau 38.9 ! 60 · 
lluruwIj 20.1 43 · 

• Mommbique 20.4 38 · 
Ii Guin .. 19.3 41 · " 

BmkinaFa", ! 8.0 I 29 12 

F.thiopia 226 53 · 
Mali 19.6 56 28 

I Sien's Leon. 15.9 38 · 
Niger l.8 30 · 
Total Sub&hoIra 44.6 . 66 -

Total AJab States i 40.7 I 62 -
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Annex·w WOMEN AND HEALTH 

FmaIe .. Gpedan£y at birth MatanaI.~ nte JIG" W___. mdng uolilfl W1jIdun T .... , ... 10',oo.~ .... 0/0 -N ... or aJIIIIIIria 1'10-1992 1986 -1993 -, ... 
Gbona :H.S lOOO 13 6.0 

K...,. 57.7 170 ]J 63 

r.e..tbo 63.0 2J '.2 
M __ 

~8.0 "0 17 6.1 

....... 49.1 ". " 6.0 

('..8IP111'11_ 56J · 7.1 

Togo 56.8 420 12 6.' N_ 
52.' 800 6 6.' , _GaInoo 
49.6 · · ,., 

.... 5.1.7 800 8 6.7 

...... "' .. SlO , '.7 

Coted'Mh 52.-1 7.4 

I T_ H6 340 10 ,., 
I CarCnII. AMc.l RcpuhIe n.9 600 · '.7 

........... HI 1 5.4 

....... ~O.J 600 7 6.1 

DjIbo'" 50.0 · '.8 - 4'.3 160 7.1 

..- 48.' 210 21 ••• 
M ..... 46.2 400 J3 72 

u ..... 46.2 "0 
, 7.3 

, ..... no 6 6.8 

n.. ....... 46.6 · 12 5.6 

Clad 49.1 960 · ,., 
"""""- 45.1 700 · ,., 
...... 4&.1 · · 72 - 51.9 · , 

6.' 

So ...... 48.6 1.100 · 7.' 

M ...... ..., . 300 7.0 

....... 45.0 800 · 7.' 

B ...... F_ 49.0 810 8 6.5 
, ........ 49.1 '60 4 7 .• 

Mal 47.6 2.000 , 7.1 

"""" Lm .. 40.6 4,. 6.' 

NIga- 48.1 700 4 7.4 

...,......,Alico 52.4 606 " 6.3 

Anb ..... 63.3 294 34 4.' 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report 1995 



Annex: V WOMEN IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 

Female ch.t1dren Women's average age at mamage as of men's Fertility rate (per 1000 Female refugees Female refugees 
economically active rate >mmenage 15.19) (thousands) as % of male 

COllntry (%age 10· 14) refugees 

Years As % ofmen's 

1910 1990 1910 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1993 1993 

Mauritius 2.3 1.4 22.5 22.8 83 82 58.0 44.9 · · 

Seychelles . . 22.6 23.8 88 90 105.2 63.0 · · ,------'-

Libya 2.7 1.4 18.7 · 16 · 271.9 · · · .. --. 
Botswana 15.3 4.3 24.8 25.0 85 · 17.0 125.0 · · 

I TlIlIisia . . 20.9 25.0 77 · 46.3 17.0 · 
Algeria 1.3 0.9 19.3 23.7 19 86 · 144.0 · · 

r 

Sooth Africa 1.5 0.0 · · · · 86.7 124.0 · · '" - -
Egypt 4.9 3.5 20.0 22.0 76 · · 16.0 · · 

----------------------r .-
Namibia 18.3 3.1 · · · · - 109.0 · · --

Morocco 8.7 10.3 19.4 · 78 · · 49.0 · · -
Zimbabwe 33.4 21.3 · 20_7 · · 29.6 109.0 · · 

-- ~-

Congo 22.1 9.5 19.6 · 14 · 107.0 · · · 
---------_. 

Cape Verde 6.2 5.0 · · · · · 71.9 2.0 87 
--

S-waziland 33.6 20.8 · 29.0 · 92 · · - · 
Cameroon 28.8 16.1 · 19.7 · · · 164.0 24.1 121 ------------, 
Ghana 8.1 3.6 19.4 21.1 72 · · 124.0 71.4 92 

-' 

Kenya 36.6 27.1 · 21.1 · · · 152.0 140.4 114 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report, 1995 



A.!ulex: V (Cont.) 

Female children 
economically active tate 

(% age 10 - 14) 

Women's avernge age at marriage as of meo's Fertility rate (per 1000 Female ",ful!l'<lS Female reful!i'<lS as % 
Country 

113 
women age 15 • 19) (thousands) of male refugees 

Years As % of men's 

1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1993 1993 

Lesotho 1& 15.0 9.9 20.3 1 --
~ 34.4 24.0 - - - -! 131 

. Zambia 20.9 lJ.9 18.2 20.0 15 - - 156.0 I 14.3 99 - ..... ~ ... 

1.7 

Q:lmoros 37.5 2&.5 - - - - - - - -

Togo 35.5 25.9 18.5 20.3 70 - 127.0 -

Nigeria 19.5 12.8 - - I - - - 144.0 ---------- - -, -----------r---- ---- - .. 
I Equatorial Guinea 3U, 14.7 - - - - - - - . 

I Zaire 30.3 14.0 - - - - - -___ . r- 124.2 __ 98 I 
Sudan I 10.1 6.3 18,1 24,1 12 - - 69,0 119.4 _ 104 I 

33.8 15,9 - - - - 193,0 128.7 105 Cote d'lvoire 
; j 

! Tanzania 44.6 333 11.9 :20.6 74. - - 144.0 __. . ... I - I' 

:, , j 

C.AR . 44.5 33,3 17,9 20.6 .. ~ - - 170.0 _ 16:=i.5 : 92 I 
~ Mauntama 14.7 7.7 - 23.1 . 78 - 780

m 

_________ m· • -

Senegal 43.6 31.7 23.1 - 78 - • 30,:1, W) 
--------- -- ---

: ~ibouti 38.1 28.0 -. 19.3 -71_ - . 18,0 I _____ 112 I 
II 28.1 18.4 - I - - - - 210 619 I Benin 114 

II Rwanda ! 47.5 40.0 20.1 i - 89 - - -, 1--

. 
l 

I 

i , 
j 
i 
i 

i 

I 
1 
I 
t 



Anne.: V (Cont.) 

Female children Women's average age at marriage as of men's Fertility rate (per 1000 Female~ Female refugees as % 
Country economically active 

1.1.4 
\WIIIeIl age 15 - 19) (t:Ilousands ) of male refugees 

tate (% age 10 - 14) 

Years As%afmen's 

1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1993 1993 

Malawi 43.5 29.0 - - - - - - - -
Uwm<fa 39.1 31.2 17.7 19.0 74 - 179.0 187.0 - -
I.aloor 19.9 13.3 18.7 19.7 70 - 217.0 - 1.1 92 I 

TheGambia 36.6 27.2 - - - - 156.0 - - -
Chad 11.5 8.7 - - - - - - - -

Guinea Bissau 35.4 25.9 - - - - - - - -

Angola 31.3 18.7 - - - - - - 5.7 112 

Burunid 47.5 40.0 21.5 21.9 91 - - 52.0 0.9 100 

Somalia 32.4 20.4 - - - - - - - -

Maz.ambique 50.9 36.4 22.2 - - - - - - -

Guinea 36.3 25.9 - - - - - - 287.3 99 

Burkina Fa.o 47.1 39.1 - - - - 152.0 5.1 - -
Ethiopia 35.4 25.5 - - - - - 102.4 18.3 71 

Mali 15.0 12.3 . 16.4 - . - 201.0 - · 
Sierra Leone 19.0 8.6 - 18.0 - 66 212.0 . - · 
Niger 49.9 40.5 . 16.3 - 69 142.0 - -

Sub-Sahara Africa 28.3 19.6 - . - - . 139.2 930T · 
Arab Stales 6.4 5.3 19.8 22.8 77 - . 73.9 210T · 

-
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